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A Partial List of Features

Multiple 3D views can be opened and modified at any time

A user can work in any combination of views with all views

instantly updating at all times

Automatic generation ofANY orthog

defined auxiliary views

Entities can be selectively hidden in any v

generation oftrue orthographically sound
Extremely user friendly

Full GEM interface, pull down I

commands, dialog boxes and mure.

256 Layers can be activated invidualty or in groups

modes allow magnification's ofup to 1 ,000,000 lii

The ability to overlay other programmes from within

DynaCADD

Dimensioning

Auto Dimensioning includes;

Mechanical and Architectural formats

Full 2D and 3D dimensioning is supported

Baseline, chaining, angular and linear dimensioning is

supported
Automatic tolerancing in any of three different styles

Text orientation using any one of the three different systen

(uni-directional, angled or aligned)

Zoom a window
S "
:"!' 'j.Pd !

iWmm

Full featured Vector Font Editor

Automatic proportional spacing (

with the click of a mouse
Up to 16 extremely high resolution fonts t

drawing with no need for repeated disk a<
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Introducing DynaCADD.". .a Professional CADD Solution

at a Fraction of the Cost

DynaCADD is a 2D and true 3D Computer
Aided Design and Drafting software solution

that will turn your personal computer into a

^phisticated and powerful CADD work station.

ith electrical, mechanical, architectural or

civil applications DynaCADD provides a total

destfen and drafting solution. DynaCADD
signs and details drawings in 2D or

true 3D, reads and writes the industry standard

DXF file formats and provides compatibilit

with the new Desktop Publishing solution/

Calamus. DynaCADD proves itself invatt»abie\

from conception to output by offering anJ J

alternative solution to expensive, difficult to use

2D and 3D CADD systems. DynaCADD brin

mainframe CADD capabilities to the CADD
Professional at a fraction of the cost.

SPECIAL OFFER!!
For a limited time only

Save up to $150.00 off our introductory price of $695.00.

Trade in your existing Atari ST CAD package and

receive up to $150.00 in credit against the purchase

of DynaCADD

Call us for details

ability to:

and perimeters

tion

^J or 3D positions, circular

r arrays, stretch, sweep, rescale,

trim and divide

itity transformation ofany view into

Select entities for transformation & editing using;

Digitize, Windows. Windows Out, View Windows

By entity color

By entity layer

By chaining with dir

Plotter Output

Both HPGL and DM/PL and con
supported

Printer Output

Laser Printers, draft and final mode
Epson and compatible printers are supported, both 8
and 24 pin
All drivers allow;

Quickplots, Final drafts utilizing the printers highest

graphics mode, multi sheet prints, scaled and constant

ratio prints

Data Transfer

DynaCADD reads and writes bo
DXF Drawing Files

DynaCADD alio

Desktop Publishing solution.

System Requirements:

To order and for more information please contact:

_;, Inc. 2651 John Street, Unit tfi, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 2W5
Tel: (416) 479-1880 Fax: (416)479-1882

Commitment to the
Future

un the leading edge of CADD
technology; Upgrade modules
currently under development
include surface design and image

design, both with the :

to use graphic interfac. .

.

DynaCADD base module.



MarkWilliams Raises
C Programming lbANew Level.

New source level debugger, csd,

cuts development time

in half!

^«*
At;an sT

FEATURES
Mark Williams C For the Atari ST

* New! Resource Edilor includes compiler/

decompiler for direct access to

resource lex!

* New! Peepnole optimization-faster com-
pile times and faster code

• Full access to AES/VD! libraries

with complete documentaliori

and examples

• Source and object code lor RAM
disk culs compile time in half

• Integrated edit/compile cycle;

editor automatically points to

errors.

• MicroEMACS full-screen editor

with commented source code

• FuH K & R plus ANSI extensions

• Microshell Command Processor.

a powerful UNIX style shell

• Complete symbolic dehugger
and assembler

• Powerful utilities: make, ^xfj „
linker, archiver. egrep. sort.

'

dilf and more

• Over 600 pages ( documentation

wilh more than 100 sample
programs

Hew! csrfCSOUHCE DEBUGGER:

• Cuts development time in half!

• Debug in C source code not

assembler

• Provides separate source, evalua-

tion, program and history windows

• Ability to set trace points and

monilor variables

• Can interactively evaluate any C

expression

• Can execute any C function in your

program

• Trace back function

• On-line help screens

MARK WILLIAMS C FOR THE ATARI ST: $179.95
csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER: $69.95
60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

f * IT

Now, on top of the

world's best C compiler,

Mark Williams brings you
csd, the world's only

source level debugger for

the Atari ST!

"With csd, you actually

debug in C. Forget about

trying to find bugs in clunky

assembler and struggling

with long dumps, csd gives

you the interactive advan-

tages of an interpreter plus

the speed of a compiler An
indispensable companion for Mark Williams C.

Reviewers have been raving about the IBM version

of csd for years:

"csd is close to the idea! debugging environment. . , a

definite aid to learning C and an indispensable toolforpro-

gram development"
-William G. Wong, BYTE

"This is a powerful and sophisticated debugger built on

a well-designed, 'serious' compiler."

-Jonathan Sachs, Micro/Systemsfournal

"&
#>w WE'VE UPPED COMPILER

PERFORMANCE, TOO!

Our new Resource Editor

makes creating window
driven interfaces with icons,

alerts, pull down menus and

dialogue boxes a snap. And its

exclusive compiler/decompiler

lets you directly access

resources, making changes

quick arid easywhMe simplifying project management.

Unparalleled compiler speed, fast, compact code,

complete utilities and outstanding documentation

have made Mark Williams C the preferred compiler

for the Atari ST. Reviewers enthusiastically agree:

"Mark Williams C may be the best implementation ofC
on the Atari ST to date. . . not onlyfor the experienced, profes-

sional developer, but alsofor the weekendprogrammer."

-George Miller, COMPUTE! 'S Atari ST Disk and Magazine

".. .the all-around best choicefor serious software

development on the ST"
-Douglas Weir, Analog Computing

COUNT ON AN UPSTANDING REPUTATION.

Mark Williams has been producing and improving

quality programming tools since 1976. A good reason

why the Mark Williams C compiler is the one chosen by

Atari. And just one more reason you should choose Mark
Williams, too.

SPECIAL UPDATE OFFER AVAILABLE NOW!

If you already own Mark Williams C, a special

update offer is available for version 3.0 and csd by calling

Mark Williams. If not, there's never been a better time

to ask your Atari dealer about Mark Williams C and csd.

Or you can order by calling 1-800-MWC-1700.
[In Illinois, 1-312-472-6659]

(Mark
Williams
Company

1 430 W. Wrightwood, Chicago, IL 6061

4
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Any ST owner knows that [heir machine is a professional computer -easily able to

handle almost any computing task. But the ST hasn't had the general acceptance of

the '"blue" or "fruit" computer, except in one area: music. In our feature this month.

Jim Pierson-Perry traces the parallel growth of MIDI and the ST as [hey've grown

up together. You'll learn why the ST now stands head-and-shoulders above those

o[her two on stage and in music studios.

This issue is all about new professional software on the ST. You'll find reviews of

LDW Power, a new Lotus-compatible spreadsheet that outclasses 1-2-3, and Super-

base Professional, a relational database manager that outstrips dBase. You'll also

find previews of SBT, a superb business accounting software series, and Publishing

Partner Professional, a major upgrade of a familiar DTP program.

We've also focused on professional programs on the START disk. In a first for

START, we're publishing a program tha[ runs only on monochrome monitors: ST

SciPlot, written by University of Illinois physics professor David Heddle. When
you boot it up, you'll know why immediately; it's a truly professional scientific

graphing program that demands the high resolution of the ST monochrome moni-

tor. And it's only on your START disk.

There's another first on this issue's START disk: finally, ST animators can add

sound and music to your animations easily with the START Audio-Video

Sequencer, a professional-quality "dubbing" program written by Jim Kent, the

father of ST Animator and Cyber Paint. This one runs in color only, because what's

animation without color?

If your business needs demand that you keep to a schedule (and whose don't?),

you'll appreciate our Professional Calendar It's a Desk Accessor}' appointment

calendar, complete with notes, alarms and reminders (but no other extraneous ac-

cessories to clutter up your computer's memory).

There's lots more in this issue and on your START disk. If a "blue" or "fruit"

computer owner tells you that your ST just isn't professional, shove this issue of

START in his hands and tell him to be quiet and read it. But don't be surprised if

he asks you afterwards where to find the nearest Atari dealer!

(^6i^.^\ J

/

Andrew Reese

Editor

START, The #1 Guide to the Atari ST

November 1988
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A CLASSIC ADVENTURE GAME
FROM PSYGNOSIS
* FULL ICON CONTROL
* BRILLIANT GRAPHICS
* FIENDISH PLOTS
* A RACE AGAINST TIME
* 4DISKSATARI. 3DISKS-AMIGA
* IBM VERSION - COMING SOON

CHRONO-QUEST
This is the first of a new generation of adventure games from Psygnosls. An
adventure game in the classic sense.

Your quest begins in your fathers chateau circa 1920, there you find (or

should find) your fathers latest invention; a fantastic time machine. Your

father is dead, murdered, you are the prime suspect. A letter left by your

father leads you to think the real culprit was Richard, his not so faithful

servant. But he has escaped to the future using the time machine . . who
will believe your fantastic story ... do you believe it?

You will be presented with many objectives; ultimately you will have to

travel through time to collect the fragments of magnetic card to drive the

Time Machine into the future. There you will have to . . . Meanwhile, the

immediate objective is to find the time machine... Sorry, a more immediate

objective is to find the room with the time machine in it ... But its dark . .
.
Very

sorry, an even more immediate objective is to be able to see where you are

going ... 3 hours and 250 minutes and even more immediate objectives

later, you are standing in the hallway thinking . . . hellpppp!!!!!!!

ATARI ST/AMIGA/IBM - $49.95 Scraan Shots are from the ST. version.

Ji'i'jji-irfejl] l''jmi.i
:'"

mm
"

-i:-

LiL s
Computer Software Service

2150 Executive Drive

Addison Illinois 60101
Toll Free: 1-800-422-491

2

In Illinois: 1-800-331-SOFT



Practical Solutions presents
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yv-v
to Color Composite Converter

for the Atari ST®

602-884-9612
1930 E. Grant Rd.. Tucson A2 85719
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Public Domain Or Not?
1 am the public domain disk librarian

for the Owen Sound Atari ST club, and 1

also belong to the Toronto Atari Federa-

tion (TAF). 1 would like to know your

magazine's thoughts on some items.

As I understand, you have back is-

sues of some issues of START, but do

not promote the sale of them, and some

are out of print. Some magazines

don't know if yours is one) put their ar-

ticles and programs on CompuServe

and GEnie.

1 would like to know if/when pro-

grams published by START and placed

on their disks become public domain, if

at all.

Ross Cooling

Kimberly, Ontario

Canada

We do put back issue programs and

documentation from START and Antic on

Antic Online, our electronic magazine on

CompuServe, log onto CompuServe and

type GO ANTIC to check the current list-

ings. At this time, START programs do not

go into the public domain.

Even if an issue is sold out, you can still

order its disk from us. Just call (800) 234-

7001 and specify the diskfrom the issue

you want. To get a particular article from

an out-of-print issue, send us a self-

addressed, stamped legal size envelope and

SI and we will send you a photocopy of the

article.

Under New Management
In the Special Business Issue of START

you reviewed some business programs,

including The Inventor)' Manager Please

be advised that Regent Software is no

letters From Our Readers

longer distributing the program, and 1

am now marketing Inventor)' Manager

myself. It now sells for $39.95.

For a free brochure, please write me

at this address:

Walt La Foret

P.O. Box 166

Fountainville, PA 18923

Start Selector Questions
The START Selector program from the

Special Business issue ol START is one

of the most useful pieces of software I've

been able to acquire at any price for my

ST (I believe I've seen a review of a

product that performs a similar function

priced at $15 or more.)

Alas, I have some bad news-it ap-

pears I've encountered a bug. However,

it's a situation where 1 have to do some-

thing to make it happen, and can be

avoided.

1 have a Supra 20-megabyte hard

drive running driver version 2.62. (This

bug doesn't show up with the hard

drive off.) I have DEGAS Elite in a folder

named DEGAS (I have encountered the

bug with other programs under the

same conditions) on logical drive "E." If

I run DEGAS and select Drive B from

the DEGAS menu, then attempt to load

without a disk in the drive. I get the

STVIDE

Address

Digitize Imm any slandard video source, (VCR. Video Camera,

etc.). Save digitized pictures into NEO or DEGAS'" file formats. This

is the fastest digitizer available for the ST'" or MEGA'", Capture

single frames in less than a second.

To order, use coupon below or call toll free 1 -800-624-6545 or

in California 408-378-81 77,

I Pleasesendmef ) Video digitizerfsjat $79.95 each (plus I

$2.50 shipping). California residents add !r
\ sales sax. I

Name !

State Zip

ONavarone
Industries

Navaronc Industries

454 Kenneth Ave.

Campbell, CA 95008 J

START The ST Monthly
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Dare to Continue the Ultimate Space Fight

The time is the distant future, in a remote corner of the

universe. A hostile horde of creatures from the planet

Egron is back to capture your home planet, Novenia. You
climb into the cockpit to destroy—once and for all— this

alien race. Are you ready for the ultimate space fight?

Starglider II, the eagerly awaited sequel to Starglider,

streaks onto the screen with more astonishing graphics than

ever imagined! With a 3D instrument panel and fast, furious,

futuristic weapon system. . .it's the most extraordinary

cross between flight simulator and shoot 'em up arcade
game created!

LANDMARK TECHNOLOGY-ONE STEP FURTHER! Superfast

solid 3D graphics give you an incredibly realistic feeling of

flight.

SPECTACULAR SOUND EFFECTS add to the game's
startling effects.

MULTIPLE CONTROLS, FAST-PACED ACTION with an amaz-

ing array of flying creatures and crafts—all aimed at you!

LONG AWAITED SEQUEL to the highly acclaimed Starglider.

Now, Starglider II brings you even more technological

breakthroughs.

P.O. Box 2227, Menlo Park,
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standard alert "The drive doesn't re

spond. etc." I then choose Retry or

Abort from [he GEM alert. Then, if

click Cancel on the START Selector,

four bombs and have to reboot.

I don't have any problems as long as

I don't attempt to load from a drive that

doesn't have a disk in it and this doesn't

show up with the hard drive off.

In my opinion this does not detract

from the excellence of your program. I

just thought you might want to know

that I had come across this.

Gregory Gatz

Spring, TX

We were able to duplicate this problem

once nmning DEGAS in a folder on an

1CD hard drive. However, following Mur-

phy's Law, when we called programmer

CharlesJohnson to tell him about it we

were unable to duplicate it. Because of this,

he's not sure whether the problem is a bug

in START Selector or something else; how-

ever, be aware that this situation can occur,

and it's best not to try to readfrom a drive

that doesn't have a dish in it under these

circumstances. It's nearly impossible to

track down a bug that can't be reliably

duplicated; however, we'll keep you in-

formed if we're able to pinpoint the

problem.

More On The Start Selector

Here is an idea about the START Selec-

tor (Special Issue #3). I would like to

use the chosen function, as "save" or

"delete" to appear in the START Selector

menu to confirm my actual choice, es-

pecially when I am in a hurry and

things can go wrong. But is it possible?

A Swedish subscriber

Stockholm, Sweden

No. This must be written into the program

that is calling the Item Selector

Truth In Advertising?
The World's Greatest Solitaire Program

(START Summer 1988)? Not by a long

shot.

First, you're guilty of boldly

proclaiming the benefits of a bug. Pick-

ing up and moving less than an entire

column of cards is illegal. Therefore a

program which allows you to do so is

allowing you to cheat, and that is a bug.

Second, I think that it's ergonomi-

cally improper to put the "GAME" and

"EXIT" boxes between two areas of high

activity (the 'Aces Spaces"). Too much

time is spent dragging cards across

those boxes. When I play a game, I do it

to relax; and if sometimes I am a little

less than careful in my handling of the

mouse that is excusable-except by this

game. Too many times I have accidently

started a new game in the middle of an

"old" one because of careless dragging.

Third, another bug popped up dur-

ing one of my games- 1 noticed two of

the same cards (two deuces of clubs).

I don't mean to disparage what is

otherwise an excellent program; it

clearly took a lot of talent to write it. But

to me, David Addison's Klondike Solitaire

written in GFA BASIC, is still the best.

David B. Rogers

St. Maries, ID

Because of the wide variation in ndcsfor

Solitaire/Klondike/Canf\cld (or whatever

you want to call it), we decided it would be

more flexible to let you move less than an

entire column of cards than to forbid it

completely Ifyou consider this cheating,

don't do it! We tested the program exten-

sively and never encountered the bug you

described with the deuce of clubs. Klondike

programmer Rob Lech is looking into the

problem.

V*o

STSOU
DIGITIZER

Digitize real-world sounds from microphones, record player,

tape reeorders. etc., then play back with your MIDI keyboard. The ST

Sound digitizer can be used tocreate music, edit short commercials, or

use for voice mail. Very easy to use software with powerful editing and

mixing features.

o order, use coupon below or call loll free 1 -800-624-6545 or

d California 408-378-81 77.

fj Please sendmet ) Sound difn±eris)at W.95 each (plw

$2.50 shipping). California resident* add 7% sales IC"

Name

n

zip

I / \P I EV Nayarone
iWi *5 Industries Campbell, ca 95008

Navarone Industrie;

454 Kenneth Ave.

START The ST Monthly



FOUR WAYS TO MAKE YOUR ST

If you want to make your Atari ST explode
with action you'vegot to give itdynamitegames.
These are the world famous original arcade
screamers. Operation Wolf," Alcon'" Bubble
Bobble'" and Arkanoid" will make your ST do
things you didn't think were possible.

Everyoneknows that arcadegames are the

benchmark for all other video games and Taito

has been an arcade leader since 1953. Since

then we've made over 1,000 classics for arcade

andhome play. Counton Taito to bring the heat

of the arcade to your home computer.

Buy Taito products at leading stores every-

where. Visa/Mastercardholders can orderdirect

anywhere in the UnitedStates by calling toll free

1-800-663-8067.

"Bubble Bobble'"

COMING SOON. THE CLASSIC MIND GAME, QIX.
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Star Trek In Basic?

1 am writing to you from a Federal

Penitentiary, where I am currently an in-

mate. I got your address from a book

entitled "The Essential Atari," by Jerry

Willis.

The reason i am writing is because

I'm in a slump over 5T information. I

work with a 1040 for six hours daily in

the education department here, learning

BASIC, and I'm doing video game-type

programming.

I know BASIC isn't exactly a good

language to program graphics but it's all

I have, and considering everything. 1

think I'm doing pretty well with it. Right

now I'm writing a "Star Trek" video

game that's rather elaborate and needs

some fast graphics to make it look good.

1 would also like to get a full screen of

graphics, instead of having to stay in-

side a window. I know that the ST has

built-in routines that will enable me to

do this, however 1 don't have the infor-

mation necessary to tell me how to go

about it.

It would really be a help if you could

tell me how to use the VD15YS com-

mand to call the subroutines, and

where to PEEK and POKE.

If any ST owners out there would be

so kind as to send me something for my

ST I will be greatly appreciative, and

you may well be partially responsible

for making an otherwise unproductive

existence very productive

You can write to me or send infor-

mation to the address below;

Reginald Still

No. 02595-097

United States Penitentiary

3901 Klicn Blvd.

Lompoc, CA 93436

Atari ST Peeks and Pokes (Abacus Software,

$16.95, P.O. Box 7211, Grand Rapids, Ml

49510, (616) 241-5510) has a good discus-

sion ofVDISYS routines, This book was

published when the STfirst came out, and

as such is one of the few sources that give

specific examples for use with ST BASJC

Cheers For Charts
Three cheers for START Charts! 1 have

seen this approach used in so many

IBM magazines, and 1 was glad to see

START incorporate this procedure.

Here are some START Chans that 1

would like to see;

• C compilers (Megamax, Mark

Williams')

• Laser printers (Postscript, down-

loadable fonts?)

• Scanners (Navarone; any others?)

I'm really glad to see Atari back in

the market and I'm so excited about my

new ST.

Brian LaChance

Wolcott, CT

Getting Back To The Basics

Your column "Programming In BASIC"

is exactly what I've been waiting for

since START began publishing. I'm a

casual ST user, and your kind of inform-

ative articles make my day.

At last! Now this magazine has

something for me at my level. I look for-

ward to discovering more about the ST

and GFA BASIC from articles like yours,

Mark K. Brown

Ashland, OR

Dialog Box
START
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107
Or leave us a message on CompuServe

using the Antic Online Mailbox—just

log on and type GO ANTIC.

This is our popular clock calendar plug-in cartridge. The

timekeeper comes complete with removable long life lithium battery

and flow-through cartridge port, ready to use. Just plug it into the

cartridge slot and set up either an Auto folder or Accessory program

lo automatically scl Time and Date each lime you turn on your ST™.

To order, use coupon helow or call toll free 1 -800-624-6545 or

in California 408-378-8177.

I f~J Please send me ( ) Timekeeper(s) at $29.95 each (plus I

$2.50 shipping). Culifarniti residents add 7r( sales tu.x

Name

START The ST Monthly



sensory perfection!
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EXPERIENCE A NEW UNIVERSE OF SIGHTAND SOUND

Powerful graphics

and visual effects,

together with superb

music and sound,

make Captain Blood

a sensory feast. But

for Captain Blood

such pleasures may

be fleeting— his life

force is being drained

by 5 unfriendly clones.

As Captain Blood,

you must locate all 5

of these Blood broth-

ers among 32,768
planets and assimilate

them before the ship's

auto-bionic functions

take over and render

you completely inhu-

man. You're already

50% machine!

-•--- /. ^ - So get moving.

Pilot your way
through Hyperspace

and fly through

'^S£5^- treacherous terrains

of strange worlds.

And encounter even

stranger inhabitants.

Use a unique icon lan-

guage to pry clues

from ^fully-

developed alien races.

Go for it! Travel

space.Talk with aliens.

Find the clones. De-

stroy planets. And
feast your eyes on
your prize, the lady

Torka.

If you're still man
enough.

C A



New ST Software and Hardware

New Fantasy
From SSI
From Strategic Simulations, Inc. comes

Heroes of the Lance, first in a series of

the official TSR Hobbies Dungeons &
Dragons computer games. In this

single-player game, set in the Dragon-

Lance game world, you can control up

to eight characters. The game uses both

text and graphics and is similar to other

ST fantasy games. Pick your characters,

decide on their strengths and weak-

nesses and set them out on a quest!

Heroes of the Lance, $39.95. Strategic

Simulations, Inc., 1046 Rengstorff

Ave,, Mountain View, CA 94043, (415)

964-1353.

CIRCLE 277 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Supra's
Megadrive
Supra Corporation has released their

MegaDrive ST, a 40-megabyte hard disk

drive that mounts inside the Atari Mega

computer case. The drive connects to

the internal DMA port (on the Mega's

motherboard) and leaves the external

DMA port available for the Atari laser

printer or other peripherals. There is no

external power supply; power comes

directly from the Mega. Supra also fur-

nishes formatting software that lets you

partition the MegaDrive ST into as many

as 12 drives. MegaDrive ST, S995. Supra

Corporation, 1133 Commercial Way,

Albany, OR 97321, (503) 967-9075.

CIRCLE 283 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Captain Blood
Captain Blood is a stunning new space arcade game from Mindscape. In it you

play the title character, a cyborg looking for six clones who are draining your

energy. Your mission? Hunt them down and ice them! You can choose to explore

up to 32,768 planets; picking your choices through the colorful screen icons. In-

credible landscapes (both real fractal and simulated vector graphic), digitized

sound, music and fast-moving flight sequences add to the fun. Could this be the

next Dungeon Master? Captain Blood, S49.95. Mindscape, Inc., 3444 Dundee Rd.,

Northbrook, IL 60062, (312) 480-7667; (800) 221-9884.

CIRCLE 281 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Captain Blood,

Mindscape's stun-

ning new space ar-

cade game with

real fractal imagery
and simulated vec-

tor graphics.

A Question Of
Scruples

One of the most provocative board

games today is Scruples, a game that de-

mands its players make difficult deci-

sions on moral dilemmas. A Question

of Scruples is the computer version of

this game -a game that asks tough ques-

tions and reveals the personalities, hon-

esty and ethics of its players. In Scru-

ples you can play with up to nine other

human players, or against computer

players chosen from 64 different per-

sonality types. A Question of Scruples,

$39.95. Virgin Games, distributed by

Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Drive,

San Mateo, CA 94404. (415)

571-7171.

CIRCLE 282 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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DynaCADD
I5D, Inc., has just released DynaCADD.

a professional-level CADD program

that's compatible with their high-end

desktop publishing program Calamus.

DynaCADD lets you create both 2D

drawings and 3D objects for electrical,

mechanical, architectural or civil appli-

cations. DynaCADD features an amaz-

ing variety and number of features, all

available through multiple levels oficon

menus. The program offers considera-

ble power: automatic dimensioning

(both European and North American

standards) and the ability to alter any

part of a 3D object, with the program

automatically updating the orthographic

views of the object, DynaCADD can

send its output to a wide assortment of

printers (laser, dot-matrix) and pen

plotters and supports the Postscript

page description language. Requires a

minimum of one megabyte of RAM, a

one megabyte disk drive and a mono-

chrome monitor, DynaCADD $695,

ISD Marketing, Inc., 2651 St. John

Street, Unit #3, Markham, Ontario,

Canada, L3R 2W3, (416) 479-1880.

CIRCLE 77b ON READER SERVICE CARD

OffShore
Warrior
Titus Software has released Off Shore

Warrior, a fantasy arcade action game in

which you compete in speedboat bat-

tles. In the future, an alien race has im-

posed peace on planet earth and has

banned all warfare and armed conflict.

As one of the boating warriors, you

satisfy human desires for aggression as

you jump waves, avoid rocks, fire at

your opponents or force them onto

rocks. Off Shore Warrior, S39.95. Titus,

20432 Corisco Street. Chatsworth, CA

91311, (818) 709-3693.

P.O. Box 5257
Winter Park, FL 32793

Phone: (407) 657-4611

The program you've alt heard about ... Now better than ever!

* Make your 520/1040 ST"'' outrun a Mega ST"'' !

* Speeds up the computer's response; saves time, reduces fatigue.

* Low Cost; Less than half the cost of Atari's hardware blitter.

• Not Copy Protected; Install on all your favorite program disks,

• Works on any 520, 1040 or Mega ST"'' with TOS'" in ROM.

Imoroved' Featuring Auto-install, more speed enhancements, and
" " compatibility with more application programs than ever!

Turbo ST vs The Blitter (% speed increase)

Monochrome Color

Blitter Turbo ST Blitter Turbo ST

dBMAN 10% 62% 8% 64%
Dala Manager 83 81 85 80

1ST Word 37 29 34 34

GFA BASIC 22 69 13 62

Interlink 53 61 46 63

ST BASIC 221 400 219 425

Word Writer 34 29 35 32

To order, see your local dealer or send $49.95 plus $2 for shipping and handling

io SofTrek. Visa/Mastercard accepled. Florida residents add 6% sales lax. Version

1.0 owners may upgrade lor $1 by sending in your original disk before Nov. 1.

Benchmarks performed by paging through an appropriate data file using Turbo

ST"'* on a 1040 ST and the blitter on a Mega ST. TOS, ST BASIC. 520 ST, 1040
ST. and Mega ST are trademarks or registered trademarks ot Atari Corp.

Tutbocharge Your ST Computer Today!



PROBLEMS? SOLUTIONS!
VIDEOKEY
You say your computer doesn't have
an RF modulator? There's no
support for composite video? Not to

worry! With VideoKey, now you can
record your graphics creations or

simply hook up a composite monitor
or television! It is designed to

provide the highest quality color

composite video and RF output

possible for any Atari ST computer,

••••

including the Mega. Color repre-
sentation is great - the reds really

are red and the blues are blue!

Along with composite video and a

built-in RF modulator, VideoKey
offers separate audio output for use
with your stereo or amplified

speaker. A monitor feed- through
port is also provided so you can
still use your RGB or mono
chrome monitor. (It's also

compatible with Monitor
Master, our monitor switchbox

VideoKey has some other nice

features. It automatically powers on
when your computer is on and in

color mode - meaning no power
switch for you to turn on and off! It

boasts our exclusive Colorloc
circuitry that prevents colors

from "fluttering" or "floating"
across the screen.

ONLY
$119.95

custom molded non-detachable cable

and a low- profile injected molded
case (approx. 4 x 5 x 1.5 inches)

designed to compliment the ST.

VideoKey was optimized for low
resolution use since nearly all games,
graphic and animation software is

for low resolution. Use with 80-

column text is not recommended.

ONLY
$49.99

MONITOR MASTER
If you have both the RGB and
monochrome monitors and hate

cable-swapping then this device is

for you! Plug both monitors in at

once and a single push-button easily

and safely switches between your
monitors. Also offers a separate

audio jack for use with your stereo

or amplified speaker for a big, bold

sound. And, if your computer is

RF-equipped it allows hookup to

your VCR or composite monitor.

Non-detachable cable is included.

The first and still the best!

ONLY $39.95

MOUSE MASTER
An innovative switchbox that allows
you to instantly switch between your
mouse and joystick (or other con-
troller)! It offers a third joystick port

so you can plug in your mouse and
both joysticks with no more frus-

trating cable swapping. Its compact
case is attractively styled in a neutral

gray color and a 2 ft. double-cable is

included for comfortable use by
either right- or left-handers.

COMING SOON!!
Sterco/3-channel sound output tor

the ST! Call or write for details.

i Practical

Solution/®

DRIVE MASTER
A handy device, especially if you use
pc-ditto from Avant-Garde Systems.
With just a touch of a button, you
can switch between your 5.25" and
3.5" floppy disk drives! It also works
well as a switcher for two 3.5"

drives. Custom styled case matches
the Atari ST and comes with a 3 ft.

detachable cable.

602- 884 -9612 2Z
cson, AZ K57I9

ONLY
$49.95

trademark ol Ala



hopping for holiday gifts?

Make your holiday shopping EASY. Give

your friends a subscription to START.

They'll be able to use their ST in ways
they've never dreamed.

Talking ST
with your friends?

START gives you complete coverage

of the ST scene. News and reviews

e latest and best ST products,

formation and programs on
ID1, desktop publishing,

business applications,

animation, graphics, games,

utilities, and more. With

the disk programs, you get

top-quality software at an

outrageously low price!



lewsJotes & Quotes

What's Happening in the Atari World

by Stephen Mortimer

and the START Skiff

GDOS
Replacement
G+FLUS is a GOGS replacement by

CodeHead Software. GDOS is an exten-

sion of the operating system that allows

programs such as Microsoft Write and

Easy Draw to display and output

device-independent fonts and graphics

at the highest resolution possible. Cur-

rently. GDOS causes speed degradation

in some systems and some programs do

not work properly with GDOS installed.

G+PLUS takes the place o! GDOS in

the hoot disk AUTO folder, offering

speed and compatibility improvements

over GDOS.

According to Charles F Johnson, one

of the program's authors. G + PLUS has

shown no compatibility problems and

will work with software previously in-

compatible with GDOS. Significantly,

there is no speed degradation using

G + PLUS. A special line drawing option

allows the ST to operate 25% faster than

normal on the Desktop.

A companion accessor)' included

with G+PLUS allows different

ASSIGN.SYS files to be installed without

rebooting the system. The ASSIGN.SYS

file tells the system what fonts are in-

stalled and where to find them. Nor-

mally, the computer must be reset lor a

new ASSIGN.SYS to be recognized.

Under G+PLUS, the execution of a

GDOS-based program will cause a

specific ASSIGN.SYS file to be automati-

cally loaded and installed. G+ PLUS is

available for $34.95 from CodeHead

Software. PO. Box 1250, Pacific Pali-

sades, CA 90272.

High
Resolution
Monitor
Moniterm. a giant in the monitor in-

dustry, has completed a high-resolution

interface board ior the Atari Mega and

the Moniterm Viking 1 and Viking

2400 monitor. The board connects to

the Mega's internal bus connector and

provides a monochrome screen resolu-

tion of 1280 by 960, more than twice

the size of the current ST monochrome

monitor

The board will also have a socket for

the Motorola 68881 math coprocessor

that may be installed at a later time. The

Viking 1 19-inch monitor and board

will sell for a maximum of $1,995, ac-

cording to Ward Johnson, President of

Moniterm. The Viking 2400 24-inch

monitor will sell for $2,595. Both moni-

tors have an option for a non-glare

screen. Properly written software

should work immediately with the

Moniterm monitor For more informa-

tion, contact Moniterm at 5740 Green

Circle Drive, Minnetonka, MN 55343.

(612)935-4151.

The Moniterm Vik-

ing 2400 high reso-

lution monochrome
monitor dworfs the

Mega 4 beside it.

Including the inter-

face board that

plugs into the Mego
bus, the Viking

2400 lists for

$2595, while its

alien-
19"

ists for $1995.

Precision Comes To The U.S.

Precision Incorporated the English publishers of Superbase Personal and Profes-

sional and LOGiSTiK, has opened its doors in the U.S. Distribution and support of

these products had formerly been handled by Progressive Peripherals & Software

of Denver. Colorado. Precision Incorporated will now provide full support for all of

its products from its offices at 8404 Sterling Street. Suite A, Irving, TX 75063. Their

voice telephone number is (214) 929-4888 and their Fax number is (214)

929-1655.

START The ST Monthly 17
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Atari Hard
Disk Fix
Berkeley MitroSystems, creators of the

BMS-100 hard disk interface board, has

designed a replacement PAL chip lor

the Atari SH-204 20 megabyte hard

disk. As shipped by Atari, the SH-204

does not report errors to the computer

in media formatting, reading or writing.

With the Atari Drive Enhancement, all

errors are reported, curing erratic disk

operations and problems of phantom

partitions that can occur when using

Supra or 1CD hard disk software.

The ADE chip simply plugs into a

socket on the SH-204's host adaptor

board. The retail price of the ADE is

$20 and it's recommended as a dealer-

installed option. For more information,

contact Berkeley MicroSystems, 360

Oakland Avenue, Suite 5, Oakland, Cali-

fornia 94611, (415) 465-6956.

Dot, Dot, Dot.
Have you been wondering what David Small is up to these days? First of all, he's

finished Version 6 of the Data Pacific Magic Sac Mac emulator that offers much

laster disk access speeds. More recently, since leaving Data Pacific David has been

developing a 128K version of the Magic Sac. Currently the Magic Sac uses Apple

64K ROMs that are incompatible with software such as HyperCard and Adobe Il-

lustrator. The 128K emulator, popularly dubbed the "Super Sac," will not be mar-

keted by Data Pacific but by a company run by David Small himself Small expects

the Super Sac to retail for about $200 without the Apple ROMs. . . Early this sum-

mer at the NAMM show held in Atlanta, Atari created a MIDI developers council.

The council is made up of several well-known ST MIDI companies, including Hy-

brid Arts, Sonus and Dr T's, and will try to further MIDI on the Atari ST line of

computers. . .

If you've got a hot tip or an interesting product for the ST, we'd like to hear from

you Let us know at News, Notes & Quotes, START, 544 Second Street, San

Francisco, CA 94107

wr Public Domain Software IlAJ
Over 575 Disks Available for the ST

$4.00 Each

ChhStmaS Special Utilities. Games, Magic Sac, MIDI,

n r- r-,- i . Vmrr Music, Applications, Clip Art.
Buy 6 Disks get 1 FREE Educational. Graphics
Buy 10 Disks get 2 hRbfc 24 Hour Shipping Telephone Support
Buy 20 Disks get 5 FREE Free Catalog Updates

Call or Write for FREE Catalog
(800) 622-7942

Clip Master

cr
10 Screens per disk

$19.95 per disk
FREE Bonus Disk with Purchase

Dealer Inquires Welcome

Disk 1 : Animals, Christian, Folks, Food, Home, Music, Plants
Disk 2 : Americana, Patriotic, US Map, Outlines ot all 50 States
Disk 3 : Arrows, Designs, Kid Stuff, Signs, Symbols, Christmas
Disk 4 : Animals, School, Thanksgiving, Transportation & more

Clip Art for Desktop Publishing Programs

SBH
GFA Basic Book $29.95
GFA Reboot Camp $17.95

189.95

Flash
Shadow
mvmk ST
Degas Elite

$25.95
$37.95
$24.95
$19.95
519.95
$22.95
$29.95
$45.95

Sooctr.m 512 $49.95
I ."irii' rn"i c",tn

r El 'o 329 95
Tune Up s:i£.G5

Mouse Master $32.95

Helpful Hints (Book) $16^95
Supra 2400 Modem $149 95

Call for More

BRE Software
352 W.Bedford, Suite 104

Fresno, CA 93711
(209)432-2159 in CA

7;i
-; . ST SPRITE MIGHT -? j£

At last a sprite editor thai rjan do everything in one program!

ST SPRITE MIGHT is (he first professional sprite editor that works in low

& medium resolution; lias 6 different sprite siics; and allows you to save

the Images as C source code.

• Creates fi different sprite sizes: 16x16, IBs 32, 16x48. 32x15,

32 x 32, and 32 x 48.

Compatible with both Degas and Neorhrome file formats. Files

can he loaded in any of 3 screen locations.

• Sprili> siiqunin.i! may hi; saved to disk as C source (easily edited

into Assembly or Basic).

Animator allows fcr up lo 2000 n-niinsoifi'im'.i:! lipping aiid'ur

Drawing functions are: copy, undo, fil

frame, box, and fi types of brushes.

circle,

$;™.<)5

EURIPEDES
Exciting Full Screen Action.

Destroy enemy ships with your missiles while you pilot your ship through

screen after screen ;>! scrolling aclinic Use vn-.i: hnmbs to gain points and

lives, hut watch out for those surface missiles.

Nearly full screen scrolling willi acimaied air, surface, and space

la",
*'•

$29.95

Roth programs require an Atari ST with color monitor.

Send check or money order including S3.00 shipping & handling to;

J & V Software

P.O. Box 186

Ellettsville, IN

47429-0186



Zero to Sieve in 5
SeCOnds! Because LaserC is fast.

Really fast. Infact, so fast it can compile and

link the popular sieve

benchmark in 5 sec-

onds! Spend more
time programming
and less time waiting

on the compiler.

Whether you're an

amateur or a profes-

sional, LaserC is the

right C language
development system

for you. LaserC has

everything you need

to develop commercial grade applications or

desk accessories for the ST.

LaserC is the only integrated C environ-

ment available for the ST. Program entry is a

snap with the multi-window mouse and

keyboard editor. Compile and execute your

programs directly from the editor with a

single keystroke!

Perform disk operations such as file copy, or

run any program with just a few clicks of the

mouse— there's no need to leave the editor.

In addition to the large compliment of

UNIX™ compatible library routines, LaserC

allows complete access

to the ST ROM routines

—all documented in

the 650 page manual.

Introducing
LaserDB -the
powerful source level

debugger! Now you
can view your source

code while it runs.

Monitor C variables,

set breakpoints with

the mouse, and evalu-

ate C expressions interactively. Multiple

windows and easy command structure

make debugging fast and efficient.

Get LaserC and LaserDB— the ultimate C
development system for your ST.

"We convertedDungeon Master to Laser C
and doubled or tripledourproductivity. We
now use Laser C exclusively for our ST
Development.

"

—Wayne Holder,

President, FTL Games

One-pass generating relocat-

able code. Absolute addressing

of globals allows program's

code and data to be as large as

memory allows. Ultrafast linker

accepts both Laser C and DRI

format object files.

BaaaaB
Integrated editor and develop-

ment shell. Cut, copy, and paste

between files. Pull-down menus
and dialog boxes to control edi-

tor and run compiler. Fast

scrolling and text entry— sup-

ports large files. Special window

can be used as a command line

interpreter. Built-in dynamic
disk cache and facilities for

RAM resident compiler and

other Laser utilities.

Resource Construction Pro-

gram, full-featured Make util-

ity, linker, dissassembler,

archiver/librarian accept Laser

C and DRI objects files.

Laser C Mark Williams C v3.0
Compile/

Link Run Error

Compile/

Link Run Error

Hello, c 2.43 - - 15.98 - -

Apskel.c 8.88 - - 26.5 - -

Sieve, c 4.59 2.45 - 23.9 2.77 -
AES '35.6 _ - 103 _ -

Savage 6.31 36.4 1.73x10 '° 30.82 83.0 1.13 k 10 '

Source and assembly level

debugger. Evaluate any C
expression to print or set vari-

ables. Source and assembly

mode allows interaction with

complier output. Disassemble

or dump memory. Set break-

points with the mouse on C
lines or machine instructions.

Watch C variables or machine

registers. Multi-window user

interface. Simple command
structure.

AES consists of nine source files

AES is built using Make.
Mark Williams C using RAM disk.

totaling 1142 lines ofc

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Box 851521, Richardson, Texas 75085-1521

(214) 987-4931

£.; Megamax. Inc. 3988. LaserC and LaserOH sold separately.

[f vou currently own Megamax C for the ST, update to Laser

C for $20. Call for details. (214] 987-4931. Now available

through distributers. UNIX'" is a trademark of AT&T.
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MIDI MACHINE

^Afnd^J^fou/ Jst yjtrew

by Jim Pierson-Perry
START Contributing Editor

In 1984, Jack Tramiel and associatesformed Tramiel

Technology, Ltd. to build and market an advanced home

computet—the ST. Among their plansfor the new ma-

chine was that it support the budding MIDI technology.

Little could they have realized then just how important

thatfeature would become. From little seeds do niche

markets grow!

20 November 19,



The ST and MIDI partnership has been

one success story after another

Capitalizing on the computer wave

sweeping the music industry, the ST has

quickly risen to a leadership role for

musical applications. Along the way,

MIDI acceptance and uses have grown

far beyond the original scope-and the

ST has been there every step of the way.

Why MIDI?

MIDI was a child of necessity It was

conceived initially as a way to cope

with the explosion of new electronic in-

struments in the late 1970s, as syn-

thesizers became a major part of the

music scene. One problem was that a

single synth by itself sounded weak

compared to acoustic instruments. A
way around that was to play several

synths together and get a fuller "layered"

sound. Since most musicians have only

two hands apiece, this approach was of

limited use for live performances. Even

with a tape deck in the studio, it was

hard to play multiple keyboard tracks in

perfect synchronization. Keyboard

players needed a way to connect mul-

tiple synths as slaves to play under the

control of a single master keyboard.

Some manufacturers began to build

computer interfaces into their synths,

but each, unfortunately had his own in-

terface scheme. As long as you used all

Oberheim equipment, for example, you

were fine. But the player who wanted to

link gear from different sources to-

gether? Forget it.

Birthing Pains

In 1981 Japanese and American syn-

thesizer manufacturers began discussing

ways to develop a single standard for

communicating musical performance

data between instruments, regardless of

company brand. This standard would

describe both the interface hardware

and the communications software to

drive it. By June of 1982, enough work

had been done on the standard so that

some companies began to build new

synthesizers incorporating it. During

this time, the standard was officially

named as the Musical Instrument Digi-

tal Interface standard: MIDI.

The first public display of MIDI

came at the National Association of Mu-

sic Manufacturers meeting in January,

1983. With baited breath and crossed

fingers, a Sequential Circuits Prophet

600 was connected with a Roland JP-

6 -and it worked the first time! It was

finally possible to play a single key-

board and have the other track it per-

fectly

In the first generation of MIDI syn-

thesizers, some differences in interpre-

tation of the standard arose that had to

be resolved. Watchdog organizations

were formed to control and nurture

MIDI: the Japanese MIDI Standard

Committee QMSC) and the MIDI

Manufacturers Association (MMA).

A user group, the International MIDI

Association (IMA), took over

distributing the standard and

educating musicians, retailers

and developers on using it.

MIDI standard specification

1.0 was officially released in

October 1983 by theJMSC

and MMA, then pub-

lished in English with

a detailed descrip-

tion by the IMA in

September 1985

START The ST Monthly 21



The Professional MID] Machine

From [he start, MIDI was anticipated

to be a dynamic standard that would

grow with need. The first major amend-

ment came in 1986 with a standard for

handling sampler data dumps. A sec-

ond addition came in 1987 when the

MIDI Time Code (MTC) was accepted.

MTC provides a connection between

MIDI and SMPTE, an absolute timing

reference standard used throughout the

professional audio and video world.

The most recent change has been ac-

ceptance of a MIDI data file standard by

the MMA. Discussions on a universal

file standard had been ongoing since se-

quencer programs first emerged in

1984. Anticipating its acceptance,

several companies have already released

programs that can read and save files in

this format. Because of the continuing

changes to the original document, the

IMA has just completed and released

version 4.0 a total rewrite of the MIDI

detailed specification.

The Atari Angle: Pre-ST

Atari was a force in the MIDI market

even before the ST was designed. In

April 1983 a small Los Angeles com-

pany named Hybrid Arts was formed

that set out to bring MIDI to the Atari 8-

bit computer line. Founder Bob Moore

stated that they chose the Atari because

it was the sturdiest of the lightweight

personal computers and stood the best

chance of surviving a professional road

tour Any questions about basing their

work on a "'game machine" were quickly

quashed when Hybrid Arts demon-

strated the very first MIDI sequencer

program at the January 1984 NAMM
show.

This led to the MIDItrack II se-

quencer program for 48K Atari com-

puters in mid-1984, followed by the

even more powerful MIDItrack III for

the 130XE in 1985. Both were extremely

well received. A series of patch editors,

librarians and a sample editor for the

Mirage filled out the product line, which

continues to do well today.

A MIDI Computer

Computer support for MIDI was just

starting in 1984. Although designed for

communication between synthesizers,

software developers quickly realized

that MIDI could easily be extended to

the computer front. A report on a MIDI

software conference in 1984 carried the

understatement that "everyone agreed

MIDI could quite possibly become the

focus of a revolution in the music in-

dustry." Quite true, but the revolution

spilled over into the computer market

as well. Once users discovered how

computers could aid their musical pur-

suits, new applications appeared like

wildfire. By the end of 1984 there were

about 40 programs available lor all

makes of personal computers. This

grew to greater than 165 programs by

mid-1986 and shows no sign of taper-

ing off even today.

Musicians in early 1985 had three

choices for a computer If you had a lot

of money, you bought a Macintosh or an

IBM PC; if not, you bought a Commo-

dore 64. Suddenly that summer, a

brand-new option appeared: the Atari

520 ST This was the first personal com-

puter with MIDI as an integrated part of

its hardware and operating system

design-and the raw computing muscle

to back it up.

From the very beginning, the ST was

appealing to musicians. Other com-

puters required an external MIDI inter-

face and there was no standardization

among them. Software for a particular

computer would also require a particu-

lar interface; pick the wrong one and

you were locked out of other programs

(a situation persisting today, particularly

for the PC). With its built-in MIDI ports,

the ST never had this problem.

The ST had its initial big break in

Europe. As it competed easily with the

Mac and PC on features, its significantly

lower price led to quick acceptance. In

the music market the ST took a com-

manding position that has never

[altered. A report from the 1988 Euro-

Afari Firsts

In The MIDI Market

Having been a part of the MIDI mar-

ket from the beginning, Atari has

racked up a number of "firsts" to its

credit. Some of the more significant

ones are:

1 The first MIDI sequencer was

demonstrated by Hybrid Arts at the

Winter 1983 NAMM show. An 8-bit

Atari computer was used to control a

Prophet 600 synthesizer (one of the

first instruments to contain the MIDI

interface).

2 The ST was the first, and still only,

personal computer to contain the

MIDI interface as an integrated part

of its design.

3 DX-Droid by Hybrid Arts was the

first patch editor program for any

computer to provide automated in-

telligent patch creation.

4 Hybrid Arts scored again with

SMPTE Track for the ST, the first se-

quencer to include an integrated

SMPTE interface module,

5 Atari was the first computer com-

pany to exhibit at the NAMM show

(Summer 1987). Since then, Apple

and others have followed in its

footsteps.

6 The first commercial non-music

MIDI application was MIDI-Maze for

the ST from Hybrid Arts.

7 The ST was the first computer with

software (from Steinberg) to drive the

new Yamaha DMP7 digital mixer.

8 Hybrid Arts' ADAP li is the first

hardware/software product designed

to edit DAT (Digital Audio Tape).
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pean music trade show concluded that

the industry ".
. .is now totally domi-

nated by the Atari ST." In the U.S., a poll

taken by Keyboard Magazine showed

the ST to be the first choice for a new

computer purchase.

The ST's combined power and low

price also made it the first personal

computer to be used as a basis for a

music equipment component. Hybrid

Arts, in collaboration with Nilford Labs,

showed the first of these in 1986 with

ADAP, a 16-bit stereo sampler built

around a dedicated ST Another use for

the ST has been as the controller for au-

tomated mixing consoles.

The Early Days

The release of the ST could not have

been timed better for the MIDI market.

While musicians were discovering the

computer, instrument manufacturers

were just starting to learn new ways to

use MIDI. MIDI was settling down and

ambiguities were being ironed out while

the JMSC and MMA fought the language

barrier. The first software programs

were aimed at duplicating common

tasks done by hand or studio equip-

ment. These were primarily sequencer

and patch editor/librarian programs.

A major advantage of sequencer soft-

ware over tape recorders was that music

could be captured and edited without

losing fidelity. As the program was just

recording the MIDI commands then

literally replaying the instruments, you

could play with the music to your

heart's content before actually commit-

ting to tape This also encouraged the

spread of home studios. Musicians

could do the basic recording at home,

then bring their disks into the studio for

the final polish and take. This saved a

lot of money for the artists and made it

easy to experiment and try new ideas.

Also, anyone who had ever created

sounds directly through a synthesizer

front panel quickly appreciated the

speed and efficiency of using the com-

puter as a patch editor.

Predictably, the first MIDI program

for the ST was released by Hybrid Arts.

DX-Droid, a DX7 patch editor/librarian,

came out in 1986 and introduced a new

concept—applying artificial intelligence

to create new patches. Following close

behind was MIDI Magic, a program that

turned the ST into a MIDI player piano.

Supporting it was a library of piano rolls

(including ones originally cut by Scott

Joplin, Liberace and George Gershwin)

converted into MIDI data disks. Tom

Jeffries, MIDI Magic's author, also wrote

the first MIDI articles published in

Antic and START magazines.

Another early ST convert was Emile

Tobenfeld, better known as Dr. T, who

has become of the the major forces in

the MIDI software arena. Previously

known for his Commodore 64 pro-

grams, he foresaw the ST becoming the

preferred personal computer for music

applications. His first releases for the ST

were a patch editor for the CZ-101 fam-

ily and the Keyboard Construction Set

(KCS), a professional -level sequencer

ported and substantially upgraded from

the Commodore 64.

Other MIDI software houses joining

the ST in 1986 were Sonus, Steinberg

and Electronic Music Publishing House.

A surprise hit came from Activision,

better known as a game house, when

they brought out Music Studio. This was

a player program that let you type in

music, then play it back through the in-

ternal speaker or via MIDI. It caught on

quickly and soon BBSs were filled with

Music Studio data files.

A popular feature of Music Studio

was its ability to change the sounds of

the internal speaker voices, very much

like using a software synthesizer. This

idea was taken further by Lee Actor and

Gary Levenburgwith "Hot Sounds:

Noise Doodling on your ST" in the

Winter 1986 START that led to the util-

ity program G.l.S.T G.I. ST. uses a soft-

ware synthesizer metaphor to create

new sounds for the internal speaker

voices that can be played via MIDI. The

sounds can be saved and used with

other programs such as GFA BASIC.

Personal Pascal and even the sequencer

program, MIDI Recording Studio.

Growth Spurts

Having proven its utility for control of

musical instruments, MIDI manufac-

turers next turned their sights to control

devices such as effects boxes and mix-

ing consoles. One of the first was the

PCM-70 by Lexicon, an all-purpose

effects box (reverb, echo, etc) that could

be controlled in real-time via MIDI. The

PCM-70 today remains a choice piece of

processing gear and even has its own

patch editor program. Once the gate

opened, a number of MIDI-equipped

effects boxes followed as well as digital

equalizers and mixers. "Incest" was iair

game as new devices appeared that

translated (mapped) MIDI commands

from one form to another (e.g., mod
wheel to pitch bend).

Drums were popular targets for MIDI
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The Professional MIDI Machine

control No longer did a drummer have

to be buried behind a drum kit. With a

sensing pad to trigger hits and dram

sounds coming from a sampler or

synth, the drummer was free to go out

in front with the rest of the band. Mick

Fleetwood revealed one of the wilder

cases of this in a recent START inter-

view (Summer 1988) in describing a

drum controller he built into a cod-

piece! Thanks to MIDI we can now now

hear the sound of one hand clapping.

In 1987 MIDI software was coming

fast and furious, particularly for the ST,

which by then was asserting itself as the

musicians's computer. Professional-level

sequencers were available from Dr. T,

Hybrid Arts, Sonus, Steinberg and C-

Lab. Passport, one of the original MIDI

software developers, became a new

player for the ST by porting their Master

Tracks sequencer from the Mac

(reviewed in the Spring 1988 issue of

START). This was significant, since just

one year before they had stated that

".
. .as Atari's survival is questionable we

are not investing in software for it." Ap-

parently, the enthusiastic acceptance of

the ST in music circles did not escape

them. Currently there are more profes-

sional level sequencers for the ST than

for either the Mac or the PC-there's

nothing like freedom of choice.

able to trim out noise, set loop points,

do digital processing (volume and

equalization) as well as to do special

tricks like playing a sample backwards,

cut/paste, merging multiple samples,

etc. These were clearly jobs for software.

Sample editing software is more

sophisticated than a standard patch edi-

tor or librarian. It requires substantially

more graphic-oriented programming

and editing tools. Each sampler had its

own way ot assigning which samples

would map to particular MIDI notes,

what MIDI commands would be recog-

nized and the sample data dump for-

mat. For the ST, sample editors came

from Steinberg, Drumware. Sonus and

Compu-Mates. More recently, Sound

Designer has been ported from the Mac

by Digidesign. This is the state-of-the-

art sample editor for any computer and

an excellent addition to the ST lineup.

Soltsynth is another ST conversion

from Digidesign and represents a new

trend in sample software: creating a

sound from first principles. The pro-

gram uses additive and FM synthesis to

build up a sound from a series of in-

dividually tailored harmonics. Another

new release. Sample Maker from Dr. T,

continues the trend and incorporates a

scription. Transcription is a very com-

plex task, much more an art form than a

textbook procedure and the software for

it is just now coming out with accep-

table quality. Early programs simply had

you type in the music and use graphical

editing tools to place the notes, orna-

ments, and so forth on the score. While

easier than doing it by hand, this ap-

proach fell short of the ideal.

Several ST software developers now

offer transcription programs designed to

work with their associated sequencer

programs. Among these are The Copyist

by Dr T, EZ-Score by Hybrid Arts,

Masterscore by Steinberg, Super Score

by Sonus and The Notator by C-Lab. A

bonus is that many of them can recog-

nize music files from other sequencers

through implementation of the MIDI file

standard.

Childhood's End

MIDI is now five years old and has

passed well beyond the original expec-

tations of its creators. Almost ever)'

piece of electronic musical equipment

has fallen under its influence from syn-

thesizers to reverb units to light con-

trollers. Even non-keyboard instruments

YAMAHA

Sample Editing

While it seemed that new patch editors

were arriving each week for ever)' syn-

thesizer in existence, the new center of

attention in 1987 became sample edit-

ing. Samplers were last year's darlings.

Unlike synthesizers, however, getting

quality sounds and effects was difficult

and subject to outside interferences.

Recording a sample was only half the

battle- musicians also needed to be

host of different algorithms for sample

synthesis. Digidesign is also notable as

the US distributor of ST software from

C-Lab of Germany. One of their recent

imports, C-Lab Creator, is a current fa-

vorite for the "king of the sequencers"

title.

Transcription

A Holy Grail for music software has

been to play a song into the computer

and have it produce a sheet music tran-

have benefitted -we now have

"MIDified" drums, wind instruments

and guitars. One of the more spectacu-

lar recent products is the Yamaha DMP7
digital mixer. You can send MIDI mes-

sages to it and watch the faders move

automatically in response.

MIDI has also spread beyond the

realm of music. One of the best exam-

ples is the multi-player arcade game

MIDI Maze from Hybrid Arts (reviewed

in the October 1988 START). Up to 16

players can be connected via the ST

MIDI ports and attempt mutual annihi-
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lation in real-time. Similar software for

the Mac and PC has yet to appear. An-

other idea now fermenting in designers'

minds is to use the ST MIDI ports as the

basis for a local area network. More

uses are sure to follow.

The growth of MIDI software appli-

cations has even surpassed that of MIDI

hardware applications. Today's pro-

grams far surpass the simple sequencers

and patch editors of just a couple years

ago and let us redefine what we call

music and how we make it. One of the

current hot areas is the explosion of

self- or guided-composing programs for

the ST. These work with music frag-

ments you supply or rules you define

for generating notes; the programs pro-

duce music of startling complexity and

interest. Some can interact with you in

real-time while you play. These include

M and MIDI Draw by Intelligent Music,

Tunesmith and Fingers by Dr T Ludwig

by Hybrid Arts and Mouseterpiece by

MID Imouse.

Another leading-edge topic is multi-

tasking. Dr. T was the first here with his

Multi-Program Environment, which lets

you run several patch editor, scoring or

composing programs from within his

KCS sequencer Hybrid Arts followed

suit with their Hybriswitch which runs

under GEM and can juggle among up to

10 programs (memory permitting).

Back in 1986, there were seven MIDI

programs available for the ST At last

count there were more than 170 pro-

grams released by more than 40 de-

velopers. These cover the gamut from

simple home jukeboxes to professional-

level composing and scoring to film.

The ST has proven itself more than

capable as the preferred platform for

MIDI applications I can't wait to see

what comes of their next five years

together!

Jim Pierson -Perry is a research chemist

and semiprofessional musician. He liven

in Elkton, Maryland.

Products Mentioned

EZ-Track Plus. $65; EZ-Score Plus,

$H9.95; Hybriswitch, $29; Ludwig.

S149.95; MIDI Maze, S39; ADAP I,

$1,995; ADAP II, base price $3,495;

with the AES EVU digital bus, add

$300; with SMPTE-Mate option, add

S250. MIDItrack II. $174 with inter-

face; MIDItrack III, $189 with inter-

face. DX-Android. $199.95. Hybrid

Arts. 11920 W. Olympic Blvd., Los

Angeles, CA 90064, (213) 826-3777.

CIRCLE 175 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Keyboard Controlled Sequencer (con-

tains the Mu hi-Program Environ-

ment), S249; Fingers. $79; Tune-

smith, $149; DX Heaven, $129; The

Copyist Level I. $99; Level II, $249;

Level III, $399; Matrix 6 Tricks,

$129; Sample Maker, $299. Dr. Ts

Music Software. 220 Boylston Street,

Suite 306. Chestnut Hill. MA 02167.

(617) 244-6954.

CIRCLE 176 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Super Score, $299. Sonus Software,

21430 Strathem Street, Suite H, Can-

oga Park, CA 91304. (818) 702-0992.

Masterscore, $350; Pro 24 III, $295;

Beam Team Transform X-Note and

XTrack prices not available; Time-

lock interface, $375. Steinberg/Jones.

17700 Raymer Street, Suite 1001,

Xorthndge, CA 91325, (818)

993-4091.

CIRCLE 17B ON READER SERVICE CARD

MIDlplay. $49.95. Electronic Music

Publishing House, Inc.. 2210 Wil-

shire Blvd., Suite 448, Santa Monica,

CA 90403. (213)455-2025.

CIRCLE 179 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sound Designer. $349; Softsynth.

$295; C-Lab Creator. $349; The

Notator, $595. Digidesign, 1360 Wil-

low Road. Suite 101, Menlo Park, CA
94025,(415)327-8811.

CIRCLE 180 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Genwave/12. $299, Soundfiler S900.

$299; Soundfiler X7000/S700, $249;

Soundfiler S612, S199; Kl Editor/

Librarian, $119 Diumware. 12077

Wilshire Blvd., #515, Los Angeles,

CA 90025, (213) 478-3956.

CIRCLE 181 ON READER SERVICE CARD

K3PO+ Synth-droid. $99.95; Casio

Synth-droid, $74.95, DW-8000

Synth-droid, Final Track, $7995;

DSS-1 Synth-droid, $129.95.

Compu-Mates, 8621 Wilshire Blvd.,

#177, Beverly Hills, CA 9021 1. (213)

271-7410.

CIRCLE 182 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Music Studio
:

$49.95 Activision, a divi-

sion of Mediagenic, 388 Bohannan

Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025, (415)

329-0500.

CIRCLE 183 ON READER SERVICE CARD

G.LS.T. $34.95. The Catalog, 544 Sec-

ond Street, San Francisco, CA 94107,

(800) 234-7001.

CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Master Tracks Pro ST 2.1, S349.95

Passport Designs, 625 Miramonte

Street, Half Moon Bay. CA 94019,

(415)726-0280.

CIRCLE 1B5 0N READER SERVICE CARD

M, $200; MIDI Draw. $95. Intelligent

Music, PO. Box 8748. Albany, NY

12208,(518)434-4110.

CIRCLE !86 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sonicflight patch editor/librarians for

the Ensoniq ESQ-l/M/SQ-80 and

Roland D-10/110, $99.95 each;

Mouseterpiece, $229.95. MIDlmouse

Music, PO. Box 877, Welches, OR
97067,(503)622-4034

CIRCLE 187 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MIDlsoft Studio Advanced Edition, $149.

MIDlsoft Corporation, RO. Box 1000.

Bellevue, WA 98009, (206) 827-0750.

CIRCLE 188 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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A.
ATARI

AUTHORIZED SERVICE
CENTER FOR ALL
ATARI PRODUCTS

micrOtyme
A DIVISION OF MICRO PERIPHERALS, INC.

P.O. BOX 369 • KETTERING, OHIO 454Q9
A,
ATARI

HARDWARE
ST'S. . .IN STOCK!!!
Color Monitors CALL
Mono Monitors CALL

SF 354 Drive ...CALL

SF314Drive CALL

IB 5V« Drive 209

MODEMS
SX-21J30u71200bpl ....CALL

1200E 85

Supra 2TO .... 149

• ST SOFTWARE •

ACCESSORIES
ST Dust Covers IramB

Mouse Mat 9

PowerSlripw/5urge 15

Deluxe Power Strip w/Surge . . . . 24

TERMINATOR Joyslick. WW! .19

EPYX 500 XJ Joystick 17

WICOBal Handle Joyslick 17

Printer Slan d- Heavy Duly 13

MailLabels3.5x15/16-500pk . .4

1000 pk 6

PAPER-1000 Shts-Microperf .... 14

CompuServe Slaler Kit 24

On-Line Encyclopedia Kit 36

Primer Cable 6' 19

Modem Cable 17

Supra 54k Printer Buffer 69

MIDI
Midi Cables 5' 6

Software (Hybrid Arlselc.) CALL

ST Gem Programmers Ret Man

ST Intel's Snnk

ST Intro lo Midi Book

ST Machine Language 9cov

ST Peeks & Pokes 9oo'>

ST Pod

ST Talk

Star Ffeei i

Star Raice's

Stargllflei ?

Stellar

Stock Ma-ket "ne Game

Strip Poke- ?

Sub Bailie S< mutator

Sundog

Super Base P-otessionai

Super Cycle

Super Stj- ia Hockey

Swift Can St

T=nelewood

Tau Ceti: Losl Star Colony. .

Temple of Apshai Trilogy . .

Te'ro' Pods

Test Drive

Th-ee Stooges

Thunder

lime Bandit

Top Gun
'

!i I: I,"

Beac & Rtiyre

Renegade 14

Road Hun net 26

Roaowars 22

Roculord 22

Santa Paravia 19

Sun Art 33

Scruples 29

SDt 34

Shadow 22

Shadowgate 34

Sh v.- ..".:'
.

27

Shufttecoatd i9

Silent Service

Sin bad 33

Sky Fox 14

Slagon 27

So*; San 23

Space Quest to- 2 ea33
Sur::iilliS*? 46

Speed Buggy 2 9

Spette- Bee 29

Spderman 7

Sprite Factory 26

Spy vs Spy 3 (A-ctic Annes) 19

ST Disk Drives. Inside & Out . . ..18

Tune Up ...
Tu'boST . .

Typhoon Thompson

Ultima 2. 3 or 4 g

Uninvited

Universa «i Selector

Universa. Military Sim

Universe 2

Vamp res Enpire

Vegas Craps

Vegas Gambler

Video Tit'.eing

Vip Proiessionat

War Ship

Wd'game Constructon Sel

Wmnie rne Pooh

Winter Challenge

Wlz Ball . .

.

Wizards Crown

Word Perfect

Word Up .

.

Word Writer S"

World Game*.

World Karate C hanoicnsfip

WWF Micrali 'i.e Wrest'ir.g

Xevious

HOURS: M-F 9 a.m.-9 p.m. EST
SAT 9 a.m. -5 p.m.

• NO EXTRA CHARGES FOP CI-EL'-'I CARDS! • We do

SflJpmenl mailable at extra charge • We ship to Ala;

tan • F Ease allcvi ':, weeks (:: Mrsoria or rompa-y c

iect to 15% re-slacking charge • Due 10 changing m

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-255-5835
Ohio Residents, Order Status or

Tech. Info, Call (513) 294-6236

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
II we ship Minimum order 115 • C.CD. -13.50 • SHIPPING: Hardware, minimum 14; So'lware and most accessories, minimum S3 • Next d

,
Puerto Rico (UPS Blue Label Only!, APO and FPO Canadian orders, actual shipping plus 5W, minimum $5 • Ohio residents add 6% sa

:ar • All defective products require a return authorization number to be accepted tor repatl or njoiacerranl • No tree trials or credit • Returns si

lions, call loll Iree for 'nisii (; :; .-
; ,i: j-.-ji y:n ty -y g ,.-d..r.i -!!ii ;}:.- Fin; (; ON W! CHICK Al

I " P ! Ij I

;:.An[i !!"U>RS FOR FRAUD.



ENCOUNTER HIGH
SPEED ACTION IN
AN INTELLIGENT
GAME OF TACTICAL
WARFARE.

THE TIME: The 22nd Century.

THE PLACE: 64 islands in the

Southern Ocean.

THE PROBLEM: A worldwide en-

ergy crisis.

THE MISSION: Gain control of

the islands, set up centers to mine,

recycle and produce materials to

form a large network of power

plants.

JUST ONE MORE PROBLEM:
Enemy terrorists are destroying

the islands. . .one by one.

FAST-PACED ARCADE AC-
TION: You are in control of up to

4 aircraft and 4 amphibious vehi-

cles simultaneously. Capture
enemy islands and destroy its

forces.

STRATEGIC TACTICAL WAR-
FARE: Conduct war maneuvers in

a huge territory that includes over

60 islands. Protect your ship with

defense drones and 360-degree
turret mounted laser cannon with

telephoto tracking.

SENSATIONAL GRAPHICS:
Three-dimensional solid filled

graphics, smooth scrolling, fabu-

lous sound and special effects.

ADDICTIVE, HOURS OF PLAY:
Your choice of action game or

strategy game, plus save-game op-

tion provides hours and hours of ex-

traordinary adventure!

realtime'^ -/^SOFTWARE

ARRIER

-f

R A I N B I R D
P.O. Box 3237,

Menlo Park, CA 94026,

415/322-0900

HOWTOORDER V ;,nr tall[BODj_237
p

Computer, Inc. IBM. Cnmmodare_and Aum are it

H-. bll.'K S-K

'''.'.'.
V.'I.i ,

:

- IS Corp., Comjno-



TALKIES!
Turn your ST into a mixing studio

with AVS.ARC on your START disk!

Many people enjoy creating their own

computer animations with Cyber Paint,

sold by The Catalog. (I wrote Cyber

Paint as an extension of the "Flicker"

program, published in the Summer

1987 START.) With Cyber Paint you can

create your own ST cartoons or do post-

production touch-ups on CAD-3D ani-

mations.

But even Cyber Paint needs more

bells and whistles. For instance, what

would cartoons be without crashes and

bangs as coyotes fall off cliffs and

refrigerators fall on rabbits' heads? What

would science fiction films be without

the pulse ol laser beams and the roar of

rockets as spaceships swoop over alien

planets?

Yep -what Cyber Paint needs is

sound. You need the ability to add music

and sound effects to your animations.

Well, now you have it.

by Jim Kent

Enter AVS!

With the Audio-Video Sequencer (AVS)

you can add digitized sound tracks to

your Cyber animated sequences. Not

only can you have bells and whistles,

you can have music, voices and even

things-that-go-bump-in-the-night. Any-

thing you can record on tape can be

played back with a Cyber Paint anima-

tion file Your only constraint is the

memory available in your ST- and you'll

find that sound tracks generally take up

considerably less RAM than video

tracks.

There is a catch: AVS is just an edit-

ing program. It won't create video or

sound; it just organizes tracks and

mixes them together You can find many

video (.SEQ) and sound (.SPL) files on

CompuServe, GEnie, at users groups

and elsewhere, but to create your own

you'll need Cyber Paint for video and

MichTron'5 ST Replay for sound. There

are also a number of .SND files available

on the same online services; these are

.SPL files with a minor modification. If

you change their filename extenders to

.SPL, AVS will have no trouble loading

and playing them. You can also play

Aegis Animator ST .STR files, but they

must first be converted to .SEQ files

with Cyber Paint.

Getting Started

Copy the files AVS.ARC and ARCX.TTP

onto a blank, formatted disk and un-

ARC the file following the Disk Instruc-

tions elsewhere in this issue. Because

Audio-Video Sequencer works with low

resolution animation sequences only, it

requires a color monitor. Double-click

on AVS.PRG in either low or medium

resolution. A medium- resolution screen

will appear with a menu bar at the top

and fourteen track lines below. This is

AVS's Edit Decision List screen.

To get some idea of the power oi

AVS, load the demo that came on your

START disk (in AVSDEMO.ARC) by

clicking on Load under the AVS Menu

START presents afull-blown editing suiteforyour Cyber Paint animated masterpieces!

The Audio-Video Sequencer by graphics guru Jim Kent is more than just a dubbing

program— // s afull-fledged editing system that lets you control the speed and timing

ofup to 256 tracks of low-res color video and sound information files.
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and selecting DEMO.AVS. Be sure [hat

the three Mies, LASER.5PL, ENGINE.SPL

and LASER-SEQ are on the disk in your

A: drive with AVS.PRG. After it's

finished loading, you'll see that there are

entries in the first three tracks. In the

Filename space on the left, you'll see the

names of all three component files. The

sound tracks, LASER.SPL and

ENGINE.SPL, are shown in red and the

video track, LASER.SEQ, in green. The

three associated tracks together are

called a scene. Two or more scenes make

a movie, (even though it's video). Press

the P key to play (or select Play Once

from the AVS Menu).

The animated LA5ER demo was

created by Associate Editor Jon A. Bell

and began as DEGAS artwork. The ship

is the "Narcissus" shuttlecraft from the

movies ALIEN and ALIENS; the deep-

space background was created with

Tom Hudson's Anti-aliaser desk acces-

sory. (Editor's Note: Watch Cyber Corner

in upcoming issues of STARTforJon Belt's

tips on creating the effects in the LASER

demo. Also, more demos are available on

Antic/START Online in CompuServe; log

onto CompuServe and type GO ANTIC.)

Putting It Together

Let's take a look at DEMO.AVS; it should

still be loaded into AVS. On the left side

of each track are the filenames for all

tracks. The next columns show the

StartTime and StopTime points for each

track in ticks (a tick is one-sixtieth of a

second). The Track Bars next to the

StopTime column represent visually

where each track occurs in your scene.

You can rearrange audio and video

tracks by pointing and left-clicking on a

Track Bar and dragging it left or right, or

by left-clicking once where you want

the track to start. You'll see the Start-

Time and StopTime numbers change as

you move a track.

Although there are only H tracks

visible on a single page of the Edit Deci-

sion List, there are actually 256 tracks

available on twelve pages. To change to a

different page or to scroll the Edit Deci-

sion List window up or down, use the

movement options on the Window

Menu.

You may find that the sound tracks

m DEMO.AVS play too fast or too

slowly, (Unfortunately, .SPL files don't

save any speed information.) You can

adjust their speed from the Examine

Track screen. To access the Examine

Track screen, right-click in the Track Bar

area for that track. (Don't worry if you

don't remember all the places to right-

and left-click; these are shortcuts which

you'll come to appreciate later. All of the

functions are available on the drop-

down menus and most also have

mnemonic keyboard equivalents as

well. The Examine Track screen, for ex-

ample, is accessed by clicking on Exam-

ine on the Tracks Menu or by pressing

the X key-eXamine- while the mouse

cursor is over the Track Bar area.)

The Examine Track screen has two
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sliders: the top one controls the speed

(1 is slowest) and the bottom one con-

trols how many times to loop (repeat)

the track. To preview a sound track

(prehear it?) while in the Examine

Track screen, left-click anywhere on the

heading bar of the Examine track

screen.

You can Examine a video track as

well. Just call up the Examine Track

screen in the same manner as for a

sound track. You can adjust the play-

back speed and the looping of a video

track just as with a sound track- and

preview it by left-clicking on the head-

ing bar

Once you have the sound tracks

timed correctly, you just need to set

their StartTimes (or StopTimes) so that

they will synchronize with the action

on the video tracks. Slide the Track Bars

to where you think they belong and se-

lect Play Once from the AVS Menu (or

press P). To make fine timing adjust-

ments, you can click on the StartTime

and StopTime boxes for that track. A

left-click on the StartTime box will

move the StartTime one tick earlier; a

right-click there will move it ten ticks

earlier. Similarly a left-click on the Stop-

Time box will move the track one tick

later and a right-click will move it ten

ticks later.

To save your work press S or select

Save from the AVS Menu. Type ALIEN-

ZAPAVS in the file selector (or whatever

name you choose; the .AVS extender is

for convenience only). The Audio-Video

Sequencer saves a short ASCII file with

one line for each track on the Edit Deci-

sion List, with the full pathname for

each .SEQ and .SPL file including the disk

and folder from which it loaded the track.

However, when loading an AVS file, AVS

will look in the current folder as well as

that specified in the file. Thus you can

create an AVS movie on your A: drive

and play it back on your B: drive, as

long as all the tracks are together in the

same folder. If you are creating a movie

to show on another computer, be sure

START'S Audio-

Video Sequencer.

Although there are

only 14 tracks visi-

ble on a single page
of the Edit Decision

List, there ore actu-

ally 256 tracks

available on twelve

pages.

that all of the component tracks are in

the same folder as the .AVS file when

you load and save the tracks.

AVS And The Basic

Space Epic Opening Sequence

Now that you've played with the demo,

Let's try a Mega-sized project. (Unfor-

tunately, all of this just wouldn't fit on

your START disk, so you're on your own

herel) Select Clear All from the AVS

Menu to clear the Edit Decision List and

buffer. Then, to keep perspective on the

overall movie, select Duration from the

Time Menu and move the seconds

slider to 30. This sets your overall movie

length to 30 seconds.

Let's begin with your Basic Space

Epic Opening Sequence. The Aliens are

invading! You'll need a spaceship zoom-

ing across a starfield shooting a blue

force ray (CAD-3D animation with

Cyber Paint opticals), a closeup of an

oozing, quivering green alien with ten-

tacles, a few animations of explosions

and a rotating earth (try CLRGLOBE.SEQ

on CompuServe).

For sounds, lets use some laser

sounds digitized from your favorite

science fiction thriller, some digitized

explosions from the same source,

maybe an alien voice delivering an invi-

tation to surrender and, of course, lots

of cackles and mush sounds. And don't

forget the Wicked Witch of the West's

cackle from The Wizard ofOz (which is

actually available on GEnie) and the

sound of wet oatmeal dropping three

feet onto a linoleum floor All in all, the

perfect ingredients for our space thriller!

Perhaps you want to open with six

seconds of an animation called, say,

SH1PSEQ showing a clunky spaceship

wobbling through space and then cut to

the laser-firing alien ship. Load all of

your component files for the SHIP

scene: SHIPSEQ and perhaps a low

whoosh (WHOOSH.SPL) followed by a

clank synchronized with the wobble

(CLANK.SPL). h:ft-clitk in the first File-

name space and select SHIPSEQ. Load-

ing a sound track is just as easy-just

right-click in the Filename space where

you want the sound file to go.

If your original SHIPSEQ animation

is half as long as you want, right-click

over the SHIPSEQ Track Bar and set it

for two loops in the Examine Track

screen. When you return to the Edit

Decision List, the SHIPSEQ Track Bat-

will be twice as wide and the track

duration (StopTime-StartTime) will be

twice as long.

Adjust the whoosh and clank sound

tracks to be in synch with the first loop

of SHIPSEQ. This is largely a trial-and-

error process. Set the .SPL Track Bars

where you think they should go and

Play Once. If it's right, go on to the next

step; if not, re-adjust the timing and
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AVS MENU COMMANDS

(Note: Keyboard equivalents are in

brackets.)

AVS Menu

About AVS—Shows the copyright

notice.

Load [LJ- Loads a movie from an

.AVS file.

Play [P]- Plays a movie once.

Play Loop [Return! -Plays movie for-

ever To abort, press Escape; the

movie will abort at the end of a

loop.

Save IS! - Saves movie.

Memory IM1- Displays memory

usage and other status information.

Clear All [Or]- Clears the movie

from memory; does not affect a

disk file.

Quit- Exits AVS.

Tracks Menu

Play Track [?]- Plays a single track.

Load Cyber [CI -Loads a track with

a video (,SEQ) file.

Load Replay [Rl- Loads a track with

a sound (.SPL) file.

Examine [XI-Goes to the Examine

Track screen to set playback speed

and looping (repeating) for an in-

dividual track. (Click on the Exam-

ine Track heading bar to hear/view

a track.)

Kill Track [Kl- Deletes single track

from Edit Decision List.

Block Menu

Capture [*]- Places a block of tracks

in a buffer You define a block of

tracks by clicking on the beginning

and end tracks of the block.

Cut [-)-Like Capture but deletes

block from screen. It remains in

the buffer for pasting until you do

another Capture or Cut operation.

Paste 1 + I - Copies block buffer onto

tracks on screen. This will overwrite

existing tracks.

Insert [Insl-lnserts empty tracks

and adds time in the middle of

your movie. Click once to define

the start track (by the vertical posi-

tion of the mouse) and start time

(by the horizontal position of the

mouse inside the Track Bar). Click

again to define the end track and

end time. Empty tracks will appear

between the two clicks, and all of

the tracks after the start time of the

insert will moved down on the

Edit Decision List and later in

time. (If you don't want to insert

time make the second click to the

left of the first click).

Delete [Dell—Deletes all tracks be-

tween two mouse clicks and moves

up and earlier everything after the

second click. Works the opposite

of Insert. This will permanently re-

move these tracks from your Edit

Decision List, but will not affect

any disk files.

Free Block [FJ—Empties the block

buffer and the memory it's using.

Load Block IBl-Loads an .AVS file

into the block buffer.

Time Menu

Duration ID] -Lets you view/set the

length of a movie.

Pack Video-Rearranges timing of

the video tracks so that one starts

right alter another without any

gaps or overlap. This command

also adjusts the duration of the

movie to fit the total length of the

video tracks.

Pack Sound -Does the same thing to

sound tracks.

Pack Both -Packs video and sound.

Sort Tracks -Displays all tracks in

their StartTime order.

Separate Tracks-Separates video

and sound tracks and displays all

video tracks together first followed

by all sound tracks.

Window Menu

Line Down [Down Arrow! -Scrolls

the Edit D'ecision List down one

track.

Line Up [Up Arrow] -Scrolls the

Edit Decision List up one track.

Page Down [Right Arrow] -Scrolls

the Edit Decision List down 14

tracks (one screen).

Page Up [Up Arrow] -Scrolls the

Edit Decision List up 14 tracks

(one screen).

The Edit Decision List Screen

NAME-Displays filename of video

or sound track. Left-click to load

with a Cyber Sequence video track

or right-click to load an ST Replay

sound track.

START- StartTime (beginning) of

track in ticks (1/60 second). Left-

click to move 1 tick earlier and

right-click to move 10 ticks earlier

STOP-StopTime (end) of track. Left-

click for 1 tick later and right-click

for 10 ticks later.

TIME POSITION -Time Bars which

display the relative positions and

lengths of tracks. Press and hold

the left mouse button to drag a

Track Bar to its position. Right-

click to go to the Examine Track

screen.

(Keyboard shortcut: the spacebar will

play whichever track the mouse cursor is

over.) I
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Play Once again. Do this until you have

it to your satisfaction.

Now select capture from the Block

menu, click on the WHOOSH.5PL track

and then on the CLANK.SPL track to set

the range of the block to capture. AVS

will store a copy of this block in its cap-

ture buffer. Select Paste from the Block

Menu and left-click on the first empty

track below CLANK.SPL- about where

the second loop of SHIPSEQ starts

(about halfway down the Track Bar).

Voila! Your first scene is completed.

Now you need to see the alien ship

firing its lasers; load the Demo we were

working on earlier, by selecting Load

Block from the Block Menu and choos-

ing ALIENZAPAVS (or whatever you

called it). Then paste it into the first

open track by selecting Paste from the

Block Menu (or by pressing the + key)

and left-clicking in the Track Bar area of

the next open track. Check how it fits

with your earlier scene by pressing P for

Play Once.

A quick cut back to the wobble ship

followed by a few explosions should tell

the tale nicely. Capture the first three

tracks (SHIPSEQ, WHOOSH.SPL and

CLANK.SPL) into the Block buffer and

then Paste them into the first open

track. Once again, check out the overall

effect and adjust the track positions and

timing where necessary. For example,

you may not want to loop the second

ship scene twice; once may be enough.

Ah, it's time for some explosions!

just as you did with the other tracks,

left-click in the Filename area to load

video tracks and right-click in the same

area to load sound tracks. A couple of

loops of the spinning globe in the si-

lence of space should be good for an-

other few seconds of animation and

make a strong contrast to the explo-

sions. Then perhaps make a quick cut

to the cackling alien and then cut back

to the spinning earth with your alien

ultimatum .SPL as a voiceover. If you

position the second globe track to begin

before the end of the cackling alien

Anything you can

record on tape you

can play back over a

Cyber Paint

animation file.

scene, AVS will cut to the globe before

the alien is quite finished cackling. This

technique is called an audio bridge, since

it bridges between the scenes.

I leave the conclusion of your space

epic-and the mush sound- to you.

but I think you'll find the Audio-Video

Sequencer to be a flexible editing tool

for the job.

How It's Done

1 used the sound playback assembly

language source code that comes with

MichTron's ST Replay as a starting point.

It sets a timer to interrupt the processor

at the sampling rate. The interrupt rou-

tine simply takes the next byte of the

sample and uses it as an index into a ta-

ble to drive the volume registers of the

Yamaha sound chip. The 68000 is free

to do other tasks when not processing

the interrupt.

To keep the interrupt routine as fast

as possible I devote half of the 68000

registers to the interrupt and use the

other half to play back the animation.

With a little massaging of the sound

samples and the video updates to get

them to take less real-time processing,

I've managed to get 30Khz sound play-

ing over 60Hz video. Large video up-

dates are slower, but even in the worst

case 20Khz sound over 20Hz video is

possible.

The hardest part of this was syn-

chronizing the video to the monitor.

The sound shuts off the vertical blank

interrupt, but palette changes need to be

done during that time. Fortunately the

ST has a video beam position register.

The code to check this (in LISTEN.ASM)

while doing video delta updates is

twisted, but it works (though it'd be

nice if it processed keyboard events

too). There's a "pseudo-vblank" routine

that is called whenever the beam posi-

tion register points off-screen that keeps

a clock, updates the palette and decides

when to start and stop sound or video

tracks.

Well, that's about it. Have fun with

your talkies! (And we'd like to see-and

hear-your best work, so send it in ! )

Jim Kent studied mathematics and art

at UC Santa Cruz before he joined

Island Graphics in 1983. There he

worked on a Micro-Illustrator on the

Tandy Color Computer and parts of

several paint systems including TARGA
Tips and Aegis Images. While at Island,

he authored Aegis Animator on the

Amiga. Jn 1986 Jim left Island to form

Dancing Flame, which has produced

Animator STfor Aegis, Flickerfor

START and Cyber Paint for the Catalog.

Products Mentioned

The Anti-aliaser, $1995 plus $2 ship-

ping. Tom Hudson, PO. Box 3374,

Shawnee-Mission, KS 66203.

CIRCLE 260 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Cyber Paint Ver. 2.0, S79.95. Antic Soft-

ware, 544 Second St., San Francisco,

CA 94107, (415)957-0886.

DEGAS Elite, $49.95. Electronic Arts,

1820 Gateway Drive, San Mateo, CA
94404,(415)571-7171.

CIRCLE 261 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ST Replay Ver. 3.0, $99.95. 2 Bits Soft-

ware, distributed by MichTron, 576 S.

Telegraph, Pontiac, MI 48053, (313)

334-5700.

CIRCLE 262 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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LDW Power
A Fast, Powerful Lotus-Compatible Spreadsheet

by Kevin Ergil

Bad or buggy software gives itself away

early in the game. 1 have only to think

about such clunkers as TextPro with its

magically disappearing information bar

or the fun I had endlessly reinstalling

early versions of WordPerfect to be

reminded of this fact. LDW Power

(LDWP), Logical Design Works' new

full-powered spreadsheet, didn't give off

any of these bad news signals. Installa-

tion is simply a matter of double-

clicking and you're up and running.

And "running" is the word-this

spreadsheet is speedy. Scrolling or mov-

ing with the sliders, move and copy

operations, recalculations, executing

macros and redrawing graphs are all

very fast. LDWP will scroll data at a rate

of 100 cells in 20 seconds and copy

1,000 values in under 2 seconds. Com-

pare this to the 89 seconds VIP Profes-

sional takes to scroll that distance or the

4 seconds it takes to copy 1,000 cells

(see "Figure It" in Special Issue #3 of

START). Along with the speed comes

the power of a program that provides all

the resources offered by Lotus 1-2-3 in

a GEM environment.

Working Environment

When you run the program the first

thing you'll see is an empty worksheet.

Above it is a control panel with a menu

bar, a row of buttons and indicators, the

status line and an input line.

You can open up to four worksheet

windows at once and each worksheet is

256 columns wide by 8,192 rows

deep-large enough for any projects I

can envision. Getting around the work-

sheet is fast and easy: you have the
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many digits for a number cell by insert-

ing a string of asterisks. Changing the

cell size to accommodate a larger entry

is accomplished easily with a quick trip

to the Worksheet menu. If you enter a

formula or function incorrectly or fail to

indicate that a label contains numbers,

the program catches your mistake and

makes you fix it. LDWP also catches

This is one of the ex-

ample spreadsheets

that come with LDW
Power. The power of

this program is im-

mediately evident.

choice of mouse or cursor controls plus

Home and End buttons.

The worksheet cells are very easy to

work with and any cell can contain a la-

bel, a number or a formula. Error-

catching on cell entries is also good.

The program alerts you if you have too

circular references and displays an indi-

cator until the problem is solved.

Judging by its presentation, LDW
Power is not aimed at the absolute

spreadsheet beginner; there is no

tutorial. This is a far cry from Lotus,

which reminds you to spell "install"
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Review LDW Power

correctly. LDWP's 232-page manual is

relatively brief by IBM standards, but is

reasonably well-written and intelligently

organized and has an index, glossary

and quick- reference. There are also on-

screen help messages.

There are also four totally un-

documented sample worksheets in a

folder named EXAM on the Utility Disk.

base capabilities, including two sort

levels and data query operations used to

search for and output specific records.

An excellent feature of LDW Power is

its macro recorder that lets you record

keystrokes as they are executed and

store them as a macro in a cell. Even

better, the macro language used by LDW
Power is Lotus-compatible.
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LDW offers a choice

between a Lotus-

style or GEM inter-

face. This is the

Lotus interface—the

choice takes one
keystroke.

One of these samples, DEALERN.LDW

is driven by several extensive macros

which graphically demonstrate the

LDWP's power

There are 85 functions, including the

math, statistical, financial and logical

functions that you expect in powerful

spreadsheets, plus 19 string functions

for manipulating and evaluating strings.

You can use the 12 date and time func-

tions to insert information from the

clock anywhere in the spreadsheet.

Finally, there are 12 special func-

tions, including horizontal and vertical

lookup. These extremely powerful func-

tions let you specify a value, either nu-

meric or string, and search the first row

or column of a range for it. When the

value is found, another value in an adja-

cent, previously specified row or

column is reported back to the cell oc-

cupied by the function call. Using these

functions you can search your spread-

sheet and report values back automat-

ically

LDW Power offers substantial data-

File Handling And Lotus Compatibility

LDW Power is designed to behave

pretty much like Lotus while still taking

full advantage of the GEM environment

on the Atari. Unlike previous Lotus

clones for the Atari, I think LDWP has

accomplished this well: the GEM inter-

face is tight and the Lotus likeness is

very credible. There are some minor

differences, but most of them spring

from a well-engineered linking of the
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Lotus commands with the GEM shell.

As in Lotus itself, the Lotus command

mode is activated by pressing the slash

key. Immediately, the Lotus command

menu is displayed above the worksheet.

Converting Lotus files to LDWP for-

mat is extremely easy. 1 tested this by

asking a friend to prepare a few Lotus

,WK1 files on 3^-inch IBM disks. I

loaded these spreadsheets into LDW
Power using the same Retrieve com-

mand that LDWP uses to load its own

files. The worksheets loaded without a

hitch. Creating .WK1 files using LDWP
power is a little more complex: you first

have to save the file and exit LDWP to

use a conversion program supplied on

the Utility Disk. LDWP also reads Lotus

.WKS files directly, broadening the range

of worksheets available from third-party

sources. (Editor's Note: See Online with

START this month for sources of free 1-2-3

templates.)

LDWP power can also read ASCII

files, line by line, into a spreadsheet.

These files are imported as either

straight numbers or as text and num-

bers. Each line of text is stored as a long

label in one column of the worksheet

while lines containing text and numbers

are split up into separate cells. This

means that figures and data can be im-

ported into a spreadsheet easily from

other sources.

My own experiment involved some

ASCII hies containing the Pin Yin

(transliterated Chinese) and Latin

LDW Power has a

built-in graphing

package that is the

Lotus—or better.

This is the view fro

the screen.
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names of Chinese herbs and a catalogue

number. 1 was able to import the data to

the spreadsheet with no problems.

Then I used the Data Parse command to

split the Pin Yin and Latin herb names

into separate cells. This is the kind of

complicated operation where defects in

software are often revealed, but the

Parse commands worked effectively and

I discovered that I could use LDWP to

solve several data management prob-

lems that had been plaguing me- with-

out having to re-enter all the data.

Printing

LDW Power supports all Epson and

Epson-compatible printers. There are

also drivers available for some early

Atari printers as well, but other types of

printer are not currently supported.

To print, you first specify a range of

columns in the current worksheet.

These can then be printed to the printer

or to an ASCII disk file (with the file-

name extender .LDP). ASCII files are

convenient for printing spreadsheets

later without having to return to LDWP
and for generating files to be used in

word processors. It is also possible to

print a worksheet sideways, but you

must first generate an ASCII file and exit

LDW Power. You then run the conver-

sion program that comes with LDW; it

does a very nice job of printing spread-

sheets sideways. In either case, the for-

mat of the printed output can be

specified as the worksheet is created, so

you can print on non-standard forms

and include headers, dates and page

numbers.

Graphs

The graphing package in LDW Power is

one of its strongest points. LDW Power,

like Lotus, lets you prepare pie charts

and line, X-Y, bar and stacked bar

graphs. Once you've entered your data

ranges for the various coordinates you

can select any format at the click of a

mouse button. You can display graphs

in color and monochrome with equal

ease

To test LDW, 1 prepared a table of

laboratory tests used in clinical pathol-

ogy and the frequency of their use. I

generated graphs showing the number

of specific tests performed at an institu-

tion between May and July of 1988.

Once the data ranges were entered to

the correct axes, it was simple to switch

between graphic representations. The

color graphs are generated in four colors

and look extremely sharp. The black

and white graphs also look fine, replac-

ing color with shading.

The Graph menu lets you send the

graph to the printer, store it as a metafile

or print it as a screen dump. LDW

MAY-JULY TEST FREQUENCIES

III

LDW Power uses GDOS to generate high

quality printed output. This graph was
printed using an Atari SLM804 Laser Printer.

Power uses GDOS for the first two op-

tions. The Print command produces

impressive high-resolution, full-page

graphs.

The memory requirements of GDOS
and the program requirements do not

allow you to print graphs or prepare

metafiles on a 520ST This leaves those

who work with a meager 51 2K with the

screen dump which, in my experience,

tended to chop off the bottom of the

graph. (Alternate-Help works better.)

If you have a 1040ST or Mega, you're

fine. Printing graphs in this context re-

quires you to load GDOS into memory,

either from your boot disk or by boot-

ing from LDWs Utilities disk. You can

then run LDW Power normally.

Conclusion

LDW Power is a solid and powerful pro-

gram. Its documentation is brief but

sufficient. A megabyte of RAM is man-

datory if you want to use the high-

resolution graphics capabilities or any

memory-resident desk accessories. De-

spite what the package says, you can't

make full use of this software with just

512K. The program comes on two disks

and is not copy-protected, so there's no

problem backing it up or installing it on

a hard disk. LDW Power seems to have

overcome the defects of previous GEM
based Lotus 1-2-3 clones. If you can

meet the memory requirements or don't

care about graphics, and you need a

powerful spreadsheet that can interact

with the IBM world, then this is

definitely the one for you.

Kevin Ergil is a medical anthropologist

who lives in San Francisco. He is cur-

rently doing research on Oriental medi-

cine and teaching at the California In-

stitute of Integral Studies.

Product Mentioned

LDW Power Version 1.0, $149.95. Logi-

cal Design Works, Inc. 780 Montague

Expressway, Suite 403, San Jose, CA

95131,(408)435-1445.
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Mac and PC

Setting Up
pc-ditto, Part II

by David Plotkin

Hello! Starting this issue, I'm taking over

the Mac/PC column For START. 1 want

to thank Jim Pierson-Perry not only for

his nice introduction last month, but

also for getting this column off to a

strong start. I hope to keep the quality

of this column up to his high standards.

Last issue, Jim discussed setting up

pc-ditto on your ST; this issue, I'll ex-

pand on that theme and talk about two

pieces of hardware that'll make your life

with pc-ditto a little easier

Continuing On

Last time, jim talked about how to set

up and use a hard drive with pc-ditto,

including how to set up a CONFIG.SYS

which tells your ST how your various

devices are configured. (By the way,

when 1 mention DOS in this column 1

will be referring to MS-DOS, published

by Microsoft, and PC-DOS, published

by IBM. I do not recommend using a

DOS tailored for a PC clone.)

But what about floppy drives? The

section in the pc-ditto manual that

deals with configuring floppies is a little

hazy, because limitations of DOS make

this subject more complicated than it

really should have been. With DOS 3.2,

you had the ability to modify the drive

parameter table, so if you had, say, a

The Drive Master is

a must-have for

those users of

pc-ditto who have a

5</4-inch drive and
an external 3'/z-inch

drive. It's a small

box that lets you

switch easily

between the two

dissimilar disk

drives.

single-sided 3'/>-inch drive as drive B,

you could simply add the lines detailed

in the manual (such as "DR1VPARM=

/D:l/T:80/S:9/H:l")toyour

CONFIG.SYS file. From then on, when-

ever you accessed your B drive either to

run a program or to format a disk, you'd

be all set. This worked whether you had

a hard drive or not.

With DOS 3.3, things became more

complicated. No longer can you modify

the drive parameter table. As detailed in

the manual, you must declare new

devices and add these lines to the

CONFIG.SYS file (such as "DEVICE=

DR1VER.SYS /D:0/T:80/S:9/H:l").

When you do this, however, DOS cre-

ates a "new" disk drive with a new

drive letter. Thus, if you have two flop-

pies (A and B) and no hard drive, then

placing two lines in your CONFIG.SYS

file to set up your disk drives creates

two new logical drives, C: and D:. To

run programs from your drives, you ac-

cess them as A: or B:, but to format

them to their full capacity (360K single-

sided and 720K double-sided), you

must access them as drives C: and D:.

Failing to do this will cause your

double-sided drives to format as 40-
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track drives holding about 360K,

regardless of their actual capacity!

Things become even more interesting

with a hard drive. If it's installed

properly (asjim described), the new

drives that are created by CONFIG.SYS

must start where the hard drive leaves

off. For example, my 50-megabyte hard

drive is partitioned as drives G, D:, E:

and F:. My two floppies are a 5M-inch

external l.B. Drive (more on this) set up

as my A drive, and the internal 3'/2-inch

double-sided drive configured as the B

drive. However, after I install my system

under DOS 3.3, 1 must refer to the B

drive as drive G to format it properly!

CONFIG.SYSandAUTOEXEC.BAT

The CONFIG.SYS file contains instruc-

tions and configuration information

about the system. We've already dis-

cussed the HD driver and the device

definitions that need to be in this file.

My own file looks like this:

DEVICE=PC_ DHD.SYS HD driver

DEV1CE=DRIVER.SYS

/D:l/F:2 3>/i-inch

double-sided

disk

BUFFERS=16 16 pu/'/ers

allocated

F1LES=25 allow 25

open files at

once

The AUTOEXEC.BAT file works

similarly to the AUTO folder in GEM.

It's quite versatile and allows you to exe-

cute a sequence of commands on start-

up which perform a series to tasks. My

file looks like this:

PROMPT=$P$G change the prompt

style

PC_DMOUSE set up serial mouse

driver

PCDSETTD get time and date

from GEM

The first line sets up the prompt. As

you probably know by now, the normal

prompt in DOS is a rather uninforma-

and-stay-resident programs, etc. (We'll go

into Batch files in a future installment,

since they're a programming language all

in themselves.) The two programs in

the above Batch file-PC_DMOUS.COM

and PCSETTD.COM -must also be pres-

ent on your DOS boot disk. You'll need

to copy them from the pc-ditto disk.

Plenty Of Drive

If you want the ultimate in convenience

with pc-ditto, you'll want a 5V4-inch

drive There are several reasons for this.

First, many PC programs are available

only on 5!4-inch disks and if the soft-

ware is copy-protected, you can't copy it

to 3'/2-inch disks. Some PC programs

Thei.B. 5V4-inch

drive has a storage

capacity of 360K
and is invaluable

when using pc-ditto.

The last two lines will improve per-

formance by holding disk-based infor-

mation in memory Line 2 establishes

the characteristics of my B drive. Be-

cause my A drive is a standard IBM-

style, 40-track, 514-inch drive, no spe-

cial device definition. However, you

would need a device definition line for

each non-IBM-style (ST 3'/2-inch) drive.

Remember: the .SYS files specified by

the CONFIG.SYS file, such as PC_HD.SYS

and DRIVER SYS, must be present on

your DOS boot disk. DRIVER.SYS is dis-

tibuted with DOS. but PC_DHD.SYS

comes with pc-ditto.

tive drive letter. The first line of this file

tells the prompt to become the drive let-

ter and current directory (folder in GEM
talk). This way, you always know where

you are. The prompt can be a message,

the time and date or quite a few other

things. The other two lines actually exe-

cute two small programs, whose pur-

poses are indicated in the comments

above.

Almost any program (that typically

ends in .EXE, PRG or COM) can be ex-

ecuted just by typing its name at the

prompt. There are all sorts of possibili-

ties: custom startup screens, terminate-

arc available on 3Vi-inch disks, but

more and more these are the 1.44-

megabyte quad-density disks used by

IBM PS/2 machines rather than the

regular 720K PC disks our STs can use.

Also, while the ST can read disks ior-

matted on a PC, pc-ditto cannot read

disks formatted under GEM on the ST,

Enter the LB. Drive, from l.B. Com-

puters. It's a 5H-inch drive with a ca-

pacity of 360K. A standard drive cable

is attached to the back and the drive

plugs into your ST's external drive port.

Installation is simply a matter of plug-

ging the cable in.
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To use che drive, you must add a

program called RES.PRG to your AUTO
folder to slow down the stepping rate of

the drive head. Unfortunately, the in-

structions (a single 8V2 by 11 sheet of

paper) don't mention that a 5!4-inch

disk must be in the drive with the door

closed or your ST will refuse to boot.

RES.PRG must also be theirs! program

placed in your AUTO folder, which

means you must empty the folder and

rebuild it. (The documentation doesn't

tell you this, either)

You can use another program called

FMT.PRG to format a 5'/4-inch disk (or

you can use the FORMAT command

under DOS from pc-ditto) The

FMT.PRG cannot make a DOS system

disk, so it's of limited use to users of pc-

ditto. It runs under TOS and many of

the parameters are not explained; for-

tunately, the default parameters work.

Once you have formatted a 5W-inch

disk, you can work with it pretty much

as you would your 3^-inch drive. You

can open a window to get a directory,

run programs by double-clicking on

them and copy or delete files.

Mastering Your Drives

Another of the practical solutions from

the folks at-you guessed it; Practical

Solutions-is the Drive Master This in-

credibly useful little device is a must-

have for those users of pc-ditto who

have a 5'A-inch drive and an external

3'/2-inch drive. The Drive Master is a

small box into which you can connect

two drives. You then plug the Drive

Master into your ST external drive port.

A button on the front lets you switch

between the two drives attached.

In my own configuration, my I.B.

5'/4-inch and my double-sided 3'/2-inch

drives are connected to the Drive Mas-

ter. Switching between them is just a

pushbutton away.

Now, why would you need to switch

between drives? Well, envision the fol-

lowing scenario: pc-ditto has allowed

you to set up your external I.B. Drive as

drive A, so that copy-protected software

that must run from drive A will be usa-

ble Unfortunately, DOS must also be

started from drive A. But DOS won't fit

on one 5 lA-\nch disk- it's distributed on

two. It will fit on one 3'/:-inch double

sided disk.

Here's what you da Set the Drive

Master to access your 3 l/2-inch double-

sided drive. When pc-ditto requests you

put the DOS disk in drive A, put the

3 1/2-inch disk in and press Return. After

DOS loads, you can use Drive Master to

switch over to the 5!4-inch drive.

Need DOS again? No sweat. Just

switch back to the 3 '/2-inch drive. MS-

DOS will happily access either drive as

A with no problems. The only thing to

remember is that to format a double-

sided V/i-inch disk, you must use an-

other drive. 1 use the internal drive on

my Mega, which 1 must address as drive

G (see above). The one complaint I

have about Drive Master is that its

difficult to discern between the two but-

ton positions, so I frequently access the

wrong drive. I would have preferred a

slide switch rather than a pushbutton.

But Drive Master makes using pc-ditto

with a 5'/4-inch drive much easier, and I

highly recommend it for all ST users

who have similar drive configurations.

Next month, well look at some tried-

and-true PC utilities and other

programs. I

David Plothin is a chemical engineerfor

Chevron U.S.A. and a long-time contrib-

utor to START and Antic.

Products Mentioned

IB Drive, $249.95. IB Computers, 1519

SW Marlow Ave., Portland. OR
97225, (503) 297-8425.

CIRCLE 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Drive Master, $39.95. Practical Solu-

tions, 1930 E. Grant Rd., Tucson, A2
85716.(602)884-9612

CIRCLE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ATARI ST
PUBLIC DOMAIN

$3.25/Disk!
oiirh mdred of qilL itv Public Domein

fort ST ire just J3.25

ude.FREE
sim-piNC i the US. ant Canada! Y

,ri,*l i 250Kp«diik;
520 or 1040 STi

""'"" nnt"d (Mi* snap dbility not guaranteed).

Join more than 1000 satisfied ST owners who
have turned to AccuSoft in just the last six

months alone! Now you too can experience

Software PotuerWithout the Price/

CAT Catalog disk (Just S3). NEW INTERACTIVE
VERSION! Have fun browsing all our PD
disks, including many Tor PC Ditto and the

Magic Sac. Mention START magazine and
well include a S2 credit coupon along with

your catalog disk good toward your next order.

(Catalog available only on disk!}.

108 Kamdiska and Print Spoolers (many of each!.

113 Desk Accessories #3 - Clocks, command line

interpreter, calculator, many more ...

134 ST Writer Elite 2.3 - Great word processor - has

optional GEM/mouse interface..

135 A great clone of the game Monopoly - you'll love

the graphics. (COLOR).
136 Misc. GameB #1 - Nightcrawlera (fun for 1-4),

Twin, more... (COLOR),
138 Wheel -of-Fortune 2.0 Game - A favorite!

Can make your own puzzles (COLOR).
139 Spacewar 3.0 - Exciting arcade game for 2.

144 Great Chess game from Germany.
155 DGDB -"The Great German Videogame"

excellent game [JOYSTICK/COLOR).
162 Stoncage Deluxe - A fantastic arcade game.

Make your own games. (JOYSTICK/COLOR).
392 Picture Utilities #2 -Many great programs.

Convert pictures between resolutions, more...

214 Kids #3 - Several great kids programs, incl.

a Concentration game (COLOR).
223 Speech #1 -The ST will speak (read aloud) your

own text files' And more speech examples...

2.37 C Compiler - Fantastic - even has source code to

compile a sample spreadsheet ...

255 Business. Visicak Spreadsheet clone w/doc.

Also 100 business form letters.

294 DcskPac Plus - Powerful all-in-one desk
accessory: notebook, phonebook, alarm, calc,...

300 Monochrome Programs - Qix game, amazing
demo, plus mono emulator for color monitors.

301 Uniterm 2.0 -The beat ST modem program!
Tona of features incl. a GEM interface.

315 Two flexible database programs, a nice

working PD spreadsheet, more ...

334 JILCAD 2D - Fully working CAn program!

Powerful... (DBL/MKG/bcat in MONO).
336 AIM 2.3 - Digital Image ProceBsor - let's you

do amazing things with pictures! (MEG).
337 Cyberseape Animation - The BEST ST graphics

and sound demo (DBL/M EG/COLOR).
359 Muaic Studio #6 - .Many Hongs plus several

PD song player programs.

362 Amazing digitized Bong! (MEG/DBL).
P01 Valuable hints, tips, and programs for PC

Ditto (ST format disk).

M02 Red Ryder 7.0 - Excellent communications

program for the Magic Sac. Magic MFS disk.

Pay by Check or Money Order.
VS. funds only. Ohio add 5.6* tax.

Fart FREE shipping!

AccuSoft Public Domain
P.O. Box 02214

Columbus, OH 43202
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Is your 5.25" ST compatible drive

making a monkey out of you?
Do you have to constantly plug

__ & unplug your drive because the

Atari ST only lets you have access to

your first two drives? Then you need our

THIRD DRIVE CABLED 1.95
^k NO more unplugging necessary.

-fa Switch between your 2nd & 3rd
St drives at the touch of a button.

~Ar Works with any Atari St system.
it Replaces existing short ST drive

cable with 6' cable.
« Takes up as little room as your

old cable did. "PLUS
"W Just plug; it in and go. $3.00

A" 6-month warranty. SHIPPING
( flPO/FPO Shipping - $5.00 )

To order contact your nearest dealer or:

lm ARSWi crchandising
1 5W6 1 5 Diversey
Elmhurst, IL 60126
(3121 530-0988 dealer inquiries welcome

^Mlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

56 Practical Templates
for Your Spreadsheet

Templicity
Worksheets lor a home and small business: Accounts, auto loan,

budget, cash flow, check book, college, construction, conversions,

depreciation, energy, insurance, inventory, mortgage, networth, portfo-

lio, pricing, refinancing, retirement, savings, and many more! When
ordering, specify which spreadsheet program and disk drive (S/S or

D/S) you have.

Available for EZ-Calc, SwiftCalc ST,

Analyze!, Logistik, VIP, and MasterPlan.

• No knowledge of formulas, macros, or

programming is required.

• Less than $.50 per template.
• Full user support.
• Many new uses for spreadsheets.
• Satisfaction guaranteed.

$24.95
To order, send check or money order to;

The Sterling Connection
Box 4519

Berkeley, CA 94704
Oi order by phori

ATARI" INVENTORY CLEARANCE SALE L™
ic

™
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m
Box 493 -Djpjton, Ohio 45459 ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-824-7506

• NO EXTRA CHARGES fOB CREDIT CARDS' We donol Dill urlil we ship • Minimumorfler J15 • CO. D. -S3. 50 • SHIPPING- Hardware, minimum $1: Sotuvareand mosl accessories, minimum S3 • Overnight shipment
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The SBT Database
Accounting Library
A Preview ofa High-end Accounting Package

by Jeffrey Daniels

The Atari ST, even with the advent of

the Mega line, has thus far failed to ap-

pear in more than negligible numbers

on the desktops of America's corporate

movers and shakers. Yet as every ST

user is aware, the machine's absence in

the business world cannot be blamed

on hardware: as a pure computing en-

gine, the ST can certainly hold its own

against comparisons with most main-

stream personal computers.

Then why hasn't the ST won the

hearts, minds and purchase orders of

corporate managers? Allowing for the

prevalence of IBM-itis in the corporate

mindset doesn't explain enough.

Heretofore the missing component has

been high-quality, well-entrenched,

well-supported business and financial

software.

For this reason we at START were

quite excited when we heard that the

SBT Database Accounting Library-a

powerful, sophisticated, high-end ac-

counting package-was in development

and in limited release for the ST.

Though as of this writing (July 1988) it's

still a beta product, prospects for an im-

minent SBT release are promising.

The SBT Database Accounting Li-

brary is real software for real busi-

nesses, not some dressed-up home

The SBT Database Accounting fibrary: a powerful, sophisticated, high-end accounting

package for the ST.

package. This is the kind of software

that helps run multi-million dollar cor-

porations; the kind of software that

makes slick, red-suspendered corporate

CPA's look good. In short, the kind of

systems accounting software than runs

on serious machines in serious environ-

ments, outputting serious reports about

serious sums of money.

What follows is a preview of the SBT

package; in the sidebar accompanying

this article is an interview with SBT

Software's President, Robert H. Davies.

Although I'm familiar with SBT on the

IBM PC, 1 feel it's fair only to preview the

product now. A full review will appear

in START as soon as SBT is available on

the ST.
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Review The SBT Database Accounting Library

Interview with Robert H. Davies,

President of SBT Software

by Jeffrey Daniels

Robert H. Davies began developing

and installing computerized account-

ing packages at IBM in 1963. He

founded SBT in 1980. His company

has gone on to become one of the

leaders in financial accounting soft-

ware for microcomputers, with over

50,000 users worldwide.

START: How did you begin your in-

volvement with the Atari ST?

Davies: We have been very excited

about the Atari market from the very

beginning. Atari contacted us-at this

point it's probably three years ago-

because they saw an opportunity

and we saw an opportunity. We went

on to invest a lot of money in de-

veloping the Atari product. From a

cash flow standpoint, it hasn't been a

great success. But I'm still very ex-

cited about the potential market. We
have learned a lot.

START: What's been holding you up?

Davies: The biggest problem has

been convincing Versasoft [the de-

velopers of dBMANl that while it's

wonderful to have a product that's

better Ithan dBASEl, it would also be

really nice if we didn't have to rewrite

all of our programs. Versasoft agrees

with that, but there have been a few

things that have taken them longer

than we ever thought they would,

that seem trivial to them, but that

cause us monumental problems be-

cause we have to go through about

every fourth line and make a little

syntax change and that in turn

means that we have a whole different

version ol our program just for the

Atari.

Believe me, when you show me a

population of machines where 1 can

be virtually the only complete in-

tegrated source code accounting

package- that's exciting! The prob-

lem is I'm not a C programmer and I

can't write in that language I can't

afford to maintain a product that's

totally different than our other prod-

ucts because it's not compatible. I'm

a little frustrated.

START: Yourfrustration notwithstand-

ing and, given your excitement about the

Atari opportunity, do you think you can

soon iron out the incompatibilities with

Versasoft?

Davies: We believe we're coming to-

gether on this. Versasoft is a very

small company. They do the best

they can with the manpower they

have. In fact, they're really terrific,

brilliant people. It's just taken them

much, much longer than we thought

to get compatibility [with dBASEl.

START: When do you think, all things

considered, the SBT package will be

available for the Atari ST and Mega

Computers?

Davies: We're optimistic about the

new version (6.21 for the Atari,

though we aren't at this point ac-

tively marketing it. We're basically

waiting for Versasoft to finish. How-

ever, we have run the new version in-

house and we think we're pretty

close It's really fairly minor at this

point. dBMAN has almost achieved

the level of compatibility that will al-

low the SBT product to run without

changes.

START: For the user contemplating the

purchase of SBT, do you recommend

SBTs compiled or source version?

Davies: As a practical matter, if

you're running the source code ver-

sion and you have a syntax error and

you call us, we can tell you how to

fix it. We can walk you through it-

even if you're a naive end user We
do it all the time in the IBM environ-

ment. Sometimes, of course, it's too

complex for the end user and we

have to suggest he get help from a

professional dBASE programmer, or

we have to suggest he wait and well

mail him an update. But, believe me,

you can be the most sophisticated

user in the world and if you've got a

problem in the compiled version

and you don't have the source, there's

nothing you can do except wait for

an update. You have no alternative

There has to be a physical exchange

of a diskette.

You can see, therefore, that having
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the source version available is to be

highly preferred. Moreover, when

you suddenly find, let us say, that

you- need some additional code in

your inventory field or your part

number has to be bigger, you don't

have to throw away your entire ac-

counting package and start over. For

all intents and purposes, you cannot

outgrow SBT.

START: What you give up with source

is speed?

Davies: Well, what we recommend

is that people have the source and

then compile it. And then when they

want to change something, they

change the source and recompile.

With dBMAN, you get the compiler

You therefore give up nothing. It's

not a problem. It doesn't cost any

more.

START: There are many dBASE pro-

grammers/consultants out there nowa-

days making very decent livings main-

taining dBASE-based systems. What

kind of opportunities might come to the

dBtvlAN programmer in conjunction

with SBT?

Davies: If I were starting a new com-

pany and I wanted to choose the

Atari environment, 1 would buy SBT

software and compile it, then sell it

to customers. I think it would be dy-

namite 1 could easily fix bugs if they

come up. The way I would look at it

is that I just got somebody- us,

SBT-to write $100,000 for $395 (the

cost of an SBT module]. I could turn

around and take responsibility and

maintain it because it's in dBMAN

-

and dBMAN, my frustrations about

compatibility aside, is truly a great

product.

START: You're talking about customiz-

ing SBTfor a particular business?

Davies: Well, just keeping it running,

number one. And secondly, cus-

tomizing it because every customer

needs a little something different. If 1

were a reasonably adept systems

computer person, I would not hesi-

tate to sell SBT software for the Atari

right now [in beta!. But I would not

recommend the package-it's not

ready and not released compiled -

for the unsophisticated end user

START: How does that work? Let's say I

open up shop as a dBMAN systems pro-

grammer and I buy your whole package.

Am I then free to sell customised, com-

piled versions without paying SBT

something?

Davies: No. If you sell a compiled

version, you must distribute the

source code along with your com-

piled version, whether or not it's

customized. And you buy a replace-

ment copy from us.

START: J see. But what if I have written

a substantial amount of new code for a

particular customer? Or what if I've

used only a portion ofyour code?

Davies: We have a number of pro-

grams in this area, But basically it

comes down to this: You send us

your code. We review it and we

agree, let us say, that you've only

used half of our code in your appli-

cation. You then pay us a reduced

royalty on compiled copies, whatever

the proportion. But you can turn

around and sell it for whatever price

you want. These programs have been

very successful in the Xenix and MS-

DOS environments and they're

catching on in the Macintosh envi-

ronment. It's a tremendous business

opportunity for the Atari systems

person.

START: Sure sounds like it. Thanks for

your time. Good luck.

Davies: Thank you.

What Is The SBT

Database Accounting Library?

Originally written for the IBM PC, the

SBT Database Accounting Library is a

dBASE-based application (on the ST, of

course, it runs under dBMAN). Its fully

integrated, modular design provides un-

paralleled power and flexibility. And be-

cause it's written in dBASE, the package

is easily customized to a particular busi-

ness's requirements.

Forming the heart of the SBT ac-

counting solution are four SBT main

modules: dLedger, dlnvoice/dState-

ments, dPayables and dPayroll. However,

you can run any of the modules

separately and add modules as the need

arises. The software provides account-

ing for up to 99 separate companies

with up to 999 departments. Pre-

printed forms (invoices, credit memos,

statements, checks, etc.) tailored

specifically to the various SBT programs

are widely available from various third-

party distributors.

dLedger

dLedger provides complete general

ledger and financial reporting with user-

defined ledger accounts, consolidated

and departmental income statements,

comparative balance sheets and auto-

matic distribution entries based on

user-defined percentages. The module

maintains period-to-date and year-to-

date balances for two full fiscal years

and offers automatic budget generation

and maintenance. In addition, dLedger

allows a user-specified printing se-

quence for income statements and bal-

ance sheets. It also supports non-profit

accounting.

dlnvoice/dStatements

dlnvoice/dSratements perlorms billing,

inventory control and accounts receiva-

ble. The module provides high-speed

look-up of customer and inventory code

numbers. It reports aged receivables,

cash receipts, deposits, inventory re-

orders and back orders, as well as sales
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Review The SBT Database Accounting Library

and gross margin by item, customer and

salesperson. dlnvoice/dStatements al-

lows multiple ship-to addresses, exten-

sive free-form invoice and credit-memo

comments and point-of-sale billing. It

will print inventory reorder, aged inven-

tory and dead-stock reports. It prints or

displays customer ledger accounts on

demand and prints or reprints invoices

and customer statements on request.

Customer and inventory labels are

printed at the touch ol a few keys.

dPayables

dPayables tracks accounts payables and

writes checks. The module allows selec-

tion and payment of invoices by dis-

count, due date, or invoice number It

provides detailed distribution reports

by expense and cash accounts and al-

lows automatic entry of recurring ex-

penses. Checks are printed by pay pri-

ority, in user-defined order and the

module allows for manual and voided

checks, as well as partial payments of

payables. dPayables displays total bal-

ance and total approved-to-pay status; it

also automatically maintains records of

handwritten and cancelled checks.

dPayroll

dPayroll calculates and maintains pay-

roll and labor distribution. The program

automatically maintains employees' fed-

eral, state and local taxes and other pay-

roll deductions It calculates gross earn-

ings for regular and overtime hours,

salary and piece work. It will print vaca-

tion, supplemental and termination

checks in user-defined formats. dPayroll

supports pretax deductions for pension

plans, IRAs, Keoghs and 401(k)s. Fi-

nally, the program automatically accrues

and charges vacation and sick pay

Additional Modules

The other SBT modules are: dOrders

(creates, schedules and maintains sales

orders and backlogs), dPurchase (writes

purchase orders and handles receiving).

dMaterials (provides bill of materials

The SBT Database

Accounting Library is

real software for

real businesses.

maintenance with up to 100 levels of

subassemblies and extension to gross

requirements based on orders entered),

dProfessional (provides complete time

and billing accounting with balance-

forward accounts receivable), dProperty

(provides accounts receivable for up to

999 properties with a maximum of

999,999 units for each property), dAs-

sets (maintains records for each asset

and calculates depreciation), dProject

(offers fast and flexible budgeting and

cost accounting for project and job cost

management) and finally, dMenu/

dBackup (provides a central menu for

all SBT program modules and any other

dBASE li.e, dBMAN) applications, as

well as a comprehensive backup utility

for all database data files).

Access To Source Code

When you buy an uncompiled SBT

module, you can buy the program's

source code: with it in your hands, cus-

tomization of the program becomes

only a matter of some dBASE program-

ming. You can then compile your cus-

tomized version and thereby attain the

speed of a compiled program yet retain

the flexibility to make changes when

needed.

Compiled versions of SBT modules

are also available at lower cost than for

the source code versions. While the

compiled modules provide high execu-

tion speed without the necessity for

compilation, they cannot be custom-

ized by you.

Customer Support And Documentation

SBT's customer support program is im-

pressive and I was consistently pleased

by the support group's knowledge and

response time. Technical support is free

to all registered users and the company

offers the only five-year warranty in the

industry. SBT training seminars are held

throughout the country.

The SBT documentation is clear and

concise. The technical reference

manuals are wonderfully detailed and

provide full disclosure of file structures

and the relations between files. You can

also purchase machine-readable ver-

sions of the SBT documentation from

the company for a nominal fee.

In Sum. . .

I can say without hesitation or fear of

exaggeration: there is no financial pack-

age for the ST or Mega computers-

neither one extant, promised, nor other-

wise dreamed of- that comes close to

the SBT Database Accounting Library's

completeness, power and flexibility.

Jeffrey Daniels is a freelance writer who

specializes in stones about the computer

industry. His last articlefor START was

"3 Years With Tfie ST, " which appeared

in the Summer 1988 issue.

Products Mentioned

The SBT Database Accounting Library,

$295 per main module (compiled),

$395 per main module (source). Re-

quires Atari ST (TOS in ROM) or

Mega, hard disk, floppy drive and

printer' SBT Corporation, One Har-

bor Drive, Suite 300, Sausalito, CA
94965,(415)331-9900.

CIRCLE 150 ON READER SERVICE CARD

dBMAN 5.0, $249.95. Versasoft, 4340

Almaden Expressway #250, San Jose,

CA 95118, (408) 723-9044.

CIRCLE 151 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Small

Meg-A-Minute Elite

by Dave Small and Dan Mo

Hard drive back-ups faster than

lightning! File MEGAMIN.ARC on
your START disk.

In the Spring 1987 issue of START we

introduced a hard disk back-up pro-

gram called Meg-A-Minute Meg-A-

Minute was an immediate success be-

cause of speed. It lives up to its name-a

20-megabyte drive takes just 20 minutes

to back up. And our experience has

been that the quicker it takes to back up

a hard disk, the more likely it is that

you will back it up.

Meg-a-Minute was fine in its day, but

time has passed it by. Supra created a

12-partition scheme for dividing up

hard disks and Meg-a-Minute could

only handle four, the Atari standard.

Then Atari installed new ROMs in the

Megas with their own twisted format,

which was incompatible with the

Twister Formatting function in Meg-A-

Minute. (A twisted disk format is one

with the sector numbering arranged to

increase read and write speed.) And

many people installed multiple hard

drive systems, which Meg-A-Minute just

couldn't handle.

All of these things combined to make

Meg-A-Minute less and less useful. The

need for an incredibly high-speed im-

age back-up was still there, but Meg-A-

Minute was gradually losing compata-

bihty with the newer technology. So

Dan and I sat down to write a new ver-

know what they are). Also, you can now

use Supra's partitioning scheme and ac-

cess any 12 partitions on a hard disk.

We've reworked the code internally;

sion of Meg-A-Minute. We ended up ad- there're now many more support files

Figure 1. Meg-a-
Minute Elite gives

you the layout of

your drive, tells you

how large each par-

tition is and how
any disks it v,

Backup Hard Disk

Fro dri.. p.rtltlo. Drive partition data

1 1 1
.1 '1

Start : 1

Size : 22148
GEMDOS : yes

Disks : Id

Number of sides To f oppij dr ive Fornat floppies

1 11 ME9L jlJ

CD IchkcelI

toke to back up

ding so much to it that we called it Meg-

A-Minute Elite and it's on your START

disk this issue. (You may not be aware

of the slight inside joke here: Dan was

working on a program called PaperClip

Elite for Batteries Included when the

company folded. PaperClip Elite is a

dead issue nowadays.)

You may now use Meg-A-Minute Elite

with your Megas with no trouble. Any

SCSI device or unit is supported (if you

than the previous Meg-A-Minute. (Edi-

tor's note: We couldn't fit the source code

to Meg-A-Minute Elite on this issue's START

dish; ifyou are interested in examining it,

you can find it on Antic and START Online

on CompuServe. Just type Co Antic at the

prompt.)

Again, we'd like to thank Supra Corp,

Mark White and Willie Brown for mak-

ing available the low-level HD drivers

that make programs like ours possible.
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How It Works

The original article in which Meg-A-

Minute appeared was full of details and

theory about the 5T's I/O system and

disk drives; if you're interested in the

"partition sector," for instance, and the

overall HD layout, be sure to find that

issue. Check with your user's group.

(Editor's Note: Unfortunately; that back is-

sue is sold out. Ifyou're unable to locate a

copy, send $1 and a stamped, self-addressed

business-size envelope to Meg-a-Minute

Article, START Magazine, 544 2nd St., San

Francisco, CA 94107 and we'll send you a

photocopy.)

The documentation that follows is

brief and to the point, but will get you

up and running with Meg-A-Minute

Elite.

Meg-A-Minute Elite "images," or

makes an exact bit-For-bit copy of each

512-byte hard disk sector on a 512-byte

floppy disk sector. While it is not as

"intelligent" in some ways as those pro-

grams that can perform a dated or file-

selective back-up, for example, it is

faster. You can probably back-up an en-

tire hard drive in the same time it

would take to back-up a partition with

one of those other programs.

We do it this way: There are approx-

imately 40,000 sectors on a 20-

megabyte drive. We grab 800 sectors off

the hard disk, write them to the first

floppy, grab the next 800, write them to

the second floppy and so on. Eventually

we're done. This is called an "image"

back-up, because these floppies are

literally an image of the disk partition.

Meg-a-Minute Elite can also be used to

back up non-GEMDOS partitions, such

as Macintosh format partitions.

Getting Started

To run Meg-A-Minute Elite, copy the

files ARCX.TTP and MECAMIN.ARC

onto a blank, formatted disk and un-

ARC the file following the Disk Instruc-

tions elsewhere in this issue. Then sim-

ply double-click on MEGAM1N.PRG

from the Desktop.

Backing Up Your Hard Drive

The back-up program's first menu asks

you which SCSI device and LUN num-

ber you wish to back up. (SCSI-

pronounced "scuzzy" - is the standard

data storage format used by most small

hard disks; LUN stands for Logical

Unit.) If you have an Atari or Supra

drive, leave it at 0-0; they are hardwired

(physically wired) to be SCSI device and

logical unit number 0. ICD and BMS

drives may require the SCSI number to

be 1; check your manual. If you don't

understand this, leave them at 0-0, and

You

may now use

Meg-A-Minute Elite

with your Megas

with no trouble.

continue. This is one of our upgrades;

many ST users now run multiple drives,

since it's so cheap to add an additional

20 megabytes of storage.

The next menu offers the choices

"Floppy -> HD" and "HD -> Floppy'!

Pick HD-> Floppy (Back-up to Floppy).

Now you'll be presented with several

menus. First, you'll see the layout of

your drive, i.e. how many partitions it

has, as shown in Figure 2, We've labeled

them 1-12 and also shown the Drive

Identifiers C: through N: for your con-

venience. (Note that on systems with

more than one SCSI device, the drive

letters are off, but the partitions num-

bers are okay.) Partitions that do not ex-

ist are unselectable (greyed out). Both

Atari and Supra format partition tables

are supported here.

Select which partition you want to

back up. Meg-A-Minute Elite will give

you some information about this parti-

tion, such as what part of the overall

hard disk it occupies, how large it is in

sectors (20,000 sectors, for instance, is

approximately 10 megabytes) and how

many floppies will be required to do

the back-up. If you select double-sided

floppy disks, the number of disks you'll

need will be cut in half. It will require

approximately 14 double-sided or 28

single-sided floppy disks to back-up a

10-megabyte partition.

If you select "format floppies," your

floppies will be formatted for you. This

will slow the Meg-A-Minute Elite back-

up process, but make life a little easier if

you haven't got a stack of pre-formatted

disks. Since Meg-A-Minute disks are in-

accessible to GEMDOS, we made them

an incompatible disk format; this

means you must choose "format flop-

pies" the first time you back up a parti-

tion. The Format routine in Meg-a-

Minute also failed on Megas; we've fixed

that in Meg-A-Minute Elite,

If you run into a non-standard

GEMDOS partition, you'll be told so.

Again, a typical one would be a

Macintosh-format partition. This doesn't

matter; the information is just for your

convenience. Meg-A-Minute Elite will

clone anything.

Okay have the number of disks re-

quired ready to go. Meg-A-Minute will

prompt you and ring a bell each time

you should insert a different floppy

disk. Just follow the prompts. If you run

into a bad floppy disk, toss it and keep

going. Soon you'll be done! Label the

disks with the date, time, what's on them

and which number it is in the back-up

order.

Suggestion: You may want to use a

program such as The Director from Spe-

cial Issue #3 of START to make a file or

hardcopy ol the partition's directory and

keep it with your backup floppy disks.

This makes it really easy to find out

what the backup was if you look at it

much later
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Restoring from a Backup

When you want to restore your files to a

newly re-formatted partition, just re-run

Meg-a-Minute Elite in the same way you

ran it to do the backup. (You did keep a

copy of Meg-a-Minute on a floppy,

didn't you? There's nothing so aggravat-

ing as having your only copy of Meg-a-

Minute Elite somewhere in the middle

of your back-up floppy disks.) This

time choose Floppy —> HD. You're

requested to insert the first disk, which

has information about the system it

came from. If you insert the wrong one,

you'll be asked again. You're then asked

for the destination partition.

Warning. You cannot restore a partition

into one smaller than the original! There

isn't room — ten megabytes just won't fit in

five! The program won't let you, because

you'd damage the next partition's ^rectory

(okfim).

If you store into a partition bigger

than the one you came from originally,

the space at the end of the partition will

be lost. . . say you restored a 5-

megabyte partition floppy back-up onto

a 10-megabyte drive partition. That par-

tition afterwards would think it only

had five megabytes. This is because the

partition data is separate from the

GEMDOS director)' disk size info and

the two don't talk.

You're also asked if you'd like to re-

store the partition sector. Caution, cau-

tion, caution! This will change the fun-

damental table that tells your hard disk

how it's laid out back to whatever it was

at your last back-up. Unless your parti-

tion sector is clearly damaged, don't do

this This could help you restore a to-

tally new hard disk, especially if your

partition sector gets overwritten; you

may want to back up your partition sec-

tor for just this reason. Restore will then

get rolling; shovel disks into it as asked.

Meg-A-Minute Elite is smart enough to

know if the disks are in order.

When done, the program will ask

you to reboot the machine. We're not

lazy; GEMDOS will not let us update

certain structures (like the new directo-

ries on your hard disks) without a

reboot.

After the reboot, you're back! It's like

a time machine-those are your direc-

tor)' and files exactly as they were "way

back when."

Again, if you look at Meg-A-Minute

Elite disks with the ST by requesting

Disk Information from the Desktop, for

example, they will appear blank. Our

old Meg-a-Minute backup disks would

crash your ST; we now use nonstandard

sector numbers to avoid this problem.

Disk Errors and Side Notes

Meg-A-Minute Elite is not all that

friendly about disk errors. It does every-

thing in big blocks for speed. If one lit-

tle part of the block fails, it then does

the block one sector at a time, very

slowly, and reports the error to you, so

you know you don't have a perfect

back-up/ recovery.

There is no reason why you can't use

Meg-a-Minute Elite to move lots of data

(Mac, 8-bit or ST data) around - and

get a back-up as an added bonus.

There's no easy way to extract in-

dividual files from Meg-A-Minute Elite

The best bet is to restore onto a spare

partition with Meg-A-Minute. (If you

don't have a "spare" partition-who

does?-you may have to create one by

making a back-up of an equal-sized par-

tition to floppy disks using Meg-A-

Minute and then "restoring" it from the

floppies that contain the file(s) you

want. Once you've recovered that file,

you can restore the partition with the

floppies that contain the data you

moved off the partition to create space.

Got that?).

Conclusion

Right now, the only way that many

Magic Sac users have to back up their

Mac hard disk partitions is with Meg-A-

Minute Elite. It's still a choice and still

the fastest; it's the hotrod of back-up

programs. Others offer more con-

veniences (individual file restore, etc.),

but we offer pure speed!

See you next time with more!

Dave Small is thefather (and mother)

of the Magic Sac Macintosh emulator.

Dan Moore is the author of Paper Clip

for the 8-bit Atari and the never-

released Paper Clip Elite for the ST

NO
START
DISK?

Every issue, START features great programs on disk. If you bought this issue of

START without the disk, you're missing out!

START is available with the disk for $14.95, but for those of you who want to

read START first, it's available without the disk for $4.

If you want thejiill version of START, you can order the companion disk by

calling the Disk Desk toll-free at (800) 234-7001. Our Customer Service

specialists are on duty from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Pacific time. Or you can

order your disk by mail using the order form inserted into this issue. Each disk

is S10.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling.

CALL (800) 234-7001

!
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Keys !

by Jeff Baker:

Newport Classics

recording artist

and piano teacher.

For the Beginner:
Does NOT require MIDI, playback your music through the Atari internal sound chip.

Totally Mouse-Driven user interface

Mask the on-screen keyboard with 1 44 of the most used chord symbols.

Notes you record are instantly displayed on screen in traditional musical notation.

Supports chords up to 8 notes "deep".

The on-screen keyboard lights up as your music plays .

KEYS! comes with many preprogrammed music pieces.

Auto Composer creates themes and harmonies from scratch, or from your music!

For the Professional:
Full MIDI support.

Notes, channel .duration, polyphony, and velocity recorded by mouse or keyboard.

Compatible with Dr.T's KCS, MIDI Recording Studio (MRS), and Copyist programs.

Three modes of operation including Record, Audition, and Auto Composer.

Edit single events, move ranges, copy ranges, and repeat with transpose.

Immediate musical notation displayed on the on-screen grand staff.

Requires color or monochrome 520, 1040, or Mega ST computers.

Dr.T's
220 Boylston Street, Suite 206

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
(617)-244-6954

MUSIC
SOFTWARE

NO START DISK?
Every issue, START features great pro-

grams on disk If you bought this

issue of START without the disk,

you're missing out!

CALL (800) 234-7001!

THE PROFESSIONAL START DISK

This issue we have three professional-

level programs plus two powerful utili-

ties on your START disk.

SciPlot (SC1PLOTARC), by physi-

cist David Heddle, is a truly remarkable

scientific plotting program. You can

plot four graphs with up to seven data

sets each and add legends, markers,

labels and professional titles using the

built-in custom character set (including

the Greek alphabet!) and symbol li-

brary. Plus, SciPlot has its own font edi-

tor for maximum flexibility. This pro-

gram requires a monochrome monitor.

Audio-Video Sequencer (AVS

.ARC), byJim Kent, lets you create your

own professional-style movies by com-

bining up to 256 sound and animation

files. With AVS, you can control the or-

der, speed and number of times each

file plays. You must use files created

with the commercial programs ST

Replay and Cyber Paint, but we've in-

cluded a sample on your START disk

(also in AVS.ARC). This program re-

quires a color monitor.

Pro Calendar (CALENDAR.ARC),

by Anthony Barbieri, is a desk acces-

sory which gives you a full-screen

calendar to schedule appointments,

write yourself notes and set pop-up

alarms that ring in other GEM pro-

grams. Pro Calendar is pre-pro-

grammed for all major holidays, but if

you want to add birthdays, anniver-

saries and other holidays and have a C

compiler, you can. Runs in high or

medium resolution.

Meg-a-Minute Elite (MEGAMIN

.ARC), by Dave Small and Dan Moore,

is a quantum leap in hard-disk back-up

programs. It lets you back up any hard

disk at the rate of (you guessed it) a

megabyte a minute

And for GFA BASIC programmers,

A.L. Hubbard's Putmaker (PUTMAKER

.ARC; runs in medium resolution) lets

you clip out a block from a DEGAS or

NEO picture and add it to your GFA

BASIC program with an easy GFA PUT

statement.
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Disk Instructions

How to Get Our Programs Up and Running

Each article in this issue with a disk

icon on its first page (or next to its title

on the Table of Contents) has a com-

panion file on your START disk. These

files are archive files-they've been com-

pressed with the Archive Utilities Set, or

ARC, a public domain program avail-

able for many personal computers. We
use the ARC utility to squeeze the many

files that may go with a particular article

into one compressed file, which may be

only 40% of the total size of the original

files.

In addition to the archive files, you'll

find the program ARCX.TTP, which

stands for ARChive eXtract, on your

START disk. You'll use this program to

decompress, or extract, the disk files

we've shrunk down with ARC.

Getting Started

To use the files and programs on your

START disk, please follow these simple

instructions. You'll need two blank, for-

matted single- or double-sided disks to

properly extract the files.

Your START disk is not copy-

protected and you should make a copy

of it immcdia teiy to the first blank disk.

Make sure the write-protect window is

open on the START disk at all times to

insure that you don't accidentally erase

the disk.

Note: Ifyou are unsure how to format a

disk, copy a disk or copy individuates,

please refer to your original Atari ST or

Mega manual and study these procedures

carefidly before going on.

After you've copied your original

START disk, store it in a safe place and

label the copy disk "5TART Backup."

Now, put your START Backup disk in

Drive A of your computer and double-

click on the Drive A icon to see the

disk's contents.

Un-ARCing the Files

To use START'S compressed disk files,

please follow these steps:

1. Copy the ARCed file you wish to

use and the program ARCX.TTP from

your START Backup disk onto your sec-

ond blank formatted disk. When you're

finished, label it Un-ARC disk.

2. Now you'll extract the compressed

files from the ARC file you just copied.

Insert your Un-ARC disk into Drive A

and press the Escape key on your ST to

see the disk directory. Double-click on

ARCX.TTP The following dialog box

will appear;

OPEN APPLICATION

I
Cancel

|

3. Type in the name of the ARC file

you just copied over to your Un-ARC

disk as shown in the example below

and press Return. You do not have to

type in the extender .ARC.

OPEN APPLICATION

Kane: ARCX
Paraneters:
san p I ej

I OK
|
Cancel

|

the name of the ARC file. You must type

the filename exactly as it appears in the

directory,)

4. As the program runs, it will dis-

play the names of the individual files as

it extracts them, similar to the example

below.

Archive: SAMPLE ARC
Extracting fi if EXAMPLE, PR6

Extracting fi If FILE, TXT

Extracting fi IE SAMPLE, PIC
Extracting fi IP README

When ARC has successfully ex-

tracted all the files, it will return to the

Desktop and you will see the original

files within the directory window, along

with the archive file and the ARCX.TTP

program. You may now use any of the

START files as you wish; just follow the

instructions in the appropriate article in

this issue.

To use any other archive files on

your START disk, simply repeat the

above procedures.

In addition to the runnable pro-

grams, some ARC files may also contain

source code listings or an ASCII text file

(called BREAKDWN.TXT, for example)

which describes the program's structure.

You can examine this file from the ST

Desktop by double-clicking on its icon

and then clicking on Show (to see it on

the monitor) or Print (to print it out) as

shown in the example below.

(Note: If ARCX.TTP can't find a file, it

may be because you have misspelled

You can only print or display
this document. Please click
on appropriate button to
do so,
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Aztec C's NEW Source Debugger
Takes The Work Out OfDebugging!

Stop entering print statements and re-compiiing over and

over. Stop spending your time looking at assembly language

and hex dumps. Stop agonizing over features you need but

can't find. ..Start using Aztec C's NEW Source Debugger

(SDB). It has all the features you expect and more!

SDB FEATURES—
Debug your code at the Source Level

Set Breakpoints and Single Step by Source Line

Access all Global and Local Variables by Name
Evaluate and Print the Value of Any C Expression

Displays all Structure Element Names and Values

Assembly Language Debugger for intermixed routines

Supports Atari debugger

Supports the GEM, EDS and VDI resident libraries

User Control of Color — background and text

Separate Color Windows for Source, Data and Commands
Supports 68010, 68020 and 68881 processors

Re-usable command macros and procedures enables you

to customize the debugging environment

Debug desk accessories

Take Advantage of the Introductory Special / Cull Unlay

And with Aztec C you get an optimized C compiler with

selectable 68020 and 68881 support, the Gulam shell

Command Processor including pipes, I/O redirection and

more, an overlay linker, librarian, important UNIX utilities,

and the clean, fast, compact code you need. Aztec C.the

most advanced development system for the Atari ST!.

SDB Special through December 31 , 1 988

60 Day Satisfaction Guaranteed

Source Debugger (Reg $1 50.) ONLY S 75.

Aztec C6BWAl-p Prol Sys (Reg $199) ONLY S 99.

(Compiler, Assembler, Overlay Linker with Librarian. Unix

and other libraries, utilities]

Aztec C68k/At-d Dev Sys (Reg $299) ONLY S1 50.

(Prof Sys plus Unix utilities make, dill, grep

Library Source.
, , ONLY 5300.

Developer System with Source Debugger and
Library Source (Reg $749) ONLY S399.

COD, VISA, MC, Wire (domestic S intl.) & terms

Take Advantage of the Introductory Special / Call Today ^^™"A a

1-800-221-0440 «~ B »MANXonuc^o 1101 ~. ,
^^^201/542-2121

1 Industrial Way, Eatontown, New Jersey 07724



Take Care

of Your ST
by Andrew Reese

START Editor

For a number of years, I was respon-

sible for maintenance and repair of

some rather sophisticated electronic

equipment owned by Uncle Sam. Every

day, we performed "PMls," or Preven-

tive Maintenance Instructions The sole

purpose was to keep the equipment

operating at peak efficiency. Well, your

ST or Mega is more sophisticated than

anything we had and it deserves some

care, too.

There are three simple rules to follow

to keep your ST functioning properly:

keep it cool, keep it dry and keep it

clean. Other than production flaws or

physical abuse, most equipment failures

can be traced to a violation of one of

these rules. Let's take them one at a

Keep It Cool

Heat can harm any electronic

equipment-just ask the owners of early

Macs or Apple lis loaded with cards.

Heat-induced component breakdowns

can affect any part of your computer

and a failure in one component can

trigger a chain-reaction that will destroy

your computer.

The heat generated by any electronic

equipment-even a low-power system

like your ST- might be termed "elec-

tronic friction" and is unavoidable. Elec-

tronics manufacturers-Atari

included-use one of two basic

methods to eliminate this heat. The

simplest is to let it radiate from the in-

ternal components and simply waft up

through the cooling slots. When there's

too much heat for this method to

handle, fans become necessary.

Your ST is cooled by the gentle

movement of air through the slots

under the front edge of the keyboard,

over the metal shield and electronic

components and out through the slots

at the top rear. If you use the rear of

your computer as a monitor stand, fee

sure to leave clearance for the cooling air to

exit. And don't leave hint books, com-

mand cards or other papers on top of

your ST, blocking the slots.

If your ST has a memory upgrade,

you must be especially careful with

cooling; those additional RAM chips

produce significant heat and adding 16

more under the RF shield increases the

risk of heat-induced failures. Granted,

the risk is not excessive, but it's there.

Let's not forget those external power

supplies for external disk drives, early

520 STs and the PS3000 Monitor/Disk

Drive. These supplies are usually stuck

on the floor under the desk in a loca-

tion chosen mostly for its convenience

and inaccessability to your feet. Make

sure that these units are sitting upright,

that the air vents are clear and that air

can reach them.

If you have a Mega or hard disk

drive, the cooling stakes are even higher

The fans in those units are there for a

reason: more electronics are packed in

less space. Obstructing the inlet or ex-

haust vents could destroy your Mega,

your drive and your pocketbook. Don t,

for instance, place a pile of books or

magazines on top of the Mega to raise

your monitor to a better eye level. Just

place it directly on top of the Mega

(leaving space ior the vents on the

sides) or put it on a monitor stand.

Finally, keep your computer away

from the sun. Although some hard drive

manufacturers torture-test their proto-

type units by running them outside

under direct sun, don't tempt the fates

by putting your computer desk under a

sunny window.

Keep It Dry

If heat is dangerous to a computer, it's

nothing compared to the risk of getting

it wet. There's nothing like an unex-

pected splash of a soft drink or coffee to

disrupt the orderly, controlled flow of
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Getting Started

electrical signals and create all sorts of

new. destructive paths for the signals to

follow. The result is 99-44/100 percent

disaster!

At home (and at START), we have a

rule: No drinks on the same table as the

computer. Just one slip, one drip, one

spill and you'll be taking your ST in for

service. Keep all moisture away! Don't

spray monitor cleaner directly on the

screen; it may run down the face into

the cabinet. Keep your ST away from

open windows where rain could blow

in. And don't let the kids play Road

Runner with a Pepsi nearby.

If you do have a spill near your com-

puter, turn it off immediately! If it was

off at the time of the spill, don't turn it

on! Unplug all power to the system and

check carefully for the extent of the

spill. If any liquid appears to have

spilled on the keyboard, in any of the

connecting jacks or into the cooling

vents, unplug everything and take or

send your computer to an authorized

Atari service center Don't take chances!

Keep It Clean

A dirty computer isn't bad because it's

unattractive; it's bad because dirt and

dust can gang up to block the cooling

ducts or drift inside and cause erratic

short circuits. At least once a month,

dust and vacuum your system, includ-

ing power supplies. Stay away from us-

ing anything like Pledge or Endust. You

don't need waxed beauty, you need a

dry, clean computer

If you must use a liquid to remove

fingerprints, grime or jelly, dampen a

clean, soft cloth with plain water. Turn

oil your computer and clean the sur-

faces. Be sure that the water is com-

pletely gone before turning your ST

back on.

The best kind of vacuum cleaner are

those designed specifically for cleaning

electronic equipment. They are small,

powerful enough (after all. you aren't

trying to pull lhasa apso hair from a

shag carpet) and have small, soft

To keep your ST

functioning properly,

keep it cool, dry and

dean.

brushes to loosen dust from otherwise

inaccessible places. If you must use a

canister-style vacuum cleaner, keep the

motor unit well away from your ST and

disks; electric motors can generate some

fairly powerful magnetic Fields and

wreak havoc on your system and your

disk library

If you have a printer, particularly one

with tractor-feed, vacuum its interior

regularly. You don't have to remove the

case every time, just the cover over the

primhead. Vacuum up the paper dust

that accumulates and lubricate the

mechanism, following the instructions in

your owner's manual Don't over-oil any-

thing with electronic components-that

excess oil just runs down off the bearing

surfaces and into places it doesn't be-

long, there to collect dust and cause

short circuits.

Head Cleaning

If you use your computer under normal

conditions-an hour or two a day with-

out continuous disk access-you'll need

to clean your disk drive's head once a

year, if that. The causes of dirty drive

heads have been largely eliminated in

the ST. First, the diskettes themselves

are contained in protective covers

which keep much of the dirt, dust and

fingerprints off the diskette media itself.

Second, media technology has ad-

vanced to the point that the oxide parti-

cles are bonded to the diskettes much

more tightly than on early 5W-inch

floppies.

If you're having floppy drive prob-

lems, such as being unable to format,

read or write to disks, first check out

the obvious possibilities. Make sure that

the cables are tightly plugged in, reboot

your ST to take care of any wandering

glitches in your program and check the

drive's speed. If your drive problems

persist, you may need to clean its

head(s).

Never try to clean your drive heads

by poking a cotton swab through the

drive slot. Locate a reputable source for

a wet 3'/2-inch floppy disk head cleaner;

never use a dry head cleaner- it can

seriously damage your heads. You aren't

limited to Atari dealers for head

cleaners. IBM and Mac both use 3V4-

inch disks and office supply stores of-

ten carry head cleaners for business

users of these computers. The head

cleaners may cost more there than at a

computer swap meet, for example, but

at least with an "establishment" store

you have someone to complain to if

necessary.

Follow the instructions that come

with the head cleaner precisely and

dorit overuse it. Most head cleaners

only allow a limited number of clean-

ings per disk, and with good reason: a

head cleaner soaks up dirt and gunk

into its absorbent material. There's only

so much absorbency available.

Leave That Hard Disk Alone!

Finally, never, ever open up your hard

disk to clean its heads. Hard drives are

hermetically sealed and need no head

cleaning- the heads float over the media

without touching it. I once heard a tale

from a repair shop about a customer

who complained that his hard drive

was acting up. Upon further question-

ing, the customer boasted that he knew

the drive was clean -he opened it up

and cleaned it every week with WD-40!

Scratch one hard disk!

Follow these rules and you should

keep your ST healthy and happy.
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REVOLUTIONARY
NEW PRODUCT

• Imagine Saving almost any game at any point, then being
able to return there as many times as you like.

• Imagine the Ultimate Back-up Utility that actually UNPROTECrS
programs as it copies them. Lets protected programs be
stored as files, run from a hard disk or even be transmitted

over a modem.
• Imagine saving three or more protected single sided disks on

just one double sided disk.

• Imagine Instantly switching back and forth between two
different programs, games, utilities or business applications.

Now Stop Imagining and get Switch/Back.
It can do all this and more.

Switch/Bock is a revolutionary new hardware ond software

package that lets you get more from your ST MUCH MORE.

Switch/Backs gaming features lets you instantly save most games
then continue playing. If you get in trouble you can switch back
to where you were as many times as you like.

REQUIRES at

least 1 meg. of RAM
[or a MEGARAM or Polydisk Cartridge)

BACK-UPS -Switch/Back can work with your favorite back-up
program and allow you to save whole protected disks to files for

archival purposes. It can also automatically unprotect a
program and save it as standard file. This method works on
hundreds of ST programs ond it allows you to run the files directly.

Its perfect for running protected programs off o hord disk. It

creates standard TOS files, that can be stored together on disks

or even transferred by modem.
SWAP - Switch back lets you load just about any two programs
into your ST and switch instantly between them. It works with

games, business programs, utilities, compilers, etc. Although only

one program is running at a time, the other is available instantly,

right where you left off.

The Switch/Bock hardware plugs into your printer port for easy
use [It has a pass through connection for your printer too.)

Switch/Back requires at least One Meg of memory
(Or a Polydisk or Megadisk) ONLY $69.95

ST Protection Techniques
Finally ST Copy protection techniques are revealed.
This complete book and disk package details the state

of the art in ST Protection melhods ond much, much

The Software included with the book provides many
powerful features like the AUTOMATIC PROGRAM
PROTECTOR. This easy to use Utility allows you to protect
jusl about any ST program. You can choose a
combination of protection methods like encryption,

checking custom disk formats, password protection or

o limited use option that makes the program self-

destrucl after running a preset number of times.

The book includes topics such as Phreaking, Logic Bombs, Hardware
data <oy$. 'lie legal aspects ot piracy and software protection. Custom
disk formats. Pi.'a-e Bu letir boards and much more.

In addition it contains reviews of the popular ST back-up programs ond
detailed explanations of ST disks and drives. .

ST Protection Technigues {Book and disk package] 0nty $39.95

• •••••••••••
(he worlds most nexpensive c ock
cartridge Finally its affordable to

keep your time ond date accurate.

3 year battery included. ONLY $24.95

MEGADISK Ultra high speed solid state disk drive • 500%
Faster than a Hard Disk • Provides almost instant booting • Like a RAM disk

that's always loaded with your favorite programs and ready to use • One
megabyte of Solid State storage • Built in battery back-up in case ot

power failures

MEGADISK is actually one megabyte of RAM that simply plugs Into vou
cartridge port :

' eels as on adaed ask drive that's ultra fast and always

ready for use. Like o Hard disk, MEGADISK won't loose its memory when
your computer is turned off. It comes with its own power supply and
battery back-up system so its independent of your computer
Megadisk con be coifiquiee acceding loyour needs. • Set it up as

one large disk • An 800K double sided disk and a 200K hardware print

buffer • Or as two dOOK single sided disks and a print buffer

Megadisk will work fine wifh your current system whether you have a
hard disk and two drives or you're just getting started.

Megadisk is perfect tor Inose who want the high speed of a hard disk

for a lower price. Its even better for power users or software developers

who may already own a hard disk and two drives but wont extra speed
and power. Megadisk can also emulate other cartridges 'or testing and
back-up. In addition Megadisk can be used with Switch/Sack to ollow you
to instantly |ump between two full size one meg £lOO ne
applications. ^ZVr.VD

KOIVOISK Polydisk is a 512K version of o Megadisk. Polydisk gives

you the same fast boot features, the high speed access, and the print

spooler Polydisk has a power supply (like Megadisk) but does not contain

a battery back-up.
Nole: Those with only 512K of main memory can use Switch/Back with a

Polydisk, just like those with one Meg.

Polydisk (512K Solid state drive] Only $199.95
(Clock option card is also available for Polydisk 529.95)

24 HOUR HOTLINE

I Jl Mill II MM II I
MM

COLOR COMPUTEREYES™
1 1

1

1 1

1

Incredible COLOi? viafio digitizer • The first and only full cole digitize.'

for the SI • Use; standi :rd video inputs like video camera. VCR, or video

disk. • Works in all ST resolutions. Low res provides 16 shade black and
white or full color pictures. • Pictures con be used with Degas,

Neochrome, Powerprint and others. • Automatic calibration of contrast,

brightness and white balance. • Plug- into cartridge norl for easy set-up.

• Capture your picture or that ot your favorite star. ONLY $199.95
SPECIAL OFFER - Buy both Computereyes and Powerprint and SAVE 20.00

from the total. _

Power,
£e»!^S1 BLOW YOURSELF UP

Imagine your picture on a 6 foot poster. Create a business graph that

can cover a wall. Quality output for posters, t-shirts, news letters, ond more.
POWERPRINT
Whether it's a photo digitized with ComputerEyes, a masterpiece

created with Degas, or the winning screen from your favorite gome,
POWERPRINT can print it with unequaled clarity ond resolution. PowerPrint

supports ALL ST resolutions. It punts multiple s ze? ,,p to GIANT WALL SIZED
POSTERS. Print 16 shades for incredible detail. Print the whole screen or

ZOOM in on just the part you want. POWERPRINT offers i.nique effects,

including rotate, mirror and inverse options Selective Shading option
allows you to print multi-color pictures on any prints; by printing one color

at a time [using color ribbons). Powerprint lets you capture and print

almost any ST screen Works wrh Star. KtC. Citoh, Gemini. FPSON, XM8048
and compatible printers. ONIY $39.95

^i:::ji:i..'1STHigh Quality sound digitizer for the ST This powerful

hardware and software package lets you sample real world sounds and
play them back on any Atari ST Add special effecls like Echo. Reverse,

looping, pitch manipulation, mixing and envelope control. Turns your Atari

keyboard into a musical instrument to play songs with your digitized

sounds (also works with any MIDI keyboard]. Digisound makes it simple to

add sound lo your own program, too! Unleash the incredible sounds in

your ST with DIGISOUND. Supports sampling from 5 to 40Khz, DIGISOUND is

the choice of the professionals. DIGISOUND was used to create the voice

DIGISOUND ONLY $89.95

DIGISOUND PROFESSIONAL
All the excellent features of DIGISOUND plus these great extras

LOGARITHMIC SAMPLING Special hardware extends the sound quality

far above ihe other ST sound digitizers. Logarithmic sampling and
playback (externol amp itieis only] greatly extends the dynamic range
while iOGuei:"'g distortion and noise.

Internal Real Time Mixing - Input from a stereo and a microphone sr

you can sing over a tape. "

$149.95
LJIvlrLAYfcK The High powered digisound software can now
obtained by those who already own a digitizer for the ST Compatible a
cartridge based digitizers Extend the power of your digitizer with

Only $49.95

asterCard

216-374-7469
r Service line (216) 467-5665. Call or

(log.

Older by phone or send check or money order to:

ALPHA SYSTEMS 1012 Skyland, Macedonia, OH 44056
ricludeSJUUslio iihdlq ill:'. =i 0.in;>da). Ohio
residents ddd 5V/;,, soles In* resign oiders add 58 00



The reviews are in . . .

"'A Best Buy' I'm impressed"
David H. Ahl, Atari Explorer, Nov-Dec 1987

'If you've got an Atari, you probably need this program."
Jerry Pournell, Byte Magazine, October 1987

"pc-ditto is a winner."
Charlie Young, ST World, July 1987

"This is the product we have been looking for."

Donna Wesolowski, ST Informer, August 1987

"This truly incredible software emulator really works."
Mike Gibbons, Current Notes, September 1987

NOW! RUN THESE IBM PROGRAMS ON YOUR ATARI ST.

Lotus 1-2-3

Enable
Sidekick

Crosstalk IV
EasyCAD
GW Basic

Flight Simulator

Ability

Superkey

Carbon Copy
DAC Easy Accounting

Managing Your Money

Framework
DESQview
Norton Utilites

Chart-Master

BPI Accounting

Silvia Porter's

Symphony
Q&A
dBase 11,111,111+

Print Shop

Turbo Pascal

pfs:Professional

File

And Hundreds More!

pc-ditto is a software-only utility which expands the power of your Atari ST to imitate an
IBM PC XT. No extra hardware is required (an optional 5.25-inch drive may be required
for 5.25-inch disks). All your IBM disks will work "out-of-the-box".

pc-ditto features include:

o both the 520ST and the 1040ST supported

o up to 703K usable memory (1040ST)

o not copy-protected - installable on hard disk

o imitates IBM monochrome and IBM color

graphics adapters

o access to hard disk, if hard disk used

o optionally boots DOS from hard disk

o parallel and serial ports fully supported

o supports 3.5-inch 720K format and 360K single-

sided formats

o supports optional 5.25-inch 40-track drives

System requirements:

o IBM PC-DOS or Compaq MS-DOS version

3.2 or above recommended
o optional 5.25-inch drive is required to use

5.25-inch disks

o 3.5-inch 720K DOS disks require a double-

sided drive (Atari SF314 or equivalent)

See pc-ditto today at an Atari dealer near you,

or write for free information!

$89.95 pc-ditto

Avant-Garde Systems
381 Pablo Point Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32225
(904) 221-2904

Avant-Garde Systems, 381 Pablo Point Dr.

Jacksonville, Florida 32225 (904) 221-2904

Yes! Please send information on pc-ditto.

Name
Address

City __State Zip_



Tips and Tricks for the ST Owner

Complied by Heidi Bnimbaugh,

START Programs Editor

Last issue, we devoted the Clipboard to

generic program file extenders. Here we

present a list of file extenders used by

some popular ST programs.

1-999 Superbase index files

3D.3D2 CAD-3D object LD_
ADO Cyber Paine movement file

ALT WordPerlect air-key LDP

definition LDW
ARC Archive file MSK

ART GFA Artist picture NEO
BL1-BL3 DEGAS block pattern PAG

BRU DEGAS brush

CAL Swiftcalc worksheet PAL

CEL Animator ST eel file PAT

CMD dBMAN program file PC1-PC3

CNF Flash configuration file PER

COL Animator ST color map file

DBF dBMAN database file P11-PI2

DEF Flash function keys

definitions

PFT

DFL LDW Power defaults file POL

DIR Flash dial directory PRD

ii

;

Cyber Studio delta

animation

ROI

DMF Data Manager ST database SBD

file SBF

DO Flash macro file SBK

DTP Publisher ST document file SBL

FIL.F1LF12 DEGAS fill pattern

FLM GFA Artist film file SBP

FRM Regent Base II form SBQ

GFA Tokenized GFA BASIC 3.0 SBT

program SBU

GFF GFA Artist fill pattern file SBV

GFT GFA Artist font SCR

GPH VIP Professional graph SDF

GRA Data Manager ST graph file SEQ

GRF Data Manager ST graph

data file SID

HEX 1st Word Plus hex printer SLV

Publisher ST hyphenation

dictionary

Microsoft Write

information file

Fleet Street Publisher key

macro file

LDW Power backup

spreadsheet

LDW Power print file

LDW Power spreadsheet

Animator ST mask file

NEOchrome picture file

Fleet Street Publisher page

file

Spectrum 512 color palette

Easy Draw pattern file

Compressed DECAS file

Word Writer personal

dictionary file

Uncompressed DEGAS file

Publishing Partner printer

font file

Animator ST polygon file

Microsoft Write printer file

GFA Artist run-only

interpreter file

Superbase file format info

Superbase data file

Superbase function key file

Spectrum 512 picture

buffer file

Superbase program file

Superbase query file

Superbase text file

Superbase update file

Superbase form

Animator ST script file

Standard database format

Cyber Paint Compressed

sequence animation

Swiftcalc sideways file

Publisher ST slave disk

path file

SNG Music file (Digi-Drum, EZ-

Track & Music Studio)

SPC Spectrum 512 compressed

file

SPD A-Calc Prime Worksheet/

Anispec Spectrum 512

delta

SPL ST Replay sound file

SPN CAD 3-D Spin template

SPR GFA Artist sprite file

SPU Spectrum 512

uncompressed file

STC- LDW Power sideways

setting file

STR Animator ST strip

hie/Publisher ST error

messages

STY Publisher ST style sheet

SW Swiftcalc font file

SY1 GFA Artist title screen data

TNY Tiny picture file

TRN Flash translation table

TST WordPerfect test files

TWO Base Two database file

UD0-UD2 WordPerfect undo

VDF Data Manager ST report

format file

WID Publisher ST font/system

configuration

WKS VIP Professional/Lotus

worksheet

WP WordPerfect system files

WPC WordPerfect color system

file

WPM WordPerfect mono system

file

WRK Word Writer print spool

hie

XTR CAD 3-D Extrude template

ZBX Zoomracks database

backup

ZRX Zoomracks database
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Do you need to produce

precision graphs on your

STfor scientific or technical

work? ST SciPlot is your

solution! START'S ultra-

sophisticated graphing pro-

gram isfor use in universi-

ties, labs or wherever

super-quality precision

graphs are needed. Runs in

high resolution mono-

chrome only.

by

David P .

Neddie

Plot your data precisely!

SCIPLOT.ARC is on your START disk

Business graphing programs are becom-

ing more common on the ST, but if you

have wanted to put the STs power to

work for you in the lab, you were out of

luck. ST SciPlot is START'S solution to

your power graphing problems. Written

in Personal Pascal, ST SciPlot is a full-

featured GEM application that produces

the kind of graphs found in technical

literature. It requires the high resolution

of the ST's monochrome monitor-sorry,

color monitor owners!

Features

Some of the features that distinguish ST

SciPlot from the ordinary graphing pro-

grams are:

• Each axis can be set to a linear or

logarithmic scale.

• The X and Y-axes are interchange-

able and vertical and horizontal error

bars can be included.

• Up to four plots, each with up to

seven curves, can be displayed at the

same time, using six line types and six

marker types.

• You can create your own font set or

use (and edit) the default set which in-

cludes the full Greek alphabet and a

mathematical symbol library.

• The fully editable and draggable text

display includes optional legends, titles,

annotations and axis and date/time

labels, all with available superscripts

and subscripts.

• Connecting lines can be linear or

you can use the built-in cubic spline

generator for smooth curves.

• Simple ASCII data sets may be

loaded, edited or deleted or you may

enter data directly.

Getting Started

ST SciPlot is in the archived file

SCIPLOT.ARC on your START disk. To

un-ARC ST SciPlot, copy SCIPLOT.ARC

and ARCX.PRG to a blank, formatted

disk and follow the Disk Instructions

located elsewhere in this issue. Once

you have un-ARCed SCIPLOT.ARC,

double-click on SCIPLOT.PRG. The file

SCIPLOTFNT must be in the same

directory as SCIPLOT.PRG.

A few definitions are necessary here

for you to make the best use of ST

SciPlot. A plot is a single set of up to

seven curves. A plot environment is the

full definition of all of the settings for a

particular plot, including location, scal-

ing, labels, line styles, etc. An active plot

is the plot you have selected for

modification; only one plot may be ac-

tive at a time.

The Menus

When you boot ST SciPlot, you will see

a menu bar with the headings as shown

in Figure I. Also shown in Figure 1 are

all of the drop-down menus with their

choices. Let's run through these menus.

The Action Menu
• Read Raw File - loads a set of raw

data in ASCII format, replacing the cur-

rent data set for the active plot. ST

SciPlot uses a default filename extender

of .DAT, although this is for convenience

only. See below for how to set up a data

file

• Read Saved File -loads an ST SciPlot

file with an .SPT filename extender
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PLOT
replacing the current data and plot envi-

ronment. These hies include the defini-

tions of all of the plots at the time the

hie was saved, whether or not you had

actually dehned four plots.

" Input By Hand-allows you to enter

data manually into the grid shown in

Figure 2. The number of columns is the

number of data sets and the number of

rows is the number of data points per

set; any empty boxes within a data set

will be set to (zero) by ST SciPlot.

• Save Data-Saves the current data

and plot environments in ST SciPlot for-

mat. While no filename extender is re-

quired, .SPT is recommended.

• Save Image-Saves a snapshot of the

current ST SciPlot screen in DEGAS

high-resolution format. Be sure to add

the .PI3 extender.

• Plot-Plots the current data on the

active plot using the current plot envi-

ronment.

• Plot Boxes Only-Draws only the

outline boxes and the labels without ac-

tually plotting any curves. This is useful

for checking the locations of your plots

without taking the time to actually draw

the curves.

• Print- Prints the current screen. You

can set your printer and paper type

from the selector box called by this

menu item.

• Defaults-Restores ST SciPlot envi-

ronment defaults. A confirmation dialog

box prevents you from resetting your

environment accidentally.

• Quit- Quits ST SciPlot, again, with

confirmation.

The Active Menu

There are four menu choices: Plot 1 Ac-

tive, Plot 2 Active, Plot 3 Active and Plot

4 Active; you may choose one of these

plots to be active (modifiable).

The Style Menu

The Style Menu uses toggles (on/off

switches) to select style attributes. If a

checkmark appears by the attribute, that

style is selected.

• Markers- Places a marker at each

data point.

• Lines-Places a connecting line be-

tween adjacent data points.

• Legend-Displays the legend.

• Legend Box- Draws a box around

the legend.

• Title Box- Draws a box around the

title

• Error Bar Ends - If you use error

bars, this will place small, perpendicu-

lar lines at the ends of the error bars.

• H-Zero Line-If the Y-value range in-

cludes 0, this places a horizontal,

dashed line through Y=0.

• V-Zero Line-If the X-value range in-

cludes 0, this places a vertical, dashed

line through X=0.

Full Plot Box-Draws a rectangle

around a plot; otherwise, draws only

the axes.

• Date & Time-Displays the date and

time at the time it is selected.

• Order Data-Orders (organizes) the

X-axis data before plotting. Should be

selected, unless you want to plot "pa-

rameter" plots.

The Fitting Menu
• Straight Line-Uses a straight line to

connect adjacent curve points.

• Cubic Spline-Uses a natural cubic

spline to connect adjacent points on a

curve, but takes more time to plot than

Straight Line.

The Axes Menu
• X- Linear- Makes the X-Axis scale

linear.

• X-Log- Makes the X-Axis scale

logarithmic, unless the minimum X-

Axis value is negative If it is, ST SciPlot

will use X-Linear.

• Y-Linear-Like X-Linear, but on the

vertical axis.

• Y-Log-Like X-Log, but for the verti-

cal axis.

• X Label -Allows you to generate and

edit the label for the X-Axis.

Figure . The ST

SciPlot nenu bar

and the drop-down
menus vith their

selectio ns.
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Fin re 2. This sthe Tan nli put data grid.

The number o r.olu nnsi the nun ber of data

sets and the n jmber otr s the number of

dot i points pe r set.

, Y Label - Like X Label bu for the

Y-Axis.

The Review Menu
• Title-For editing the Title.

• Data Sets-Brings up the Data Set

box shown in Figure 3 for editing of

data set names, scale factors, axis limits,

etc. See below for further discussion.

• Data Values-Displays the data sets

in tabular form

• Edit Data -Displays the data sets in

grid format. Click on a box to select that

value for editing, then enter a new value.

Click on the row number to add a new

row to be inserted with values of zero

for each point. Click on the asterisk (*)

at the right end of a row to delete that

row.

• Special Chars -Displays the com-

plete character set and the keystroke

equivalents needed to generate the spe-

cial characters. See Figure 4.

The Font Menu
• Load Font- Loads a new font file.

Nate, however, that ST SciPlot font files

are not standard GEM font files and you

will get an error message if you try to

load one. Font files for ST SciPlot must

be generated within ST SciPlot.

• Save Font-Saves the current font file

to disk. While the TNT filename ex-

tender is not mandatory, it is recom-

mended. On boot-up ST SciPlot will

read in the file SCIPLOTFNT

• Edit Font-Allows you to edit the

current font. Selecting Edit Font will

bring up the font grids shown in Figure

5. Pressing a key selects that character

for editing. The top left grid shows the

character, the top right shows the back-

slash (\ ) character and the bottom two

grids show the subscript and super-

script versions. You edit a character by

toggling individual pixels on or off with

the left mouse button; you can see the

actual character as you are editing it in

the small box below the editing grid

The Annotations Menu

Strings-Allows you to enter up to

ten lines of annotations per plot and

specify their locations on the screen.

Selecting Strings will bring up the Strings

screen shown in Figure 6. See below for

further information.

" Arrows -Brings up the Arrows screen

(shown in Figure 7) and allows you to

add up to ten arrows with open or

closed arrowheads and specify the be-

ginning and ending positions of the ar-

rows on the screen.

Data Files

As mentioned above, ST SciPlot allows

you to load in an ASCII data file Each

such "raw" data file can contain the

curve data for a single plot. If you load

in a raw data file using the Read Raw

File option on the Action menu, it will

replace the data in the active plot with

the new data. You may generate your

Figure 3. The Data

Set box allows you

to edit the names of

your data sets, the

scale factors, the

axis limits, the

marker and line

styles and data set

axis assignments.

own raw data file using any text editor

or word processor that has an ASCII or

"Print to Disk" option.

Each raw data file consists of a series

of rows of numbers with each value

delimited (separated) by a space and

each row terminated by a carriage re-

turn. Each column is a set of values and

all the columns together are a data set.

You may have no more than eight

columns per data set and each column

must have the same number of items.

You may interchange entire rows or

columns freely without generating er-

rors. However, by default, ST SciPlot does

assign thejirst column as the X-Axis

data set and the others as Y-Axis sets,

but this may be changed in the Review

Data Sets screen. (See below.)

Don't worry if you have more values

in one column than another; simply

pad the short column out with any ar-

bitrary value so that the columns all

have the same number of values. After

loading in that set of values, you can

specify the number of values to be used

(Np) for that set. See below for more on

editing data sets

You may use integer, decimal or

logarithmic (base 10) numbers in your

data sets. For example, see Figure 8. This

data file contains four data sets

(columns) with five entries for each of

the first two sets and three "real" entries

for the last two sets and two padded

values of zero.
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Editing Data Sets And Data Display

There are two aspects of editing data

sets: you can edit the data itselfdirectly

through the Edit Data selection on the

Review Menu or you can edit the display

of that data through the Data Sets selec-

tion on the same menu. The first alter-

native has been covered above

The Data Sets Review screen is

shown in Figure 3. All entries shown in

the larger system font can be edited; all

entries shown in the smaller custom

font can not. The boxes at the top show

which plot is active and how many data

points it contains. The first column

identifies the data sets; any Y-Axis data

sets in inverse video will be plotted.

Click on the set number to toggle it on

or off.

The second column tells the type of

data set, X-Axis (X), Y-Axis (Y) or Error

Bars (E); click on each of these boxes to

cycle through the choices. The third

column contains the first 20 characters

of the 60-character data set name that

will appear in a legend. To change a

name, click on it and edit it in the dia-

log box.

The fourth, fifth and sixth columns

apply to Y-Axis data sets only. In order,

they are X-Axis (X), Vertical Error (V)

and Horizontal Error (H). Clicking on

each of these boxes allows you to

specify which of the other data sets will
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Figure 4. In addition to the upper- and lowe

case English alphabet and Arabic numerals,

ST SciPlot has a complete Greek alphabet,

plus an extensive mathematical symbol

library.

be used for the X-Axis values, the verti-

cal error values and the horizontal error

values for that curve Ifyou choose a hy-

phen (-) in (he X column, thai curve will

not be plotted.

The seventh column is the Factor

(Fact) column. By clicking in any box in

this column, you can change the scaling

factor for that data set. The scaling fac-

tor is always applied to the original data,

not to the data as previously scaled.

The next two columns, Marker Style

(M) and Line Style (L), allow you to

choose the style for that data set from

the choices shown in the chart at the

bottom of the screen. Just click on each

to cycle through them until you have

the one you want.

The next two columns can't be

edited- They show the maximum and

minimum values for each data set.

The last column shows the number

of data points used to plot each curve.

The maximum is NdaL but you can se-

lect any number less than that by click-

ing on the appropriate box and typing

in the new value.

In the middle of the screen is the

Draw Plot(s) bar. Curve numbers shown

in inverse video are plotted; they can be

toggled on and off by clicking on them

Below the Draw Plot(s) bar is the

Axis Limit grid. You can change the

Maximum and Minimum values for

each axis (and the resultant scale of the

plot) by clicking on them and entering

new values. The labels are self-

explanatory, but you must keep the

maxima equal to or greater than the

largest value in the data sets and the

minima equal to or less than the mini-

mum values in the data sets. If you at-

tempt to set a maximum or minimum

axis value that is within the data range,

ST SciPlot will set that value to equal the

limit value i, highest or lowest).

The column to the farthest right is

labelled Ntk. The values in this column

(Number of Tick Marks) determine

where the divisions are marked along

the axes. ST SciPlot has an internal

„.,,_, E I
,,.,

Figure 5. You con edit each character in ST

SciPlot's custom font set. The top left grid

shows the character, the top right shows the

custom character and the bottom two grids

show the subscript and superscript versions.

heuristic algorithm that determines

values for these parameters. It attempts

to minimize "waste" and to choose Ntk

so that the divisions occur at "nice"

places. The maximum value for Ntk is

6; you can choose any lesser value by

repeatedly clicking on the appropriate

box to cycle through the choices.

There are two boxes to the left and

right of the Styles chart; to the left is the

Exit box (self-explanatory) and to the

right is the Recalc box. If you click on

the Recalc box, ST SciPlot will recalcu-

late the axis limits using its internal

algorithm.

Editing Text Strings

ST SciPlot allows a variety of text strings

to be displayed on a plot and all of

them can be edited. The X- and Y-Axis

labels are edited through the X Label

and Y Label selections on the Axes

Menu. The Plot Title can be edited

through the Title selection on the Re-

view Menu. The curve names can be

edited through the Dam Sets selection,

also on the Review Menu.

As noted above, ST SciPlot uses a

custom character set, which can be

reviewed through the Special Chars

selection on the Review Menu. In addi-

tion to the upper- and lower-case Eng-
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lish alphabet and Arabic numerals, ST

SciPlot has a complete Greek alphabet,

plus an extensive mathematical symbol

library. (See Figure 4.) All of these spe-

cial characters are accessed through a

two-character sequence beginning with

a backslash (\); this is the key just to

the right of the Return key.

ST SciPlot can also display text in

normal, superscripted and subscripted

modes. To change to superscripted mode,

type a caret £* ) before the string by

holding down the IShiftl key while

pressing the number 6 key in the top

row of the keyboard. To change to sub-

scripted mode, type an underscore (_)

in front of the string by holding down

the (Shift! key while pressing the hy-

phen key. To return to normal text

mode, type a vertical bar ( ]
) by holding

down the IShiftl key while pressing the

backslash key.

Annotations And Arrows

ST SciPlot also allows you to add up to

ten lines of annotations of 60 characters

or less each and specify their locations

on the screen. When you select Strings

on the annotations Menu, the Strings

screen appears, as shown in Figure 6

and you may enter your annotations for

the active plot.

Under the title bar on the Strings

screen are ten lines for entering the text

of your annotations. Each line may be

up to 60 characters long and you may

use the custom character set, super-

scripts and subscripts. Click on the line

you wish to edit and then enter the text.

As with all text or numerical entry

boxes in ST SciPlot, you may use the

[Escape! key to clear the entry or the

IDeletel or [Backspace! keys in their

usual manner

To the right of the text lines are four

columns of boxes. The first is labelled

"used"; click here for each line of text

you wish to display on the graph. A

black box indicates that the text will be

shown on the screen. Next to the used

column are the "v" (for vertical) and "h"

Figure 6. From this

Strings screen, you

can specify up to

n Up of a

tions and place

them anywhere on

the graph, either

vertically or

horizontally.

(for horizontal) columns; click on one

or the other of these to specify the

direction you want the text to run.

The next two columns are for the

horizontal (x) and vertical (y) starting

position of the text. This is specified in

pixels, counting down and to the right

from the upper left-hand corner of the

screen. The useable area for a single

character is from on the left to about

630 on the right and 20 at the top to

about 390 at the bottom. Click on each

box to enter your setting. The default is

set to 0; after you have brought up the

entry box, be sure to clear it by pressing

the iEscapel key.

After you have entered your annota-

tion strings and set their location and

direction, click on the "done" box to re-

turn to ST SciPlot's main screen. The

Annotations may not be visible. If they

Figure 7. The Arrows screen allows you io

specify up to ten arrows with either closed o

open arrowheads anywhere on the screen.

You specify their location by entering the

pixel locations where you want the arrows h

begin and end.

aren't, just re-plot the graph. If they still

aren't visible, return to the Strings screen

and check that the used boxes are high-

lighted for the annotations you want to

display and that the x and y locations

are within the ranges specified above.

Clicking on the Arrows selection on

the Annotations Menu brings up the Ar-

row screen shown in Figure 7. From this

screen, you can specify the position and

arrowhead style of up to ten arrows for

use with your annotations. There are six

columns on the Arrows screen; the first

is labelled "used" and operates just like

that on the Strings screen. Just click on

each box to turn that arrow on.

The next column (close) allows you

to specify the arrowhead style. If the

box is black, the arrowhead will have a

triangular arrowhead. If the close box is

white, the arrowhead will be drawn in

the standard open drafting style.

The next four columns allow you to

set the horizontal and vertical position

of the "tail" of the arrow (xl and yl)

and the horizontal and vertical position

of the "head" of the arrow (x2 and yl).

These are specified in pixels, just like

the string location. Again, be sure to

press the [Escape! key to clear the de-

fault setting before entering your

numbers.

It may take a bit of practice to deter-

mine the exact locations for your anno-

tations and arrows. Just remember that

X=0,Y=0 specifies the upper left-hand

corner of the screen and that the values

increase as you go from left to right and

from top to bottom. Also, remember

that the annotations and arrows are

specified in absolute screen locations
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Figure 8. ST SciPlot can read this mixed data

set with no trouble. It contains four data sets

(columns) with five entries in each of the first

two sets and three "real" and two padded
value; of zero in the last two sets.

and can not be dragged with the mouse.

To change their locations, you must re-

enter the Strings or Arrows screens and

change the values there; also, re-sizing

or moving your plot will not relocate

the annotations or arrows.

Dragging And Sizing

Labels, titles and the time string can all

be dragged around the plot to a new lo-

cation by clicking anywhere within the

text and dragging it in the usual GEM
manner (just like dragging a Desktop

icon). To drag a legend or an entire plot,

first make sure that the plot is active

and then drag it or the legend with the

mouse just as with the text strings. If

you click outside a plot or any label, the

active plot will flash.

There is an invisible GEM sizing but-

ton diagonally outside the lower right

comer of each plot rectangle. If you

wish to resize a plot, click within this

sizing button and hold the left mouse

button down. A sizing rectangle will ap-

pear and you can then size the plot just

as with a GEM Desktop directory

window.

Error Messages

As with any feature -intensive program,

ST SciPlot will generally prevent you

from attempting the impossible. Here

are some common error messages:

Can't find Font File: SCIPLOT.FNT-

The font file must be in the same direc-

tory as SC1PLOT.PRG on booting.

Data Too Close to Spline. Setting to

Linear Fit-lf the data points are too

close together, using a cubic spline

could produce an error Try interchang-

ST SciPlot is START'S

solution to your

power graphing

problems.

ing the X-Axis and Y-Axis data sets.

Illegal Scaling Factor. No Scaling Per-

formed-Scaling factors must be greater

than 1.0E-20 and less then 1.0E + 20.

Input Error. No Data Read. -Something

is wrong with the data file format.

No Consistent Data.-You have made a

mistake in the Data Sets Review screen

that prevents a meaningful plot. For ex-

ample, you may have set all data sets to

be Y-Axis values.

Conclusion

As you can see, ST SciPlot is immensely

powerful. Space just doesn't allow a full

discussion of all of its features; yet ST

SciPlot is so logically designed that each

of your questions can be answered by

an examination of the context in which

it arises. Also, there is nothing like

experimentation-you can't hurt your

computer or the program by trying any-

thing and everything ST SciPlot allows.

Once you've worked through a plot or

two and read through this article

thoroughly, the interface will be second-

nature to you. And then you can put

your ST to work in your lab! B

David Heddle is a physicist at the

University of Illinois and a consultant

for Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc.
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•EXPERIMENTAL STATISTICS.

'BUSINESS STATISTICS

• MARKETING STATISTICS. . . .

• FORECASTING AND TIME-SERIES.

•PROJECT PLANNING.

P.O. BOX 379, ALBURG, VT 05440
(514) 933-4916

MUSIC SCORING SEQUENCER

ATARI 520/1040 ST
MU-SCRIPTI $99.95
VERSION 2.1 NOW AVAILABLE

IMPROVEMENTS:

• GEM TYPE USER INTERFACE
• SEQUENCE LOOPING IN BOTH SEQUENCE
& SONG MODE

• MIDI MERGE
• READS AND WRITES STANDARD MIDI FILES

COMPUTER NOTE ENTHV
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STPlus«STPlus«STPlus»STPlus
P.O. 1197, Berkeley, Ca. 94701

Front line NEWS: GENLOCK for the ST, $400, preorder.
Magic Sac + Translator & ROMS $500PCDitto, DOS, & Drive $375

DBMan 4.0

Datamanager
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Trimbase
Phasar3.0
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Base 2
The Informer
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1st Word Plus

Word Up!
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Equal Plus
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Holobase Plus
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Payroll Master
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Microsoft Write
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WordWriter ST
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EZ Calc by Royal
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Final Word
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EZData Base
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Text Pro
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Time Link
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Flash 15
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word processor
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Mighty Mail
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Cyber Paint
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104.95

48.00

52.00
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39.95
48.95

25.95

99.95

140.00

89.95

48.95

35.00

27.95
28.95

48.95
35.00
62.95

59.95

35.00 kkfe&fcfcMLJE
48.95 GFA Basic 3.0

35.00 GFA Book
149.00 GFA Compiler
35.00 Mark Williams "C^
35.00 Laser "C"
27.95 Cambridge Lisp

21.00 RAID
27.95 Fast Editor

35.00 Alice Pascal
249.95 OSS Pascal

Fortran 77 GEM
195.00 BCPL
195 00 Modula2 dev. kit

195.00 Assempro
49.95 Fast Basic
27.95 True Basic
69.95 BBBgBMH
39.95 Arakis Series
35.00 Unicorn Series
14.00 True Basic Stuff

41.95

63.95
49.00
27.95
26.00

49.00
104.95

1040.0

55.95

139.95

105.00

105.00

69.95

55.95

HB3SEH
Warriors(720)

Outdoor(720)

Buildings(720)

Victorian(720)

Etchings(720)

People (720k)

Politics(720k)

Religion(720)

Holidays(720)

Ad Art (720k)

Vehicles(720)

Boats (720k)

Planes (720k

All (9.2 meg)

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

99.95

M 'I ' 1
Gunship
Shadowg ate

Uninvited

Mouse Quest
S>;rygoi

Barbarian

Obliterator

Gauntlet

Dark Castle

F-15 Strike Eagle
Star Trek-Rebel U
Questran II

Lock- On
Carrier Command

Passport

Master Tracks
MasterTracks Jr.

Midisoft Studio

Hybrid Arts

Smpte Track
Sync Track

"j™ EZ Track Plus

Midiscore

EZ Score Plus

DX-Android

__ CZ-Android

«J Ge„-Pa,cH

35.00

35.00
35.00

14.00

27.95

27.95

35.00

27.95

27.95

27.95

32.50

Remember: Every one thousandth purchaser gets a
hundred dollars credit, and the ten thousandth
purchaser will get a 10 meg Supra floppy. RULES: Have
your customer number or credit card ready. Purchase as
often as you like. We're your computer supermarket and
we're ready to fulfill your dreams but we're not an
information service. We ship right away and its your
part to know what you want. Don't be cheap, at these
prices you can splurge!

Thanks to you we are in our third year and growing
everyday. Special Purchase Offer: Datamanager,
Swiftcalc, or PartnerST: $39.95 so long as our current
stock lasts. If you want to be an ST Dealer write STPlus,
P.O. 1197, Berkeley, CA 94701.

Support the ST! Buy lots of software and let your
friends know you've got the best machine on the market.
There's no better value or technology for the buck, that's

why in Germeny, the land of hitech the ST is appreciated.

Dr.Ts
KCSequencer
KCS 1,6w/PVG
MIDI rec studio

Copyist level 1

Copyist level 2
Copy3- Postscript

56.00 Summer SZOSVp*££$IS?
35.00

56.00

125.00

159.95

139.95

27.95

35.00
69.95

59.95

139.95

104.95

104.95

48.95

56.95

69.95

14.00

27-35
69.95

Speciaf

$529 (Mono

$739 Color
Aliants

Alien Fire

Santa Paravia

Lurking Horror

Star Fleet 1

Empire
Liesure Suit Larry
Gridiron

Dungeon Master
Flight Simulator

~, — , _ f Trailblazer

Jout Art Scanned, ...-specials—
$1 per page ^ B^ el of Darknss

BH33ZB3I
10 Meg Supra flppy

20 Meg w/clock

30 Meg Supra

60 meg Supra

33 Meg Tulin

51 Meg Tulin

80 Meg BMS RRL
20 Meg SH205
250 Meg
10 Meg Floppy
AST PS LASER
Canon Scanner
IMG Scanner
ComputereyesMon
Supra 2400 modem
Atari SX212 modem

HEEEBi
BBBaBBBgaffiB

27.95 I Ball (neat, fast)

35.00 RanaRama(dSd)
32.95 Warlock'sQuest

Starglider II NEW 35.00 The Flintstones

Hunt for Red Oct 35.00 Trivial Pursuit

TyphoonThompson 27.95 The Enforcer

24.95 Seconds Out
35.00 Scruples(board)

21.00 Livingstone

27.95 Battleships

39.95 Outrun(fast cars)

39.95 Crazy Cars
27.95 Tetris (from USSR)
35.00 Screaming Wings
27.95 Spitfire

35,00 Blue War
27.95 Star Quake

Enduro Racer

19.95 BMX Simulator

19.95 Arkanoids

48.95 Better Dead n Alien

Test Drive

Chessmastr2000

280.00

104.95

69.95

499.95
299.95
48.95

call

104.95

139.95

69.95

104.95

199.95

289.95
56.00

75.95

185.95

299.95

875.00

599.95
749.95

1249.95

699.95

839.95

1249.95

639.95
3250.0

849.95
3350.00

1040.00

90.00

120.00

159.95

79.95

19.95

29.95

29.95
29.95
29.95

19.95

29.95

29.95

29.95
29.95

29.95
29.95

29.95
29.95

29.95

29.95
2995
29.95
29.95
29,95

29.9575 tO 300 dpi Cardiac Arrest

Are you a gamer? How about joining our game of the month club? $10 gets you the hottest new title at
an extra 5% off & you can return it for 75% credit. Plus you'll be eligible each purchase to win as #1000 or
#10,000. Call us and specify adventure or arcade. Get started with Jet for $32.50 or Cosmic Relief $26.00.

ONE NEW NUMBER 800-759-1110 Prices subject to change without notice.
We ship ANYWHERE! $4.00 min S&H. No 1040s or Megas mail order. Hand delivery only, List plus $100.



Steinberg/Jones
MIDI Power

The Pro-24 Sequencer and Masterscore

by Jan Paul Moorhead

Reviewing today's professional level se-

quencers is cough -when programs like

Steinberg/Jones' Pro-24 have reached

their second or third generations, they

have acquired so many features and

capabilities that you have to avoid merely

printing a long list. Here. I'll look at Pro-

24 Ill's basic organization and then its

more outstanding bells and whistles.

The Overview

The first thing to check out when inves-

tigating a sequencer is to determine Its

"general philosophy of sequencing.'
1

It

may be a very powerful tool but if it's

completely at odds with the way you

work, then it's not lor you.

Pro-24 likens sequencing to tape

recording and its top level display is

designed accordingly. 24 tracks are dis-

played at the top of the screen, similar

to buttons on a tape recorder, where

you select tracks for recording, editing

and muting. One drawback to this ap-

proach is that track names are visible

only when a particular track is selected;

you can't see all track names simultane-

ously (It would also be nice to have

more tracks for editing buffers.) Small

"VU" meter graphics at the bottom of

the screen correspond to each of the

tracks, useful for determining what's

playing on a particular track. Pro-24

works best in monochrome, although it

also looks satisfactory in medium reso-

lution color.

The tape recorder analogy is carried

further with "transport control" buttons,

although it would be nice if the Tempo

and Return to Zero indicators were

closer to the transport control.

Pro-24 is not limited to tape

recorder-like sequencing, however. Each

track is organized by patterns whose

limits are determined when recorded.

Afterwards they can be truncated, ex-

tended, looped, spliced together or split

apart with the right and left locator

boxes. Patterns on different tracks are

independent of each other and their

lengths may vary wildly.

Patterns can also be given names or

defined in the locators by bar, beat and

Pro-24 likens se-

quencing to tape

recording and its

top level display is

designed accord-

ingly. There are 24

tracks displayed

horizontally across

the top of the

screen where you

select tracks for

recording, editing

sub-beat. Names are a more intuitive

method of identifying patterns and are

essential for the arrange functions.

Modes Of Operation

Pro-24 has two basic modes: tape mode

and sequencing mode. Sequencing

mode is similar to drum machine-type

operation. Tracks set to sequencer mode

can be "arranged" when all the patterns

in each affected track are set to the
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same length. Tracks left in tape mode particulars scrolling down the right-

will play unaffected by the structure set hand side of the screen. Grid editing

up in the arrange window. excels in showing and manipulating the

Becoming comfortable with the loca- position and duration of pitches. You

tor boxes is essential. You can use either can alter values by clicking on the

the mouse or keyboard to alter a value parameters in the note list or by drag-

or define a range in these boxes and ging notes around on the grid.

The Drum Edit page

creative tool. You

can enter notes ei-

ther recorded in

real-time through

MIDI, recorded

from the coi

keyboard or draw
them with the

mouse.

'er

since most of the editing and other

operations depend on these values,

manipulating them quickly and effec-

tively is important to getting the most

from the program.

One big plus of Pro-24 is that you

Score Edit displays MIDI data in

traditional music notation, still the

quickest and easiest method of editing

out wrong notes and rhythms. Elements displaying a part is essential to effec

decrescendos that still maintain the

relative velocities of each note within

the range. In this fashion, accents and

varying articulation are maintained

within the crescendo. Velocity for in-

dividual notes can be altered by drag-

ging on the bar graph below each note

or chord.

The notation function is extremely

fast and rhythmically accurate. It han-

dles meter changes well and treats their

notation logically even when you've en-

tered meter changes after recording the

music. Pro-24 is the first program I've

seen that correctly notates complex

rhythms and syncopations. I've seen

other programs fall on their faces at-

tempting the same thing.

The only limitations in rhythmic no-

tation are determined by the level of

quantization chosen for the display. For

instance, sixteenth-note triplets will be

displayed as an eighth and two-

sixteenths when shown with quantiza-

tion to the sixteenth. Getting comforta-

ble with creating the correct settings for

of musical feel are not visibly apparent,

but Grid Edit is available for that. To

can execute most functions in a number facilitate using these two methods, you

of ways. You can use either the mouse can instantly switch between pages us-

or the keyboard; moreover, Pro-24 ver-

sion 3.0 also allows control of basic

recording functions directly from your

MIDI controller.

Editing And Special Features

Pro-24's editing features are remarkable:

there are six distinctly different

methods to edit material in Pro-24. Pat-

tern editing and arrangement-type edit-

ing are available from a menu on the

front screen. The other options have

their own screens or are nested within

other screens.

Grid Edit is a piano-roll-type display

of MIDI data. (I would prefer to have

timed events scrolling left-to-right, but

with a little time you'll get used to it.)

Though less intuitive, it does give a

complete list of MIDI events with all the

ing the Swap Edit Page command.

The Score Edit page also displays ve-

locities in a graph format at the bottom

of the page. By defining a range and

designating beginning and ending ve-

locities, you can create crescendos and

tively utilizing the Score Edit page. An-

other nice feature is that you can print a

pattern from this window using Epson-

compatible and NEC printers.

The step-time functions use MIDI in-

put and are a breeze to use. A hint: Be

sure to filter controller information

when using step-time data entry. Step-

time will automatically quantize each

note entered; it therefore also quantizes

Desk Function:, hkt [','tiit i-laqs 5 r a res

;:Ji:Track:l Pattern

H -Ul.-dii_

I
Start il II It

I End :9 II /94 ] Copies^:;

1 II m t 115 10

1 IK III b 79 21
1 IK m all B 73 13

1 It, m G 94 106
2/2/4 i Q 104 23

2 II UK t 104 17

2 II IV, D B 86 77

2 II /51 A 127 16

2 /3 /53 t 94 6

2 /3 til D 94 29

2/4/4 E 94 27

2 IK /31 e 115 16

2 IK Hi E 94 35

TWl^lM-IN
I
l.-HMEli STEP HE5T08E lEFTETEII INSERT CANCELno

Grid Edit is a piano-

roll-type display of

MIDI data. Grid

editing excels in

manipulating the

position and dura-

tion of pitches.
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aftenouch and other controller informa-

tion and may produce undesirable

effects unless they're filtered out.

The Drum Edit page is a very excit-

ing creative tool, with a display similar

to that on some Roland drum machines.

Instruments are assigned down the left-

hand side of the page and time is dis-

played from left to right on a grid on

which you can zoom in or out. You can

enter notes either recorded in real-time

through MIDI, recorded from the com-

puter keyboard or draw them in with

the mouse. Two bars are displayed at a

time and patterns can be looped, quan-

tized, etc. from within this page.

Drum Edit provides many of the fea-

tures offered in a high-end drum ma-

chine for those who use a sampler or

sound source rather than a drum ma-

chine. You can create up to three "kits,"

each made up of a drum kit and a per-

cussion kit. You can use Drum Edit to

create pitched parts all in one scale or

harmonic color. New Age effects are a

breeze. You just design a kit that con-

tains only notes in one chord or scale

and then just draw patterns which

might otherwise be a real bear to play.

Logical Edit is another powerful

function -it lets you set a series of con-

ditions and characteristics that define

editing operations within a range. For

instance the note Gl could be changed

to G#2 in ever)' instance or within a

certain area. This, coupled with trans-

position, gives you diatonic or modal

transposition. The velocity of a snare

drum could have a specified amount

added or subtracted to it or be multi-

plied or divided by a value without hav-

ing to unmix the drum part to separate

tracks.

Multiplication, for instance, will al-

low you to expand the range of veloci-

ties in a part, which in a sense amplifies

the "feeling" you played into it-very

effective in funk music. You can set

conditions for an operation by pitch,

velocity, channel, note length, and/or

position within a bar. The values

Pro-24 has two basic

modes: tape mode

and sequencing

mode.

affected by the operation defined can be

pitch, velocity, channel, note length and

position.

The last type of editing is Event Edit,

which provides for editing of pitch

bend, aftertouch and other controllers.

A Few Extras

Pro-24 has a few features that particu-

larly stand out. It supports standard

MIDI song files for import or export. If

you work with a number of sequencers

on up to four tracks at a time, enabling

you to record people at live perfor-

mances through MIDI.

There are a few things on my wish

list: I'd like an Undo function, for in-

stance. Some of the pattern edits can be

catastrophic if you aren't paying very

close attention to what you're doing.

Also, the restore function in the edit

pages should be more discriminating. It

returns the part to what it was at the be-

ginning of the editing session rather

than merely undoing the last edit.

Finally, Pro-24 displays time by hours,

minutes, and seconds. It would be a big

plus to have resolution down to SMPTE

frames and to be able to scroll back and

forth in the music from the clock, as

well as by bars and beats. To get these

features you have to buy Steinberg's

SMPTE interface.

Last Words On Pro-24

Steinberg's Pro-24 is not the easiest pro-

gram to learn. It's powerful, but its dis-

Dgsk
IfflflffiiTl

Edit Event "Hags Scores "Ranflej
'

*i"Tracki3 Pattern iNOHME
I
Start H /l

"
|
End H /l M

:::
, :

, Pitch .
.

,
,

. tte.Ioc ,

,
jChsj^;;.

aflfl.flo
i
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!
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'

: Pitch
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-^IM.ijr.i -:

-
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P'osi'tfon- Range] "TeTTV'T ~HHi~I RIGHT;'
'
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Logical Edit lets you

set o series of condi-

tions and character-

istics that define

editing operations

within a range.

m
I
Quantize 1 I

Delete I ^t ITransforn I I
Insert I I

EXIT I «

or individuals with different systems,

this is invaluable. There is a master

track for tempo and time signature

changes and Pro-24 will record System

Exclusive dumps. Sets of commonly-

used locator points or sets of track mut-

ings can be stored and accessed from

the function keys. "Take me to the

bridge" can be as easy as hitting F3.

This latest version allows you to record

play and manner in which some of its

functions are implemented could have

been clearer However, the current ver-

sion is a dramatic Improvement over

earlier versions. The first Pro-24 manual

was out-and-out treacherous, but the

newest one is very good. An index would

be a nice addition however, especially

For the impatient experienced user.

A final note: for copy protection.
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Pro-24 uses a hardware key, which un-

fortunately goes into the cartridge port.

To switch between Pro-24 and Stein-

berg's companion program Masterscore

(discussed below) you have to turn off

your ST and change keys. Happily, the

keys are idiot-proofed so that you can't

fry them or your ST by incorrect

insertion.

All in all, Pro-24 is an extremely

powerful professional sequencer with a

steep learning curve but a big reward at

the top.

Wasters to re

Masterscore is a companion notation

program to the Pro-24 sequencing pro-

gram. Like Pro-24. it looks best in

monochrome although it also works

well in medium resolution color

Masterscore will read Pro-24 files or

standard MIDI song files; it works best

if you read your data into Pro-24 first,

unmix it to separate tracks and then

read it into Masterscore, but you can

also use Masterscore by itself.

When reading in a file from Pro-24

and working with small amounts or

data at a time, Masterscore transcribes

with the same impressive speed and ac-

curacy as Pro-24. Complex rhythms are

correctly notated and vertical align-

ments are correct. Because of memory

limitations, it's most efficient working

with 8 to 16 bars at a time. It then

prints in a batch mode that strings the

sections all together

Masterscore's main limitation at pres-

ent is that you have to insert pitches en-

tirely through text entry. Entering an en-

tire score in this manner is something

that should be reserved only for those

guilty of capital crimes. (Steinberg tells

Packard printers.) The program includes

information on how to create your own

printer driver, but to me, this is an ex-

cessively painful and nerdy task. It does

offer hope, however, to those who have

really off-the-wall printers.

Desk File Edit Block Find Play Print Options

^^a^lifciip U ?I

UT

Masterscore will

read Pro-24 Files or

standard MIDI song

files; it works best if

you read your data

into Pro-24 first, un-

mix it to separate

tracks and then

read it in.

me that all the cut-and-paste and data

entry tools available in the Score Edit

page of Pro-24 will be available in

Masterscore byJanuary 1989.) Presently

you can add articulation, dynamics,

repeats, accidentals, first and second

endings and more to the score by drag-

ging the symbols to the appropriate

areas of the screen. When you can do

this with pitches and rests as well,

Masterscore will be much more viable

as a stand-alone program.

Masterscore supports seven different

printers with more to come. (Notable

exceptions are the Toshiba and Hewlett-

Many people see notation programs

as substitutes for reading music-just

push a button and presto, your song is

written out. This is not the case. All

such programs will require editing and

knowledge of proper music notation.

Masterscore is no exception, but it is

easier to use than other notation pro-

grams I've worked with.

Masterscore does a good job for

those using the Pro-24 sequencer Al-

though it falls short now, 1 expect it to

become a very strong program for those

who want to create scores from a stand-

alone program.

Desk Funr. ions Ed i
* Event Flags Scores Sange-I - .. rn

*1 Track":! 'atterniBfiDGRODU
1 Start:! /I /0

1 Er,d :9 /I /94 1 Cop i es :

3

Mil ii ill 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III
3 "If h VWt H" Lh M e

lih:

• HestorejHext Up

InpletJ

BOttetU
ffiiiiF *TTTT5l8liBl!wri

Score Edit displ<

MIDI data in trc

Hon. The Score Edit

page also displays

Jan Paul Moorhead is a professional

musician who runs a recording studio

in Los Angeles. He is a frequent contrib-

utor to START.

format a

bottom.

3 graph

Products Mentioned

Pro-24 III, $295; Masterscore, $350.

Steinberg/Jones Marketing, 7700

RaymerSt. Suite 1001, Northridge.

CA 91325, (818)993-4091.
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SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS
OF AMERICA r

S.D. of A.

USA/Canada Orders—1-800-225-7638

PA Orders—1-800-223-7784

Customer Service 412-361-5291

• Free shipping on orders

over $100 in continental USA
• No Surcharge for VISA/MasterCard

• Your Card is not charged until we ship

Conquer a variety

of courses by jump-

ing your Speed

Buggy over obstacles,

driving on two
wheels, and run-

ning into flags to

gain time and

bonus points.

Speed Buggy

List $39.95

Our Discount Price $25

w/Tourn. Disk #

Tenth Frame
ACCO LADE
Bubble Ghost . . .

Hardball

battlries includu'*

D.E.C.A.S. Elite S3
Thunder: The
Writers Assistant . . .$2

BAUDVILLE

Test Drive $25
Typhoon Thompson
CENTRAL POINT
Copy 2

DATA EAST

e Reality: City $26

Spectrum 512 $44

3 D Breakthru $25
ARTWORX
Bridge 5.0 $23

Chessmaster 2000..

Linkwnrd Spanish . . . .

!

Strip Poker 2 !

Strip Puker Data Disk:

#4 female !

#5 female !

AVANT GARDE
PC Ditto (

nancial Cookbook .

Lords of Conquest . .

Marble Madness

Teaches Typing . .

THUNDER
MOUNTAIN

Bring home the

excitement of

petition as you go

for the gold in

five challenging

winler sports.

Winter Challenge

List $14.95

Our Discount Price $9.

Twilights Ransom $23

EPYX

California Gam« $33
Champ. Wresliing . . . .$14

Death Sword $14
Dive Bomber $33
Impossible Mission 2 .$24

Metrocross $16
Street Cat $16
Suh Battle Simulator. .$24

Temple Apshai Trilogy $14
Winter Games $14
World Games $14
EQUAL PLUS

Financial Plus $129
FORESIGHT
Drafix $119
FTL

Dungeon Master $25
Dimgeournaster Hints . -$9
Oids $23

GAMESTAR
GIF Champ. Football $25
GRtBNIF

Neo Desk $19
ILIAD

Athena 2 $65

INTERSECT

Tune Up $33
MICROIEAGUE
Baseball 2 . .$39
Gen. Manager/Owner. $19
19B7 Team Disk $14
WWF Wrestling $33
MICROPROSE
F-15 $25
Gunship $33
Silent Service $25
MINDSCAPE
Balance of Power $33
Blockbuster $25
Captain Blood $33
De |a Vu $33
Gauntlet $33
Harrier Combat
Simulator $33

Indiana |ones &
The Temple of Doom$33

Into the Eagle's Nest. .$25

Paperboy Call

Road Runner $33
720 Call

Shadowgate $33
Superstar Ice

MINDSCAPE

This is the real

thing. You're flying

this mission solo

into territory

that's as hostile as

it gets.

Harrier Combat Simulato:

List $49.95

Our Discount Price $33

uiatoi ..$33

Our Discount Price $14
(for right-handed players only!)

MINDSCAPE-
CINEMAWARF
Defender of the Crowr

SCORPION
Foundations Waste . . .$25

SIERRA

Black Cauldron $25
King's Quest 1, 2, or 3$33 Ea.

leisure Suit Larry $25
Mixed Up Mother Coose$19
Police Quest $33
Spate Quest 1 or 2 $33 Ea.

SIMOV A SCHUSTER

Star Trek:

The Rebel Universe
. $25

SOFTREK

Turbo ST $33
SPRINGBOARD
Certifii .lie Maker $25
CM. Library Disk $19
SSI

Advanced Dunp^ons AV Dragons:

Heroes of the Lance $26
Phantasie 1, 2, or 3$26 Ea.

Queslron 2 $33
Rings of Zilfin ,.$26
Roadwar 2000 $26
Roadwar Europa $29
Stellar Crusade $39
War Game Const. Set. $23
Warship

;i [i::iiiiiL^; mai\

u Ceiti: The Lost

Wizball
TIMEWORKS
Desktop Publisher.

D.P. Clip Art

i-. Sidn'.

Word V
MARK WILLIAMS
C Source Debugger
Mark Williams C. .

L.'MSON WOULD
Art Cillery 1 or 2 !

Wia s Crow ..$26

VERSASOFT
dB Man 4.0 $149
WORD PERFECT

Word Perfect W.P. . .$199
ACCESSORIES

CompuServe Starter Kit$19

Disk Case (Holds 30)$6.Bt

Disk Drive Cleaner 3M6.8I
Supra 20 r ii'S 'J

Word Up $49
OMNITREND
Breach $25

Scenery Disks:

:' 7-Washington $19
(Hi-Detroit $19

Wico Boss . .

Wico Bat Handle
Wico Ergostick . .

..$12

OR I CIS

Autoduel $2S
Moebi

GFA Basic Book . . .

GFA Artist

GFA Bask:

Interpreter

Coldrunner 2

International Soccer

Juggler

Leatherneck , .

Master CAD
St. Replay

Tanglevvood

.«Sl.llim
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PROSPERO
First Word Plus Call

QMI
Desk Cart $69
RAINBIRD
Black Lamp $19
Carrier Command $29
Guild of Thieves $29
Jinxter $25
Starglidcr 2 $29

EPYX
Shoot the luhe

while surfing at

Sanld Cruz, do hand
plants skaleboarding

in Hollywood, &
cruise Venice in

roller skates.

California Games
List $49.95

Our Discount Price $33

P.O. BOX 111327-DEPT. ST—BLAWNOX, PA 15238
Please Read The Following Ordering Terms & Conditions Carefully Before I

& Company checks, allow 3 weeks clearance. No C.O.D.'s! Shipping: Conti

orders. Canada & Puerto Rico-add $10 on all orders. Sorry, no other Intern;

CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS: Mon.-Fr
purchased within 60 days from S.D.of

I only. Oth.

jroduct purchased & return directly to the manufai

Jew titles are arriving daily! Please call for

A.-Orders under $100 add $3; free shipping i

trs accepter!! PA raricfcntl add 6% sales tax or

M-5:3Q PM Eastern Time. REASONS FOR CALLING CUSTOMER SERVICE—412-361-5295
ik'k'i.live, please tall ior a return authorij

i orders over $100. AK, HI, FPO, APO-add $5 on all

[he total amount of order imloding shipping i barges.

(DStatus of order or back order (2)if any merchandise
vithout a return auth. H Defective merchandise will

stocking charge! After 60 days from your purchase date, please
. Customer service will not accept roller! < alls or rails or S.D, of A.'s HOOK order lines! Prices & availability are subject tc

Information. NEW, MORE CONVENIENT ORDER LINE HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 9:00 AM-7:00 PM Fri. 9:00 AM-5:30 PM Sat. 10:00



Capture Color Video Images: only $249. 95

Capture B/W Images: only S149. 95

Now you can easily and inexpensively acquire images
from any standard video source - videoiape. camera, disk -

lor display on your ST Capiure lime is less lhan six seconds.

and you have complete conirol of displayed color levels

(or gray scales in monochrome).

CompulerEyes has everything you need
Interlace hardware, complete easy-lo-use sollware support

on disk, and owner's manual. It fully supports all

ST graphics modes and a variety of image formats and
is compatible with virtually all popular graphics programs

Think of the possibilities!

ComputerEyes is backed by a one year warranty and the

success of over 10,000 systems sold Satisfaction

guaranteed or return it within ten days for lull refund

Demo disk available. $3 See your dealer or order direct

For more information call 617-329-5400 /A^
To order call B00-346-0O9O

6 Eastern Avenue DeOriam. MA 02026
VISA. M'C. or COD accepted
S&H $4 for ComputerEyes &J&

TECH WAY SALES
P.O. BOX 605 WARREN, Ml 48090

1-800-USA-8832
IN MICHIGAN CALL 1 (313) 751-8807

WE SPECIALIZE IN ATARI AND THE ST LINE!

SOFTWARE & HARDWARE
WITH A FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

ALL SOFTWARE 30%
OFF LIST PRICE
EVERYDAY!!

WE CARRY ALL THE MAJOR NAME
BRANDS OF SOFTWARE AND

PERIPHERALS FOR THE ATARI'S

PRINTERS-MODEMS-MONITORS
HARD DRIVES-LASER PRINTERS
MIDI KEYBOARDS-JOYSTICKS
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

WE WELCOME C.O.D. ORDERS
MOST ORDERS SHIP OUT IN 24 HOURS

Hard disk recording on the rack!

RM 60/120

THE RANGE OF TAPE - THE PRECISION OF MIDI
EVERY TAPE A MASTER

UP TO 120 MEGS OF STORAGE
MOUNTS IN PERMANENT OR ROLLING RACKS

1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
PROVEN ASTRA SYSTEMS QUALITY

USED BY TOP MUSICIANS WORLDWIDE
MAKE YOUR "ATARI ST" SING I

SOON YOUR "MAC" WILL SING TOO I

\

(Qr As t r a
! 2500-L So. i=airview

:
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Systems Inc.
Santa Ana, CA. 92704 (714) 549-2141
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Publishing Partner
Professional

A START Preview

by Frank Kliewer

When Publishing Partner first hit the

street a year-and-a-half ago, I immedi-

ately put it to work in the production of

a monthly user group journal Those

first few months were extremely

difficult, as I learned the Prime Directive

for this program was: "Save your work

every few minutes-orless." Soft-Logik

was good about updates and fixes, al-

though even the final version still

bombs when least expected. But you

can learn to live with anything and de-

spite the hassle, Publishing Partner be-

came a valuable tool and one of my

most-used programs.

A few days ago I experienced deja vu.

After waiting six months from the first

announced release date, I slipped a

"Near Release" review beta version of

Publishing Partner Professional into my

disk drive. I hoped that Soft-Logik had

cleaned up the few remaining bugs in

Publishing Partner and added some

eagerly anticipated additions. I had ex-

pected a few rough edges, but what I

encountered was pure disappointment

Instead of polishing and extending Pub-

lishing Partner's capabilities, Soft-Logik

decided to re-invent the wheel and

completely rewrote the program. Pub-

lishing Partner Professional now looked

more like a Mac DTP program (not a

change for the better, I feel). But worse,

it bombed out almost immediately in

virtually every feature I tried.

Bugs And Bombs

Within the first hour of running Profes-

sional, it blew up over a dozen times. I

gave up keeping track of bugs as 1

sought something that would actually

work. Although there were some

promising new features, such as text

and object rotation, everything was

overshadowed by the bugs and bombs.

Eventually, Soft-Logik will probably

clean up Publishing Partner Professional

with another series of updates. This is

all too reminiscent of the early releases

of Publishing Partner and WordPerfect

for the ST. I contacted Soft-Logik for in-

formation about fixes, but did not hear

back from them by press time. And

now with many other loyal customers

receiving Professional, the phone lines

into Soft-Logik are jammed. I can just

imagine the things being said.

I'm optimistic, however I hope to be

able to report that Publishing Partner

Professional is a totally operational pro-

gram (and much improved over Pub-

lishing Partner) in an upcoming issue of

START. Until then, I can only recom-

mend that you see every feature demon-

strated successfully before you purchase

Publishing Partner Professional.

(Editor's Note: We spoke with Brian

Sarrazin, Vice President of Sales and Mar-

keting for Soft-Logik at the end ofJuly. He

indicated that the copy being sold now (in-

cluding our reviewer's! is a "preview" ver-

sion and that Soft-Logik expects to have a

debugged release version of Professional dis-

tributed before the end of August. We'll re-

port their progress and publish a full review

as soon as the final version is available.)

Frank Kliewer is an Editor of the San

Leandro [California! Computer Club

Newsletter.

Products Mentioned

Publishing Partner, $89,95, Publishing

Partner Professional, $199.95. Soft-

Logik Corp.. P.O. Box 290071. St

Louis. MO 63129, (314) 894-8608,
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1 APL.68000

$99
A HIGHLY OPTIMIZED ASSEMBLER
BASED APL INTERPRETER FOR
FAST AND POWERFUL PROGRAMS.
FEATURES A COMPLETE INTER
FACE TO THE ATARI ST ENVIRON-
MENT WITH PULLDOWN MENUS,
DIALOG AND ALERT BOXES, AND
GRAPHICS FACILITIES.

Order direct for S99 + $7 shipping, $10 Canada.
VISA/MC/AMEX + 4% NJ res + 6% sales tax.

SPENCER
ORGANIZATION, INC

P.O. Box 248 Westwood, N.J. 07675

(2011 666-601 1

BUY'SELLVTRADE BUY^SELL-TRADE BUY'SELLVTRADE

Computer Repeats, Inc.
UNBELIEVABLE DEALS EVERYDAY! ALL ORDERS PROCESSED IN 24 HRS!

Atari kmost

$499

Products - New
520STFMCPU 1525 520ST FM Color Sys !

512K RAMFMInstld $249 256K RAM Chips S

EZ-RAHII $119 Atari SF314 Drive I

SH124 mono Monitor $159 SC1224 col. Monitor I

Supra 30MB ST $579 Avalei 1200HC

Avatei 2400HC $179 Supra 2400HC |

Atari SX212 Modem $85

Slar NX-10a0 144cps $189

Slai NX-2400 {24 PIN) $309

Slar NX-ltJOO Color $249

Supra 20MB Hard Drive

=1*8*

Atari SC1224u $269

Products - Used
Computer $335 1040ST Compuler

monoMonitoi $119 SC1224 clr Monilo;

jriYe $175 5F354 Drive

SCash tor your equipment
Thousands of software 8, book titles

Plus, MUCH, MUCH MORE!

2017 13th Street Suite A
Boulder, CO 80302

Atari 520ST fm

$325
NEW

^303-939-81 44TO
Authorized Dealers for

COMMODORE/AMIGA
and ATARI ST <_XE A

VISA MASTERCARD DISCOVER AMERICAN EXPRESS COD



Programming
1W

START'S Putmaker
b y A Hubbard

Add colorful graphics and title

screens to your GFA BASIC
programs with PUTMAKER.ARC on
your START disk.

This issue's BASIC column brings GFA

programmers a simple utility that will

dramatically improve the professional

look of your programs. It's much easier

to use a commercial graphics program

like DEGAS or NEOchrome for your

artwork than to try to do it in BASIC.

Then, with Putmaker, you can clip and

save a portion of a medium or low reso-

lution DEGAS or NEO picture and use

it in your GFA BASIC programs with a

simple PUT command. The graphics

hie PUTMAKER.PUT used to jazz up

Putmaker's title screen is a perfect

example.

How It Works

There are two related GFA BASIC com-

mands that let you manipulate a block

of graphic screen data and store it as a

bit pattern in a string variable. GET

X0,Y0,Xiyi,A$ reads a rectangle from the

screen and stores it in AS. XO and YO

are the coordinates of the upper left

hand corner; XI and Yl are the tower

right hand coordinates. PUT

XQ,Y0,A$l
,
model puts the bit pattern back

Desk Intro IMi jjwj Stlect Uiw

Mil File

Putmaker's main
screen. A colorful

information box

makes any prog ran

look more interest-

and with Putmaker,

it only requires

three lines of code!

on the screen, with the upper left-hand

comer of the block's location specified

with XO and YO. The optional mode

specifies the graphics mode, typically

used to specify how the block interacts

with the background. (See your GFA

BASIC manual for specifics.)

Putmaker will load uncompressed

DEGAS images, NEOchrome images,

GFA BASIC PUT and SCREEN files. You

can define a rectangular area of an im-

age using the GEM-styte rubberband

box and save it back to disk as a GFA

BASIC PUT file for use in your own pro-

grams. Finally, you can save a picture

back to disk in any of these formats,

making Putmaker a graphics file con-

verter as well!

Running The Program

To run Putmaker, copy the file PUT-

MAKER.ARC and ARCX.TTP to a blank

disk and un-ARC the file, following the

Disk Instructions elsewhere in this is-

sue. Double-click on PUTMAKER.PRG.

set the screen resolution to that of the

picture you wish to clip and load the

picture file into the workscreen. Simply

"rubber-box" a section of the picture

and then save it to disk as a PUT file.
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Programming in BASIC

To load the PUT file into your own

program, simply BLOAD the file into a

string and then PUT the bit pattern

wherever you want it. For an example of

this, this is how Putmaker loads in its

own title screen;

Mainscreen$=Space$(9926)

PS= 'PUTMAKER. PUT"

' Load main screen put file to

' variable . .

.

Bload PS, Varptr(MainscreenS)

'
. . . and Put on main screen.

Put 164,60,Mainscreen$

Menu Options

Here's a quick run-down of Putmaker's

menu options. Putmaker is definitely

user-friendly and needs few directions.

Desk

• About This Program -Copyright and

version information

Intro

• Introduction-A simple reminder of

program capabilities.

" QUIT- Exits the program.

Load

• PUT File- Loads a GFA PUT format

file.

• NEO File- Loads a NEOchromc for-

mat file.

• DEGAS File - Loads a DEGAS format

file.

• SCREEN File-Loads a GFA SCREEN

format file

Save

• PUT File-Saves the selected block in

GFA PUT format.

• NEO File-Saves a NEOchrome for-

mat file.

• DEGAS File-Saves a DEGAS format

file.

• SCREEN File-Saves a GFA SCREEN

format file.

Putmaker is also a

graphics file

converter!

Select

• PUT Area-Lets the user select an

area of the workscreen for a PUT file.

• RESOLUTION-Prompts the user to

set the resolution of the workscreen.

View

• Selected PUT-Displays the PUT area

previously selected.

WORKSCREEN -Displays the work-

screen.

Program Take-Apart

The following discussions describe Put-

maker's main procedures. To examine

or print out the source code, double-

click on PUTMAKER.LST from the

Desktop. To load it into GEA BASIC, run

the GFA BASIC Interpreter, click on

Merge and then select PUTMAKER.LST.

PUT_L0AD

Loading a PUT file from disk starts with

clearing any previous PUT information

in memory A call to XBlOS(5,L:-l,l:-

l,W:0) sets the correct resolution for the

workscreen. The first two parameters

(passed as long words) affect the screen

addresses and inform TOS not to

modify these functions. The next pa-

rameter, a word, is for low resolution;

a 1 would change it to medium.

PUT_LOAD then reserves space for the

longest possible PUT string and loads

the file from disk with the command

BLOAD. It then PUTs the Hie on the

workscreen and stores the complete

screen as the string WORKSCREENS.

After a mouse click, it sets the program

colors for the main menu screen and

adjusts the resolution.

SCR_L0AD

A screen file contains no resolution or

color information and unlike a PUT file,

a screen file always takes up a full

screen. This makes things very easy;

SCR_LOAD simply BLOADs the file to

the screen address XBlOS(2).

NEO_L0AD

NEOchrome and DEGAS files include

color palette information along with

picture information in the file. The

procedure first opens a channel using

the command OPEN T,'#J,

PATH_FILENAMES. It then moves to the

Fifth byte of the file using SEEK #1,4;

this is where the color information

starts. Each color value is stored as a

word so it must be read in two bytes at

a time, interpreted, and stored in the

proper location. The command is

XBIOS(7,N,Z). XBIOS(7) is the GEM rou-

tine, N is the color number and Z is the

color value, found by multiplying the

high byte by 256 and adding the low

byte to the result.

NEOchrome picture information

starts at byte 128. To load it at the

proper memory location. NEO_LOAD
loads it to the screen address minus

128, then closes the channel, stores the

workscreen with SGET and exits.

DEG_L0AD

DEGAS pictures may be either low or

medium resolution. EXT$="P1"+

STRS(RES) forces the extension to

match the workscreen resolution.

DEGAS color information begins at byte

3 so DEG_LOAD uses the command

SEEK #1,2. The procedure then BLOADs

the picture information to the screen

address minus 34 to display it properly.

PUT_SAVE

Saving information to a disk file is the

reverse ol the previous processes. The

PUT_SAVE procedure forces a conven-

tional extension and then saves the PUT

data using BSAVE.
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SCR_SAVE

Saving the work screen string to disk is

essentially the same as saving a PUT

file; as before, the procedure calls

B5AVE and passes it the file name, ad-

dress and length of the file to save.

NEO^SAVE

NEOchrome pictures require a specific

file format. After opening the disk file,

NEO_SAVE must print four nulls

(CHRS(O)) and the color palette infor-

mation to it. Next, it saves the rest of the

128-byte header (PRINT#1;STRINGS

(92,0);) and then the picture data

(PR1NT&1,WORK$CREEN$).

DEG_SAVE

The procedure uses the first two bytes

to denote the resolution (PR1NT&1;

CHR$(0);PRINT#1;CHR$(RES-1);) fol-

lowed by the color information and pic-

ture data in the same manner as NEO-

chrome files.

PUT_SELECT

This is the core of the program After

giving a message to the user, the proce-

dure calls PART_SELECT. This proce-

dure displays the work screen and

draws a rubber-band box around an

area as long as the left mouse button is

held down. It then displays the selected

coordinates and gives the user a chance

to try again, save the defined PUT block

or cancel.

A. L. Hubbard is a 41 -year-old father of

three who tries to find time for a com-

puter hobby -which is fast becoming a

passion. He is employed as a Technical

Supervisor in (he television broadcast

business in Toronto, Canada.

Product Mentioned

GFA BASIC Ver. 2.0, S79.95. MichTron.

576 Telegraph, Pontiac, MI 48503,

(313)334-5700
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Sometimes Programming with ALICE
Can be Dangerous

ALICE: The Personal Pascal makes programming so much fun it will

distract you from other things that might need your attention.

• 700 Help Screens
If that doesn't tell you that ALICE

is the only system for learning to

program, then wait until you see

ALICE'S syntax directed editor

that prompts and makes it

impossible for you to make most
errors.

• Use GEM Now
Nobody's GEM support comes
close. You can write a program

with menus or overlapping win-

dows in seconds, not hours.

> Kill Bugs Fast
Use ALICE'S Pascal interpreter

to debug interactively at the

source code level. Breakpoints,

single-step, variable tracing -

it's all there.

> Have Fun
ALICE'S interactive feedback and

super features turn programming
into the engrossing, enjoyable

task it was meant to be. And if

programming can't be fun, why
bother?

"/ALICE/ is all anyone could ask for. I

would recommend jit] to anyone who
is considering learning Pascal . . . or

anyone who wishes to prototype small

applications which deal closely with

GEM."- ST Informer

"An excellent value." - Antic

"It is about as painless a method of

learning Pascal as can be devised short

of Hypnosis. It worte1 " - Computer
Shopper

"Ifyou enjoy programming languages,

this comes pretty darn close to being

as much fun as a video game."
- Computing Canada

ALICE
The Personal Pascal-

Only $79.95. {Add $20 for textbook]

Orders dial: 1-800-265-2782

Looking Glass Software

124 King St. N. Waterloo, ON
N2J 2X8 Phone 519/884-7473

ATTENTION ALL READERS!!!
CALLING ALL READERS!!!

DO THE BOTTOM OF OUR ADS LOOK EMPTY? WELL,
THEY SHOULD. THE READER SERVICE NUMBERS ARE
NOW LOCATED ON OUR ADVERTISERS INDEX. KEEP

CIRCLING AND KEEP ON LEARNING!
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3mDrive
I Atari ST Hard Disk Systems

High performance hard disk drives for Atari ST

and Mega ST computers

DMA and SCSI connectors for daisy-chaining

additional devices

20, 30, 45, 60, 120, and 198MB capacities

NEW!

MeaaDr/Ve
Internal ^Hard Disk System

40MB capacity

Mounts inside the Atari Mega ST case

High speed DMA data transfer

Fast RLL drive — 28ms access time

Leaves DMA and 68000 port free for

other peripherals

Available at your local dealer, or call:

WL'WM Supra Corporation

Includes these useful utilities:

- Formatting software that allows dividing the

drive into as many as 12 partitions

- Autobooting directly from the hard disk

Battery backed-up real-time clock

Built-in fan

NEW!

g///WD/7Ve FD-10
10MB Removable Floppy

Uses 10MB removable floppy disks for

unlimited storage

Fast transfer speed and disk access

(80ms average access time)

Reads IBM 360K and 1 .2MB floppy disks

Connects to Atari ST DMA port

Built-in SCSI and DMA connectors

Battery backed-up real-time clock

Useful as primary storage and for hard disk

backups and archival data storage

1-800-727-8772 (Orders Only) or 503-967-9075

1 133 Commercial Way, Albany, OR 97321 USA
Fax: 503-926-9370 Telex: 5106005236 (Supra Corp)



Superbase Professional
A Full-Powered, Programmable
Relational Database Manager

by Heidi Brumbaugh
START Programs Editoi

In the Winter 1987 issue of START I

reviewed Superbase Personal, a rela-

tional database manager from Precision

Software Ltd. (See that review for an

overview of Superbase's interface and

basic design.) At the time. I found Su-

perbase to be adequate for some data-

base procedures, exceptional in its user

interface but lacking in the flexibility

needed for complex database functions.

Precision Softwares Superbase line

consists of Superbase Personal (now

$79.95), Superbase II and Superbase

Professional. Superbase II was not avail-

able for review at presstime, but it's ba-

sically a down-scaled version of Super-

base Professional. It includes a built-in

text editor and mail merge facility and is

an improvement over the original: it no

longer requires two keystrokes to enter

data and it has a batch mode so you

can enter a number of records rapidly.

The records are stored in RAM and are

only sent to disk when you're finished.

Other improvements include the

ability to define default file paths for

data, temporary data storage and the

parameters settings file. You can save

Update specifications to disk and Su-

perbase now remembers which fields in

a file are open. There are also improve-

ments to the data types available; for ex-

ample, you can define a type as a time

and perform all sorts of calculations on

it. Also, you can set up a field that has

multiple values-like an array.

Professional includes all of these

changes and adds features that make it

both the Shift key and a function key or

the Help key.

Precision's upgrade policy lets you

move to more powerful products as

your needs increase. You can buy the

next product in the family for the differ-
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separate program
^ that allows you lo
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ized forms.
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really soar. The most dramatic improve-

ment is a Database Management Lan-

guage (DML) that lets you program your

Superbase application, customizing it to

your own environment. The other ma-

jor addition is the Forms Editor, a sepa-

rate program that allows you to generate

customized forms. You can also store up

to 21 keywords, commands or text for

later use by pressing a function key,

ence in retail price, plus $10. When you

upgrade, you can keep your original

package.

A Bask DML

The main feature of Superbase Profes-

sional is a programming language you

can use in your own applications. The

Database Management Language is

based on BASIC for ease of use. If you're
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Review Superbase Professional

coming from a dBASE environment,

learning DML should be a breeze. DML
gives you the power to do everything

from creating a file to processing a re-

port. It uses arithmetic and string func-

tions such as INT, SQR, MOD, INSTR,

MIDS and the logical operators AND,

OR and NOT. Program control state-

ments such as WHILE. . WEND,
IE . THEN. . .ELSE and FOR. . .NEXT

and labels for GOTO and GOSUB help

to make longer, structured programs

possible.

This language is designed for com-

plete control over your environment

You can create your own alert or dialog

boxes or even menu bars. It allows ar-

rays of up to three dimensions. You can

open any kind of sequential file and

search through it. To execute a program

immediately on running Professional,

simply name it START.

You can pop into the program or text

editor from Professional's main menu

screen, and run programs from within

Professional. The editor is adequate for

the task but not much more than that.

Fortunately, you can edit your programs

in your own word processor or text edi-

tor and import them as ASCII text files.

Here A Form, There A Form

The Superbase Forms Editor is so com-

plex it requires its own separate pro-

gram. Think of it as a page layout pro-

gram for forms-you can graphically

edit a page of information containing

data from Superbase files. You can use

this facility in three ways: as a front end

to Superbase, as a forms generator and

as a reports generator.

The Forms Editor lets you combine

fields, text, boxes and lines to produce

professional-looking forms just by

pointing and clicking where you want

objects to go. You can use an array of

colors, fill patterns, line thicknesses,

point sizes and styles to produce a form

or report. The program comes with

GDOS, so you can use multiple fonts in

your reports. You can also load a picture

You can type your

letters directly into

the text editor and

then merge them

with a database.

into a form, clip a block of it and move

it anywhere in the page. If you have a

digitized copy of your company logo, for

example, load it and combine it with

text and data for internal company

forms.

Using forms as a front end to Profes-

sional improves the interface dramati-

cally. You can block out fields you dorit

need, use text to describe fields in more

detail than you can with field names

and link fields from multiple files. To

further customize data entry, you can

even write a short Professional program

to monitor the user input and cross-

validate data as it is entered.

When Superbase Personal first ar-

rived at the START offices, I intended to

use it to coordinate a file of product in-

formation with a file of software com-

pany information. Personal let me com-

bine the two files into a report, but it

wasn't until Professional that I was able

to link the two files in the data entry

process. You can use the Forms Editor

to generate reports with headers,

footers, calculations and summing. If

you create a report form, the Forms Edi-

tor creates a DML program for you to

generate the report. This lets you go in

and fine-tune the program itseir later

The Superbase Text Editor

Being able to pop in and out of a text

editor while using a database manager

is a big convenience. You can type your-

self notes, draft letters or memos or

simply use the screen as a scratch pad.

You can define a Superbase data field as

an external text file and then use the

text editor to create the text files. This

makes it easy to get around Superbase's

limitation ol 255 characters in a text

field.

This is a bare-bones text editor; it

doesn't have block copy or search and

replace. It does let you set and change

margins, delete lines and set text attrib-

utes like underline and bold. A major

problem with the text editor is that it's

slow; it's very easy to outtype it.

How Do I Merge Thee?

Superbase Professional's new built-in

mail merge feature saves you the trouble

of outputting records to ASCII format

and then setting up your word proces-

sor's mail merge feature (if it has one) to

use your Superbase data. You can type

your letters directly into Superbase

Professional's text editor or load them as

ASCII files. The mail merge feature is

very easy to use; you simply type in the

names of the fields to use in the mail-

ing, delimiting the fields with amper-

sands (&). Next, open the relevant text

and database files and click on mail

merge.

You can also access the mail merge

function from the DML, so for more

complicated merging operations you

could write a program to control the

text file contents, database contents and

conditions of the merge.

Limitations And Lamentations

As much as 1 liked the power and flexi-

bility of Superbase Professional, I found

three consistent ways to crash the pro-

gram and experienced a few unex-

plained program crashes during normal

use I reviewed version 2.03; according

to the company they are now selling

version 3.0 and some of these bugs have

been fixed.

Professional was translated from an

IBM environment -and it shows. IBM
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programs generally must preserve every

byte of RAM-and IBM programmers

can safely assume every user has a hard

disk. Like many ports. Professional

doesn't really cake into account that on

the ST the opposite situation is more

common. The program constantly ac-

cesses the disk, since it reads records

from a file as it needs them rather then

loading the file into memory all at once.

Also, the Forms Editor uses the disk as

a clipboard for cut-and-paste opera-

tions. This problem is made up in part

by a feature that lets you set aside a cer-

tain amount of RAM to use as a cache

buffer.

Professional uses a non-standard file

selector box that doesn't let you search

through more than one directory or

drive For a file. Technically, you can

open a file from a different directory by

typing in the full file path before the

name. However, the program is designed

to work with everything in the same

directory. On a floppy system this

means all of your files should fit on one

disk. If they don't, you'll be in for lots of

disk swapping and you won't be able to

combine two files from separate disks

into the same form or report. The pro-

gram documentation recommends a

hard disk So do I.

I find Professional's single -directory

limitation very difficult to work with,

even on a hard disk. You must put

everything— farms, programs, databases,

reports -in the same folder. You can

store pictures and text files for external

file fields in separate folders, but Profes-

sional's system commands (directory,

copy, delete) use the same single-

directory file selector.

Running On Manual

Superbase Professional comes with two

manuals: one for the database manager

and text editor and one for the DML
and Forms Editor. It also has a large

README file on disk that covers en-

hancements to the program not men-

tioned in the manual. The documenta-

tion is clear, but occasionally omits

information: for example, it doesn't

mention that fields must have an index

to be linked together in the Forms Edi-

tor. Professional comes with an entire

disk of sample files, but not all of them

are referred to in the manual.

In general, the manuals are good for

getting started, but they don't give you

much help on sophisticated appli-

Wrapping Up

Superbase Professional has some great

features, but some features aren't com-

plete. Allowing a field to have multiple

contents is a great idea, but you can't

really do anything with the secondary

field contents from the Forms Editor

The programs editor is adequate, but it
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load the program anyway, this is very

inconvenient.

I urge Precision to abandon their

copy-protection philosophy. Profes-

sional is simply too powerful and com-

plex a package to use without the man-

ual anyway.

Software With Precision

Precision Incorporated, the UK-based

developer and publisher of Superbase,

has recently opened offices in Texas

and now offers North American distri-

bution and customer support from

there. (Previously, Progressive Peripher-

als and Software was supporting the

product in the US.) The Superbase fam-

ily, which includes versions lor the IBM

and Amiga, has sold over 130,000

copies, mostly in Europe.

You can pop into

the program or text

editor from Profes-

sional's main menu
screen, and run

wouldn't let me indent anything. Since

I'm a programmer, not being able to in-

dent statements inside loops and

multiple-level IF THEN statements was

maddening.

Finally, Professional is copy-

protected. Following the instructions in

the manual on running the program

from a backup disk simply will not

work; they're superceded by a "Read me

first" card that comes in the package.

You can install the program on a hard

drive, but the original disk must be in

one of the disk drives for the program

to run. Considering how long it takes to

The latest version of Superbase

Professional is 3.0. It offers telecommu-

nications functions, both from the front

menu and DML, full transactional

browsing (you can link more than one

record from the same file in a form), cut

and paste in the text and program edi-

tor, and program indentation. It will also

be able to read dBASE files through ver-

sion III+ . Professional version 2.0

owners can upgrade to 3.0 for $39.95.

Professional is designed to compete

with corporate databases in the IBM

market. Although many ST owners will

find its price tag of $349.95 daunting,
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thinKware
c
THOUGHTFUL DISTRIBUTION OF MUSIC SOFTWARE

Your one call source for:

Blank Software

Coda Music Software

CMS
Digital Music Services

Pnmera Soltwar.

Sound Quesl

Dr. T's Soflwi

• Newest Releases • Competitive Prices

• Best Selection • Knowledgeable Sales Staff

GUARANTEED SAME DAY SHIPPING

:s ,zZLERS<

Introducing

The Program Thai Performs Y

New MIDI Software for the Atari SV
lets you compose and perform music

by drawing on the Atari screen

Suggested List Price.. .$95.

•ft Intelligent Music*

DRUMWARE

TAKE
N«TE

i
;

$79.95

COMPLETE EAR TRAINING

PROGRAM FOR MUSICIANS

MID1SOFT STUDIO
64-track professional sequencer

for the Atari ST.

Advanced Edition: $149
16 Exciting New Features Including:

• Midi Event Editing

• Velocity Scaling

• Programable Tempo Changes
• E2 Score + Compaiibility

Standard Edition still only $99

l
i b f 3 T I 8 H Feature-rich. Affordable.

Editor

$119 for Kawai KVmlr

THINKWARE is n wholesale distributor oi m

FOR THE DEALER NEAREST YOU:

(800) 248-0403

f November I988

MIDIS4FTif

irv. Dealers call (or dealer pack

THINKWARE
1 1 34 KIRKHAM

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122

Review Superbase Professional

the same program on the IBM sells for

$795. Professional is a developer's tool,

and Precision hopes to see vertical ap-

plications spring up as they have for the

dBASE market. (A Superbase run-only

package is in the works, but pricing and

availability haven't been announced )

Precision offers developers both techni-

cal and marketing support

Because the ST and IBM programs

use the same file types, ST users will

have access to IBM Professional pro-

grams and files; ST vertical application

developers will be able to market their

product for both machines. The com-

pany also plans to port their product to

Windows and Unix. Precision is finish-

ing up a book on Superbase Personal

and is planning a programmers guide.

Customer support services for regis-

tered owners includes free premium

technical support for 90 days after you

purchase the product, a quarterly news-

letter and access to a Superbase bulletin

board (OSIN).

Conclusion

When you consider an application that

you use every day, little things really do

make a big difference. 1 commend Preci-

sion for their changes; Superbase II and

Professional's improvements over Super-

base Personal are strong indicators of

Precision's commitment to improving

their products

With Superbase Professional, Preci-

sion has increased the power of the

program a thousandfold without

sacrificing one iota of the ease of use

that made the program so attractive in

the first place. Complaints aside. Super-

base Professional is the relational data-

base manager for the ST

Products Mentioned

Superbase Personal, $79.95; Superbase

II, $149.95; Superbase Professional

version 3.0, $349.95. Precision In-

corporated, 8404 Sterling St., Suite A,

Irving, TX 75063, (214) 929-4888.



Drafix 1. Tlirn your ST into a

powerful CAD tool for just $195'

The first serious CAD package

for the ST.

Drafix 1 is loaded with drawing,

designing and editing functions that Atari

users have never seen before.

— L'niimited moms and pans for

extremely detailed work.

— Draw lines, arcs, circles, pointmarkers,

polygons and ellipses. Select any of 16

pens, 256 layers, 8 line types, 32 point

marker types, 14 cross hatch patterns

and solid fill for tremendous design

versatility.

— Flexible automatic dimensioning of

lines, angles and arcs in the alignment

that's best adapted to your workstyle.

— Draw in English or metric units.

— Automatic calculation of areas and

perimeters.

— Precise positioning using snap modes.

— Use ortho lock to draw vertical,

horizontal or normal lines.

— Keyboard input optional in absolute,

relative and polar coordinates allows

you to draw to the precision of

,0000001 accuracy.

— Powerful editing function that lets you

stretch, shorten, trim, bevel, round

and fillet, erase, unerase and more
— Transfonn and copy commands allow

copying, moving, rotating and align-

ment of items. Mirror objects about

any axis and merge drawings together

for true computerized cut and paste.

— Plus many more features that can

usually be found only on sophisticated

packages costing £2,000-53,000.

Yet with all of its power, Drafix is one

of the easiest software packages you'll

ever use.

A breakthrough in screen design

and user interface.

Drafix 1 features a second generation

user interface— the Dynamic Screen

Menuing System. This means all of the

menus are visible at all times -— there's no

need to memorize menu hierarchies.

A "roll down" menu automatically

appears to display all of the available

options and a single keystroke or pointer

device let's you make your selection

"on the fly."

Pointer prompts d

current mouse or digitizer

button Junctionsfor

ease of use.

Item attributes, component at

grid snaps can be selected "oi

fly"for speed and accuracy.

Menus remain visible

continuously to eliminate

memorization.

Powerful drawingfunctions

include arcs, ellipses, cross-

batching, solid fill, parallel

'and perpendicular lines and

many others.

Flexible, automatic

dimensioning system is

powerful, easy -to- use

and adaptable to your

work style.

Its powerful features and ease of use

makes Drafix 1 ideal for everyone from

the hobbyist or student designing a

simple room layout to the top design

engineers at NASA.

New options available now!
• DotPlotter

— Provides hi-resolution output to dot

matrix and laser printers

• General Symbols Library

• Professional Symbols Libraries

Proven CAD software for only S195.

Although Drafix 1 is newly available

for the Atari ST it's been around long

enough to be described by PC Magazine

and others as "The best CAD buy in

town" with "Incredible performance

for the price."

Turn your ST into a powerful CAD tool.

Use our toll-free number to order

Drafix today.

DRAFKl CAD
ONLY $195
Call for the name o! your local Drafix

dealer or place your toll-free order today.

1-800-231-8574
Visa, MasterCard or ext. 950
American Express welcome.

3D -day money back guarantee

if you're not completely satisfied.

FORESIGHT
RESOURCES CORP.

10725 Ambassador Drive

Kansas City, MO 54153 (816) 891-1040

Dealers, contact us direct or call

one of these distributors:

Horizon Computers /Denver, CO/
1-800-223-2487 ext. 133

IMSI/San Rafael, CA/ 1-800-222-4723

(In Calif, call 1-800-562-4723)

Kenfi! Distribution/Van Nuys, CA/
1-800-662-0505

Micro-D/SantaAna.CA/1-800-MICR0D1

0; 23*'
' | message venter displays step - b_

step instructions and other useful

status information.



It's a rogue planet. It's unstable. It's BIG. It's

very dangerous— populated by strange and evil crea-

tures whose sole purpose is to get rid of YOU! Hey,

but you knew that when you volunteered. You were the

best BLOB (Biologically Operated Being) controller in the

Academy. If you can't do it, nobody can.

Get to it! Every second counts. Quick— Survey

the planet. Identify the missing core elements. Fight your

way through those 500 caverns filled with the most sinister,

bouncing, cutting, shooting, spinning creatures this side of

the Madgelein cluster. Locate and deliver those missing

elements to the planet's core before it folds in on itself,

dragging everything you know into the cold, timeless abyss

of non-space. If you don't make it, you're history. But if

you do, you'll be hopping stars in a gleaming Mallian

cruiser, living the life you've only dreamed about!

• Fast action arcade-style play.

• 500 action packed screens. A new, creative

challenge game aftergame.

• Choose from four different musical scores.

• Terrific animations.

• Save scores to disk.

STAR QUAKE
Exciting To The Core!

The Best Setting Action Packed

Game in England

Also New from Terrific Software!

All Aboard!
The Microgauge Train Set

It's a fantastic toy train set. Just like the one Dad got you

for Christmas. Only this time you 7/ get to play with it.

Boot up All Aboard and design your own track layouts.

Add tunnels, switches and scenery. Ready for trains?

Choose the Black Cloud, the Red Devil or the streamlined

Greased Lightening— or create your own. You might

prefer to send a couple of trolleys around your route. Make

sure you get those schedules right. You don't want any

wrecks do you?

• Comes with pre-designed track layouts and

trains, or

• Design your own with the All Aboard editor

• Detailed scenery for all seasons

Participate in Territic's Casey Jones contest.

Best track layout and engine design wins an HO
train set. See product package (or details.

i
Look for these fine games at your

favorite store.

800-234-7001
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107



REVIEWS
Make the Most of your

ST's MIDI port-

PROJECTS

// 's easier than ever with some

helpfrom Electronic Musician

magazine.

Whether you're a computer

enthusiast or an enthusiastic

musician, Electronic Musician

magazine is your complete

guide to the new technology

that links the world of

computers with the world of

Every month, Electronic

Musician de-mystifies musical

electronics with articles on
MIDI, microcomputers,

recording, software - and of

course, the instruments them-

selves: keyboards, guitar

controllers, and electronic

percussion. Special features of

interest to Atari ST owners are

often included, such as

program listings, software

reviews and special lips.

FREE ISSUE: send today to

receive a free issue and to

reserve your introductory

subscription at the special rate

of$ll/year (outside US and
Canada add $15).

Use the attached card

or write to:

Electronic Musician

6400 Mollis St. #12

Emeryville, CA 94608



1-800-FOR-MIDI
HE FIRSTAND STILL THE BEST!

MIDITRAX
The Professional MIDI Sequence Library. \

HIGH QUALITY, LOW COST SEQUENCES
TO SAVE YOU TIME AND EFFORT.

FOR ALL POPULAR SEQUENCERS
AND SOFTWARE

10 SONG VOLUME . . . $59.95
SEND $4 FOR DEMO CASSETTE!

- SEND FOR FREE CATALOG -

(800) 367-6434 or (702) 826-6434
900 W. FIRST ST. - P.O. BOX 1090 - RENO, NV 89504

MasterCard and Visa Accepted

EEEMB
RUN HIGH RESOLUTION PI

The INDISPENSABLE UTILITY
FOR ALL ATARI ST OWNERS!

Miin.i;i.»!i ;Miu,i'mj.»M J.iJJ.'i.mm
ic MONOCHROME-

ASTER MONOCHROME VIDEO

(and compatible) cole

MONO EMULATION

DITHERED' AND A
LENGTH SCRE
REMARKABLE ABIL
AND DOWN THE
MOUSE!

TION MODES.

.ECTABLE MONOCHROME

.V INSTALLABLE ON 'DUF i

-I PROGRAMS
LANGUAGE FOR OPTIMUM
and MEGA ST (INCLUDING

\ NORTH AMERIC

Only $34.95
Price shown is in US$. Canadian Price $46.95. All orders add S5 for

shipping and handling. Payment by certified cheque, money order, VI!

MASTERCARD and American Express. No personal cheques accepted.

HYPERTEK/SILICON SPRINGS DEVELOPMENT CORP

Ph 60S 94? 4S77
205-2571 Shughnessy Street

BBH5 SOFTWARE
ATARI ST

P.C. Board Designer

Test Drive

Cyber Studio W/Cad 3D

jl'ia Li<:

5 37 95
3 2b.9l>

5 2995
5 74.95

J 18.95

5 37 95
5135.00

i 27 00

Marble Madness
Zany Gait

H 2000

Beacon loaches Typing .

::i;i! Dunijimii b Driiijons I

5 29.9!

Phar I. 2 or 3

$ 25 95

.....9 2995
S 32.95

$ 35 95

« Lancet 29.95

.eachS 25 00

$ 32 95

S 25.95

$ 16.00

Wintei Games S 14.00

Word Up S 52 95

M.irk Williams "C"

Obliterate:

Police Quest

Certiticatc Maker

rii.jht Simulator II

Dark Castle

Word Writer ST
Desktop Publisher

Star Trek; The Rebel Urrhfl

Print Master Plus

Word Period

3 32.95

$ 39.95

51 29 00

5 25.95

S 32.95

$ 25.95

S 35.95

S 2995

. . $ 25.00

. . S 25.95

.$209.00

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF SOFTWARE & ACCESSORIES - CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES

Supra 20/301-60 IU

litor Master .

e Master
. . .

ACCESSORIES
.

.
.CALL 2-Time 1520 ST1

. . . .CALL Z Time (520 STFM/1040 ST] .

. . .
.CALL ST Series Mouse

520 ST Power Supply
. . S 99.00 Epy« 500 XJ Joystick

. . S 35.00 Wico Bat Handle Joystick

. . S 44.00 Wico Three Way Joystick

. .$ 44.00 Wico Eigo Stick Joystick

'Blaster Module w/Adj

$-1 <}<)!,

549.95

$62.95

$15.00

$1900
S77.50

513.05

mis.on

DUST COVERS
520 ST Computer
520STFM/1040 ST Computer.
SF 3541314 Disk Drive

SC 1224 Monitor

SM 124 Monitor

OkimatR 10/20 Printer

Star 10" Printers

Order LiL

1-800-282-0333

10 a.m. -8 p.m. Monday-Thursday
10 a.m. -6 p.m. Friday

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday

11 S. Wright Avenue, Fairborn, OH 45!

RIBBONS
SMM804
Star SG10X. SG 10

Slar NX/NL/NP-10
Star NX 1000. NX 1 OOP,

Star NX 1 00 Rainbow 14-Color)

Panasonic 1080/90/91/92i . . .

Nee 8023, C ITOH8510
Epson MX/RX/FX70, 80, 85 .

Epson EX800/1O00, LO. 2500 .

Customer Service
£r Ohio Residents
1-513-879-9699



Lotus and dBASE Files

for Your ST
by Gregg Pearlman

START Assistant Editor

When professionals use spreadsheets,

chances are that they use Lotus 1-2-3

on an IBM PC. But since Microsoft

hasn't ported Lotus over to the Atari ST,

the first question asked about a new ST

spreadsheet is always, "Can you use it

with Lotus 1-2-3 files?" The answer is

"yes" for VIP Professional from ISD

Marketing and LDW Power from Logical

Design Works. The advantage of 1-2-3

compatibility is that IBM software areas

in online services such as CompuServe

and GEnie offer a wealth of templates

you can use immediately with LDW
Power and VIP Professional.

On CompuServe, typing GO LOTUS

from any "!" prompt brings up a menu

for The World of Lotus.

Option 6 brings you to the LOTUSA

menu, from which you choose down-

load library 4-1-2-3 Utilities. Now

choose option 1 to BROwse through the

files. Since VIP Professional can use Lo-

tus templates with a .WKS filename ex-

tender, enter WKS at the keyword

prompt. LDW Power can also use .WK1

hies, so enter WK1 or WKS.

Among the goodies available in this

library are: TYMADD.ARC,

TYSPEC.ARC and TESTTLARC

TYMADD.ARC is a .WK1 worksheet

that does clock arithmetic, adding and

Figure 1, Numerous
Lotus templates are

available online for

just the cost of the

download time. This

is a scientific

template from

SCITEMP.ARCon
GEnie.

subtracting hours and minutes (or

minutes and seconds) in decimal for-

mat; this can be a true time-saver- in

more ways than one! TYSPEC.ARC is

also a .WK1 worksheet that simplifies

copy preparation for typesetting and

TESTTLARC is a .WK1 benchmark

speed test that tracks the time your sys-

tem needs to save and retrieve 1.5 mega-

bytes of data.

in download library 8 (business ap-

plications), you'll find, among others,

CPATOO.ARC, PAYROLARC and

RENTALARC CPATOO.ARC is a set of

.WKl accounting templates that in-

cludes a tax planner, a client database

and a Z-score analyzer. PAYROL.ARC is

a macro-automated payroll worksheet

(,WK1) featuring automatic calculation

of FICA and Federal Taxes.

RENTALARC provides a complete tem-

plate set for keeping records of rental

property; it also includes a lunction thai

lets you print monthly statements of the

balance sheet. It's compatible with .WKS

lormat, so you may have to convert it.

If you want .WKS files, try

T1MMAN.WKS or GL.WK5. It's a com-

plete time and billing system that main-

tains records of employee hours and

produces client progress reports.

GL.WKS is the complete General Ledger

model lound in Lotus Magazine. If

you're looking for a complete

spreadsheet-based accounting system,

GL.WKS may be just the thing for you.
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Online With START

If your online service of choice is

GEnie, just type "m.617" - move to

page 617—which brings you to the IBM

PC Software Library. Choose option 3,

Applications. From the Applications Li-

brary menu, choose option 3 again to

search the file directory, using "Lotus"

as a keyword. Among the Lotus-

compatible files we found were

123LOAN.ARC, AMORTIZE.ARC,

SC1TEMPARC and 123BOWL.ARC.

123LOAN.ARC is a simple interest and

payment calculator and AMORTIZE.ARC

is a loan amortization worksheet.

SCITEMP.ARC is a specialized set of

scientific templates that would be of

interest to those who use this issue's ST

SciPlot. And to keep track of those

times away from your ST, there's even a

bowling league template; 123BOWL.ARC.

DBASE Files

In the database area, we again run into

the "IBM/industry standard" roadblock.

Currently, dBASE III+ seems to be the

standard, but dBMAN for the Atari ST is

almost 100% compatible with dBASE

III+ . Again, CompuServe and GEnie are

excellent sources for downloadable

database forms.

On CompuServe, type GO IBMSW

for the IBM Software Forum. Choose

download library 3, General Utilities,

and BROwse, using "dBASE" as a key-

word. There for the downloading are

USRT23.ARC (LSORT) and CMGR.ARC.

LSORT is a general purpose sort and

merge program that sorts dBASE files

and fixed and variable record size files.

It even allows you to use your own

subroutines. Contact Manager

(CMGR.ARC) may be one of the most

valuable programs to the businessper-

son. It lets you keep complete records

on all business contacts, so that you'll

be on top of things for that next tele-

phone call or business meeting.

In download library 5, DBMS/Ac-

counting, you'll find: DBMENU.PRG,

MENUGE.ARC, LSTDB3.PRG,

TELISTARC and PTOOLS.ARC

You'll save yourself

hours of time by

spending just a few

minutes online.

DBMENU.PRG is a menu routine you

can customize for your own applica-

tions and use with either full-blown

command files or just to access selected

dBASE functions. MENUGE.PRG is also

a menu generating program; it generates

main menu and submenu command

files for you. To make dBASE file struc-

tures accessible, LSTDB3.PRG is avail-

able to write the structure of specified

.DBF files to an editable text file. At the

other end of the spectrum, TELISTARC

is a simple address and telephone data-

base. Finally, PTOOLS.ARC is a set of

over 30 Turbo Pascal routines that can

be accessed from dBASE III through the

LOAD and CALL commands

In download library 12, Desktop/

Shells, we found T1CKLE.ARC, an

"alarm calendar" that reminds you of

important events or tasks. ("Kind of a

computerized spouse," the blurb said.)

It works best on computers with a hard

disk and clock/calendar

On GEnie, in the IBM PC Software

Library, use dBASE as your keyword.

Among other things, you'll find

DBCONV11.ARC, DOLLARS.ARC,

HOMEINV.ARC and DRUGS ARC.

DBCONV11.ARC converts dBASE H files

to dBASE III and vice versa. DOL-

LARS.PRG is a quick routine that con-

verts dollar amounts to words.

HOMEINV.ARC is just the thing to rec-

ord a room-by-room home inventory.

And from the generally useful to the

very specialized: DRUGS.ARC is an

ambulance drug-tracking program.

There are far more dBASE 111+ and

Lotus 1-2-3 files available than I've

mentioned here. If you find a template

or form that will fill your needs and

have the ST program that can use it,

you'll save yourself hours of time by

spendingjust a few minutes online.

(Editor's Note: Ifyou find any files, that

are especially useful or that you think

would he of interest to START'S readers, just

drop us a line. We'll be happy to pass on

any information that would help our

readers. Be sure include the name of the

fie, its applicability and where you found it.

Thanks.

Products Mentioned

LDW Power, $149.95. Logical Design

Works, Inc., 780 Montague Express-

way, #403, San jose, CA 95131, (408)

435-1445.

CIRCLE 210 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VIP Professional, $249.95. ISD Market-

ing, 2651 John Street, Unit 3, Mark-

ham Industrial Park, Markham, On-

tario, Canada L3R 6G4, (416)

479-1880.

CIRCLE 211 ON READER SERVICE CARD

dBMAN 5.0, $249.95; Greased Light-

ning pseudo-compiler $99.95. Ver-

sasoft, 4340 Almaden Expressway

#250, San Jose, CA 95118, (408)

723-9044.

CIRCLE 212 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Online Services Mentioned

CompuServe, CompuServe, Inc., 5000

Arlington Centre Blvd., PO. Box

20212, Columbus, OH 43220, (614)

457-0802: (800) 848-8190.

CIRCLE 213 ON READER SERVICE CARD

GEnie, General Electric Network for In-

formation Exchange General Electric

Information Services Co., 401 N.

Washington Street, Rockville, MD
20850, (800) 638-9636.
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Ships, Planes, Strategy

and Scrabble

This issue we present new ST entertain-

ment programs; two futuristic strategy/

action games with military themes and

a computer version of a classic board

game.

CARRIER COMMAND
by Scat Tumlin

Carrier Command, Rainbird Software's

latest release, is the most complicated

simulation I've ever played. It's also the

best.

The game's scenario is complex:

scientists have found a series of islands

with volcanoes which they plan to tap

as an energy source Assisting them in

this plan are two super carriers-the

ACC Epsilon (under your command)

and the ACC Omega (droid controlled).

These vessels will then populate the is-

lands with Control Center Builders

(C.CB.'s), which will construct build-

ings, collect raw materials and defend

the islands.

The two carriers start at each end of

the island chain and begin to work their

way to the center when disaster strikes.

A terrorist group has programmed the

Omega to destroy each island one by

one. Your mission is to gain control of

&
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Carrier Command,
Rainbird Software's

latest release, is a
complex futuristic

simulation with

great hardware.

each island and stop the ACC Omega,

using every weapon at your disposal.

Your goal in Carrier Command is

threefold: you must master the carrier's

weapons and successfully engage the

enemy's air and ground forces; use

strategy to control the islands and battle

the ACC Omega head-on -the greatest

challenge in the game

Island Strategy

The islands play an important part in

Carrier Command. There are five types:

base, resource, factory, stockpile and

defensive, and two base islands, one at

each end of the island chain. Each car-

rier is at a base island when the game

begins. The resource islands produce

the raw materials used to manufacture

equipment for the carrier. The factor)'

islands create the equipment from the

raw materials shipped from resource is-

lands. The stockpiles island store the

equipment which is then ferried to the

carriers as needed. The defensive is-

lands defend the other islands from

enemy attack. The islands are con-

nected by a network of transport routes
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used to move materials and equipment

between them.

For example, if a resource island is

connected to a factory island then raw

materials from the first will be shipped

to the second island and equipment

will be produced. If during game play

that network link is broken, then the

raw materials won't make it to the fac-

tory island and your carrier's equipment

and stores won't get replaced. As your

network grows you'll find that some is-

lands do not directly connect to others.

Locating an island that connects both

solves this problem.

Screen Display

Onscreen, the Epsilon's operations are

broken down into five sections, each

represented by an icon. Another series

of icons let you control different func-

tions depending on which section

you're in. The screen also displays radar,

radar controls and carrier status infor-

mation. The center of the screen dis-

plays a forward first-person view from

whatever craft you select-your carrier,

lighter planes or tanks, described below.

The first section lets you pilot the

carrier, plot courses, check damage con-

trol and monitor your supply stores.

The latter lets you decide which of the

carrier's support equipment you should

produce first.

The second section controls the car-

rier's weapons systems, such as your la-

ser turret, flares (to deflect enemy mis-

siles), defensive drones and

surface-to-surface missiles. Before you

fire a missile the carrier launches a

viewing drone that shows a bird's-eye-

view of the carrier and any enemy tar-

gets in the area.

Completing your carrier's defenses

are the Mania, an attack jet, and the

Walrus, an amphibious assault tank.

The Manta can engage enemy aircraft or

bomb ground targets; the Walrus can

destroy ground-based targets and de-

liver cargo pods (loaded with C.C.B. s)

to islands. Different pods will convert

unoccupied islands to defensive ones,

resource ones, etc. You can also deploy

Virus bombs, which will convert enemy

islands into friendly ones.

ACC Epsilon Vs. ACC Omega

As ! said earlier, your greatest challenge

in Carrier Command is the final battle

with the ACC Omega. Just remember: il

you confront the Omega at the begin-

ning of the game, you're toast. The

Omega has most of the same equipment

you have and will know when you're

coming. A hint: both carriers need

weapons, which they get from their net-

work. Without a functional network

even the most powerful carrier is

helpless. . .

The Game Play

There are many things to do in Carrier

Command. Planning your strategy takes

time and selecting islands to populate is

very important. Certain islands are eas-

ier to defend than others. Make sure the

islands you pick have network links,

otherwise materials and equipment

can't move through your network.

Most ol the game's controls are fine,

but there are a few things that could be

improved. For instance, you can control

only one Manta or Walrus at a time -

the others are on autopilot, and if they

get within enemy range they're sitting

clucks. It would be nice if you could

program autopilot macros that could set

course adjustments or patterns like zig-

zag, dodge, etc. The macro could also

instruct the craft to launch a weapon if

engaged by an enemy. (Imagine a macro

that instructed a Manta to provide air

support as a Walrus under your control

lands on an enemy island.)

Carrier Command's manual is thor-

ough but certain sections seem out of

order Flight information about the

Manta and Walrus comes before infor-

mation about weapons fitting and craft

navigation. (1 lost three Mantas before I

realized they had no fuel!) The game

uses the "keyword" copy-protection

method, where you're asked to enter a

word from a specific place in the man-

ual alter you boot the game. Although

some might find it annoying, it helps

inhibit piracy but still allows you to

make backup copies of the disk. Finally,

enclosed in the package is a cassette

tape with the Carrier Command sound-

track; a nice touch.

Overall, I recommend Carrier Com-

mand highly for anyone who takes their

simulations seriously. There's a lot to

learn and do, but that's what makes it so

much fun!

STELLAR CRUSADE

by George MiUer

Stellar Crusade is perhaps the most

detailed ST strategy game I've seen. It's

an exciting struggle for control of a small

but vital star cluster You'll need to com-

bine exploration, economic power and

military conquest as part of your overall

stategy. It's not enough to simply be a

good general; you must also plan well,

develop your resources and anticipate

your opponents' actions.

The Nuts And Bolfs

Stellar Crusade is a two-player game

(against either a friend or the com-

puter). The two sides, comprised of The

League (always human-controlled) and

The People's Holy Republic [.controlled

by a human player or the computer)

have been stuggling for decades for con-

trol of this portion of the galaxy.

As leader of one of the factions, you

must begin by exploring the galaxy in

order to colonize the best planets. Your

expedition must be properly equipped;

each system has diflerent characteristics

and you'll need to have the correct

supplies.

As your colonies begin to prosper

and grow, you'll be making decisions

affecting the economics of your side.

Should you use surplus materials to de-

velop new factories or mines? Is addi-

tional farming needed on some world?
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Are your armies strong enough or is

more training needed? You'll even be

making decisions about what types of

ships to build, and how large your ar-

mies should be. You are in total control

ol your forces.

Eventually, the inevitable conflict will

erupt. Then you must equip your fleet

and launch your Task Force in defense

is that they don't require much in the

way of fleet support.

A typical campaign can be divided

into three phases; exploration, coloniza-

tion and, finally, battle Your campaigns

must be well-planned; a haphazard ap-

proach will only lead to disappointment

and frustration. Expect to spend a con-

siderable amount of time becoming

protected, so you can store it on your

hard disk or make a backup copy.

Stellar Crusade is definitely not a be-

ginner's game, but if you're ready for a

challenge, it's definitely for you. Expect

to spend many hours on each

campaign.

You won't finish a campaign in one

evening, but who wants a game you can

master in one sitting?

1
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Stellar Crusade is a

highly detailed ST

strategy game.
You'll need to com-
bine exploration,

economic power
and military con-

quest in your strug-

gle for control of a

vital star cluster.

of your system, or even strike out on a

bold mission oi conquest. Movement of

your forces and combat is quite compli-

cated. Several pages in the manual arc

devoted to it and it's very difficult to

master.

Rank And File

There are four military units in Stellar

Crusade: Security forces, Light regulars.

Heavy regulars and Special Forces.

The Security forces are lightly

equipped, mainly reservists and are

best used lor defenses. The Regulars are

the main ground lorce. They are well-

equipped and trained lor both delen-

sive and offensive operations. The pri-

mary difference between the Light and

Heavy regulars is in their equipment

The Special Forces, as the name im-

plies, are small elite units best used in

independent operations. The nice thing

lamilar with the game mechanics, not

because Stellar Crusade is poorly con-

structed, but because it's so involved.

Not For Beginners

Stellar Command is not an easy game.

You can toggle "reality levels" on or off

to add to the realism and uncertainty

and select difficulty levels ranging from

"pushover" (difficult enough for the first

time) to "hideous." The main screen is

a map of space surrounding Kiffryn's

Cats Cluster. It's an isometric view quite

easy to adapt to. Other screens are dis-

played as needed and all your options

are menu-driven, simplifying what

might otherwise be an overwhelming

task. Often, the computer is available to

offer hints as to your course of action.

As in Carrier Command, Stellar Cru-

sade uses the "keyword" method of

copy protection. The game is not copy-

SCRABBLE

by Louise Lanohan

Many people probably don't realize that

the Scrabble board game is taken as

seriously as chess by many fanatical

players. Believe it or not. Scrabble

players are nationally ranked, belong to

officially sanctioned clubs, play in local

and national tournaments and sub-

scribe to newsletters to improve their

games. The Scrabble ranking system is

also surprisingly similar to the chess

ranking system.

Leisure Genius/Electronic Arts"

Scrabble should please a broad spec-

trum of Scrabble board game players,

irom the beginner up to the advanced

player, although an extremely good

player may be disappointed. The game

has eight levels of play, with level one

playing an average score of 200 points

(.in a two-player game) up to over 400

points at level eight. Flowevcr, speaking

as a nationally-ranked Scrabble player, I

find the ST version's scoring system

conservative at best.

The Dictionary

Before getting into the actual game play,

it's important to discuss the dictionary.

Scrabble has a dictionary of 23,000

words, all of which it accesses for play

levels five through eight. Interestingly,

the lower levels access only part of the

dictionary, not including some words

considered to be obscure such as "all

acceptable two-, three- and four-letter

words and extensions-some ol these
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words are obscure and unusual!" (the

instructions warn).

Anyone seriously interested in Scrab-

ble should learn all 86 two-letter words

and take advantage of the full range of

the dictionary by playing at level five or

above. The Official Scrabble Players Dic-

tionary (OSPD) is an excellent invest-

ment; it's $4.95 in paperback, S10.95 in

hardcover. You'll find it handy For play-

ing real people, too.

Rack randomly rearranges the letters on

your rack which may help you to see

other possible plays. Unfortunately, you

can't point and click on these letters

and rearrange them at your

discretion-an annoying drawback. You

can type them in and backspace to re-

move or rearrange them on another part

of the screen, but it would be better to

be able to rearrange the large tiles on

your rack.
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Scrabble has eight

levels of play, with

level one playing an

average score of

200 points (in a

two-player game)
up to over 400
points at level eight.

Getting Wordy

After loading the game, the familiar

color-coded board appears. There isn't

room on the board to label each square

so you should familiarize yourself with

what premium each color represents

(triple-word score, etc.). If you forget, a

pull-down menu can show you

Premiums, the Distribution of tiles and

the Tile values of each letter; this infor-

mation is also in the instructions.

Under the Option menu choices are

Hint, Pass, Juggle Rack and Change

Tiles. Hint will suggest possible plays,

which may or may not be helpful. It

gave me both good and terrible sugges-

tions, but Hint might give you an idea

you had missed or show you an un-

usual word or position.

Pass is usually used at the end of the

game if you cannot play at all. Juggle

Change tiles is useful if your rack is,

say, CI1QVVZ or E111UUV and you can

play none of them. You type in which

letters you want to exchange, from one

to all of them. Another nice feature is a

running count of how many tiles you

have left displayed in the lower-right-

hand comer of the screen throughout

the game.

Playing The Game
When you type in a word it appears on

the lower right of the screen. You can

backspace to change your mind or fix a

typing error. If you have a blank tile, you

hit Shift when you type what letter you

want it to represent, and it will be

shown in inverse. A screen prompt asks

you to click on the place on the board

where you want your word to begin;

another screen prompt asks Across or

Down. Click at the appropriate places to

set your tiles and the word appears in-

stantly with its score. Then a screen

prompt asks, "Do you want to try an-

other word?" If you click on Yes, it re-

moves the word and you can fry it in a

different place or try another word to

compare scores. (A complaint: why

aren't the buttons labeled Try Again and

Play instead of Yes and No? You click

on NO when you want to play, which

seems strange. Or maybe the question

should be "Do you want to play this

word?")

If you choose to use the clock,

choices of playing times range from 30

seconds per turn up to five minutes per

turn, in 30-second increments. Tourna-

ments allow 50 minutes per game, so if

you play slowly you can use this to help

you leam to speed up your game.

The Display Menu features View

Thoughts and View Racks checked.

View Thoughts is an interesting tool for

getting ideas of what and where to play.

Since I don't like seeing the other

player's rack I usually disable it at the

start of the game, but seeing what

choices are made from the other rack

could be a good way to learn. You can

even have two computer players play

one another and observe how they

perform.

One thing I don't like is that if you

disable View Racks so that you can't see

what the other player has, you also don't

see what you have while the other

player is thinking. And at the higher

levels, it can think for a long time. I got

out a pencil and paper to record my

rack so I could study both it and the

board, just as you would in a regular

Scrabble game. I'd prefer to just see my

own rack still displayed on the screen.

Another thing I'd like to see im-

proved is that after the ST thinks for a

while, it suddenly plays, flashes its play

on the board and then immediately

proceeds to your turn. If you aren't

looking at the screen at that moment,

you end up searching for the computer's



play on your own time (if you're using

the clock). It should just display that in-

formation until you click to proceed.

The game also plays only "good words,"

so you can't challenge it, but it will un-

doubtedly play unusual words that

you'll want to look up and learn. (Know

what jeu or kier mean?) You can go to

the Clock, turn it off, look the word up

and turn the clock on, but it would be

easier if you could just click to start

your turn.

The same problem occurs at the end

of the game. You get about a minute to

study the board and look it over, but it

clears automatically sooner than you

might prefer. Again, I think you should

click to clear it.

If the game challenges your word,

you're on your honor. You can look it

up in the OSPD then click on Yes when

it asks if you're sure your word is good.

The game has a finite (and presumably

fixed) dictionary. You could cheat, but

how fair (and fun) would that be?

I

Mincing Words

An extremely good Scrabble player will

probably feel that, unless he or she is

playing a Cray supercomputer, a top-

ranked human being will make a better

partner I don't mean that this version of

Scrabble is bad -it'll probably help you

come across a new word or two and

you don't always have another person to

play Scrabble with. Occasionally the

clock runs out on the game without the

5T having played, whereas you will be

able to play something and not waste a

turn, even without scanning a diction-

ary. Although my average is only 350 to

360 points per game (the real experts

maintain averages in the 420 to 430

range!), 1 can beat the game at its top

level of play, partly because the clock

runs out on it.

Overall, though, The Computer Edi-

tion of the Scrabble Brand Crossword

Game is a lot of fun, and it should help

rabid Scrabble players improve their

vocabulary, strategies ol play and

speed.

Scot Tumlin is Direct Mail Sales and

Support Supervisorfor Antic Software;

George Miller is Director of Product

Support for MichTron, Inc.: Louise

Lanahan is, in her own words, "an old-

fashioned housewife" and is a

nationally-ranked Scrabble player.

Products Mentioned

Carrier Command, $44.95. Rainbird

Software, distributed by Mediagenic,

3885 Bohannan Drive, Menlo Park,

CA 94025, '(.415) 322-0900.

CIRCLE 150 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Stellar Crusade. S54.95, SSI, distributed

by Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway

Drive, San Mateo, CA 94404, (415)

571-7171.

CIRCLE 153 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Computer Scrabble, $39.95. Leisure

Genius, distributed by Electronic

Arts, 1820 Gateway Drive, San Mateo,

CA 94404, (415) 571-7171.

CIRCLE 155 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Iliad Software is proud to present Cir-

cuitMaker 2.0 for the Atari ST computer

system. CircuitMaker 2.0 provides

many enhancements over it's predicessor

including:

* Macro devices: This gives you the

ability to define your own working de-

vices and save them in a library for

future use!

* Separate windows: CircuitMaker

now shows the circuit and wave forms in

separate windows each relocatable on

the screen!

* More devices: More devices are

included in the standard library including

a 32x8 PROM and 1Kx8 RAM!
* Enhanced printer support: More
printers are supported, and your draw-

ings can be reduced or enlarged to what-

ever size you need! If your drawing is

larger than one page, CircuitMaker 2.0

will break it up over several pages!

* Much, much more!!

Come in and see CircuitMaker 2.0 today

at your local Atari Dealer!

!

Only $149.95

iliad
Software Inc.

P.O. Box 1144

Orem.Ulah 84059

(801) 226-3270

WHAT
CAN CgiOT DO FOR YOUR

BUSINESS?

cricit is an integrated Cash Register &
Inventory Control package so complete that

you can give your old cash register notice! CRICIT
ties together many of the facets of running your
business. Here's what CRICIT can do for you:

• Complete cash register functions

• Flexible inventory control for 65,500 products
• Daily, period and yearly reporting
• Price/product labels with optional bar code
• Coupon issue and redemptionffixed or % of sale)

• Customized receipts, coupons, inventory and
reporting

Ready-to- mail purchase orders with automatic
re-order calculation

• Commission calculation for 15 sales clerks

• Mailing lists in list and label formats
• Lay-aways, auto- discounts, stock searches
• Between- store reporting via modem
• User-friendly error correction and training manual

$249 U.S. / $299 CDN
Demo disk is available
for $7 U.S./ $9 CDN
Nice & Software, Inc.

103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener, Ontario

Canada N2G iW

I

(519) 744.73HO

Visas, MasterCard l>;,"il^r and Distributor

BRAID STORITI
hard disk srsrsms

* 20, 30, 40, or 60 megabyte hard diik
* 5.25* 360k PC type or
' 3.5" 720k floppy disk
' Heal time dock
' 1200 or 2400 boa modem
* Monitor A/B iwttcti

M majjabyie hard disk plus 525' or 3.5" floppy dak-
40 meflabytB hard in plus 5.25" of 35" floppy d»k-
60 megabyte tod dak Btl 5.25" Of 3.5' (loppy Mr
1200 bpe Internal modem
2400 bpe Internal modem
Monitor AJB twitch

VOID PRODUCTIONS
911 E. PIKE. SUITE 325, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98122

206-3244006

VISA/MASTERCARD ORDERS WELCOME
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^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ Pro Calendar will keep youfrom missing those

JM Jg ^k appointments—or losing those to-do lists—because it's a

^^^km^ M memory-resident Desk Accessory that lets you load and

^^^t&^ save calendars, set alarms and remember holidays.

CALENDAR
by Anthony Barbieri

Let START help you stay on time with

CALENDAR.ARC on your START disk!

Runs in medium and high resolution.

Pro Calendar is an appointment calen-

dar for your ST. It's also a Desk Acces-

sory, which means you can check your

appointments from the Desktop or from

within any program that uses the GEM
menu bar. You can scroll through calen-

dars by months or years or jump

directly to any month from January

1786 to December 32767. (We suggest

you call and confirm any doctor's ap-

pointment you make for these later

years.)

With Pro Calendar, you can enter

your appointment schedule and write

yourself short reminders or longer to-do

lists, then save everything to disk. You

can also set 279 (or fewer) alarms -and

they'll even ring inside GEM programs!

Pro Calendar has 22 major holidays

memorized; it already knows, for exam-

ple, that the fourth Thursday of every

November is Thanksgiving. For those

times you're away from your ST, you can

also print out small, convenient ap-
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Figure 1. Pro Calen-

dar is a full-screen

appointment and
reminder calendar.

You can generate a

calendar for any

month between
January 1786 and
December 32767.

pointment schedules. You can even save

a month's calendar in DEGAS picture

file format. Pro Calendar runs in

medium or high resolution.

Time To Go!

To set up your appointment calendar,

copy CALENDAR.ARC and ARCX.TTP

onto a blank, formatted disk and un-

ARC CALENDAR.ARC, following the

Disk Instructions elsewhere in this is-

sue. Next, copy CALENDAR.ACC into

the root directory of your boot disk and

reboot your ST. Pro Calendar will read

the ST's internal clock and set itself cor-

rectly; unless you have a Mega, hard

drive with an internal clock or have an

add-on ST cartridge or chip clock, you

must set your ST's clock to the correct

date and time using CONTROL.ACC or

any of the public domain time-setting

accessories available

To access Pro Calendar, simply click

on Pro Calendar on the Desk menu of

the Desktop or any GEM-based pro-

gram. Pro Calendar will then display a

calendar of the current month, such as

that shown in Figure 1. On machines

with no clock (or if you haven't set your

ST's clock), you will most likely see

January 2028.

You can move forward or backward

through the calendar by month or by

year by clicking on PRIOR YEAR, NEXT
YEAR, PRIOR MONTH or NEXT

MONTH. Alternately, you can choose a

month and year to display directly by

clicking on SET DATE.

To load a calendar from disk, simply

click on LOAD CALENDAR. Pro Calen-

dar's default filename extender is .CAL,

but Pro Calendar will check for invalid

file formats so that you may use other

extensions. Don't worry about setting

the date before loading your calendar;

Pro Calendar will automatically display

the correct month and year. If you want

to make maximum use of Pro Calendar,

always load the current month's calen-

dar before moving on to another appli-

cation. Pro Calendar will then be able to

ring any alarms set for that day.

In order to minimize memory usage,

Pro Calendar holds only one calendar

in memory at a time Whenever you

change calendars, an alert box will warn

you that the current calendar will be

cleared (and any entries you've made

erased) if you continue. Just save your

current calendar before moving on by

clicking on SAVE CALENDAR. You may

even have multiple calendars for the

same month, say, one for business ap-

pointments and another for personal

notes; just save each under a different

filename. Pro Calendar will overwrite

any calendar file on disk if you save

your new calendar with the same file-

name, so if you want to have two differ-

ent calendar files, just assign them

different filenames.

Appointments And Reminders

Just like any desk calendar or daybook,

Pro Calendar lets you write down your

appointment calendar, notes and

reminders. To enter appointments or

notes, first highlight a date by clicking

on its number Then click on EDIT DAY

and a notepad such as shown in Figure

2, will appear. If you have already writ-

ten yourself a note or reminder for that

date, it will appear; otherwise the

notepad will be blank. The APPOINT-

MENTS AND THINGS TO DO area

gives you nine text lines for grocer)'

lists, appointments or notes. You can

move the text cursor with the mouse or

with the cursor control keys and the

Tab key will take you to the next line

If you want to start over, click on

CLEAR ALL to empty all the entries in

the APPOINTMENTS AND THINGS TO
DO area. If you decide not to keep any

changes you've made, simply click on

Cancel and you will be returned to the

main Calendar screen with your original

list intact.

The small notepad in the upper right

corner labelled REMINDERS is for im-

portant notes that you want to appear

on the calendar itself. Simply position

the cursor in this area with the mouse,

cursor keys or Tab key and type in your

reminder

Note that the cursor does not "wrap

around" to the next line in either the

APPOINTMENTS AND THINGS TO DO
or REMINDERS areas. If you have an en-

try that requires more than a single line

of text, you will have to Tab down to the

next line when you come to the end of

the first line. The Return key has no

effect in text entry. To erase individual

lines in the appointment or reminder

box, position the text cursor on the line

and press the Escape key Once you are

satisfied with your entries, click on OK
and Pro Calendar will remember your

list and reminders and return you to the

main screen.
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It's Alarming!

You can also set alarms that will ring

from the Desktop or while running a

GEM program. To set an alarm, type a

number sign (#) at the beginning of a

line in the APPOINTMENTS AND
THINGS TO DO area, then the time in

24-hour format, a space and then the

note itself. For example, a note to go

shopping at 1:25 PM would be:

#13:25 Time to go shopping!

You can set up to nine alarms for

each day of the month. After you set an

alarm and return to your host program

or the Desktop, Pro Calendar will moni-

tor the system clock to see if it's time for

an alarm. You must have the current

month's calendar loaded into Pro Calen-

dar and the system clock/calendar must

be correct. When an alarm goes off, the

monitor bell will ring and, if possible,

an alert box will appear on the screen

saying "IT'S TIME TO. .
." followed by

the text of the alarm message.

Figure 2. The
notepad lets you
post a quick

reminder for a cer-

tain day or type in

up to nine lines of

appointments and
notes.

Take Me Along

You won't always be sitting at your ST

when you need to know your appoint-

ments. Pro Calendar will print out a

wallet-size reproduction of your

APPOINTMENTS AND THINGS TO DO
list for you. Just make sure your printer

is on-line and then click on PRINT from

HOLIDAY OCCURRENCE ABBREVIATION

New Year's Day January 1 NEWYR.

Martin Luther King Jr. Day 3rd Man. in January MLK DAY

Lincoln's Birthday February 12 LINCOLN

St. Valentine's Day February 14 ST. VAL

Washington's Birthday 3rd Mon. in February WASHTON

Ash Wednesday varies (1988-1993) ASH WED
St. Patrick's Day March 17 ST. PAT

Good Friday varies (1988-1993) GOOD FR

Passover varies (1988-1993} PASSOVR

Easter Sunday varies (1987-2010) EASTER

Mother's Day 2nd Sunday in May MOM DAY

Memorial Day Last Monday in May MEMOR D

Father's Day 3rd Sunday in June DAD DAY

Independence Day July 4 INDEPEN

Labor Day 1st Mon. in Sept. LABOR D

Columbus Day 2nd Mon. in October COLMBUS

Halloween October 31 HALOWEN
Election Day 1st Tue. after Mon. in Nov. ELECTN

Veteran's Day November 11 VET DAY

Thanksgiving 4thThurs. in Nov. THANKS

Hanukkah varies (1988-1993) HANUKAH
Christmas Day December 25 XMAS

the Edit Day screen. The printout con-

sists of the title APPOINTMENTS AND
THINGS TO DO, the date and your ap-

pointment list surrounded by a box of

asterisks.

When you are done making entries,

click on OK to return to the main

calendar

I Remember When. . .

You can save your calendar as data for

Pro Calendar or save the entire screen

as an uncompressed DEGAS image file

in the current screen resolution. If you

want to save your calendar as an image,

be sure you have enough (at least 32K)

free space on your disk. Once saved as

a DEGAS file, you can load it into most

popular drawing programs, edit it, em-

bellish it, stretch it, shrink it and then

print it out.

If you choose this to save your calen-

dar as Data, a default disk and filename

is provided for you; you need only

press the Return key to use them.

Otherwise, type the entire path and file-

name for the calendar It's good practice

to save your calendars before you exit

Pro Calendar to the Desktop or enter

another program, just in case your other

program bombs and locks up the

computer.

e 3. Pro Calendar n

—or plan for them.

s 22 secular and religious holidays. You can plan around
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Holidays

Pro Calendar is programmed to remem-

ber the religious and secular holidays

listed in Figure 3. You should never for-

get Mother's Day again (your mother

will appreciate this). Certain religious

holidays, such as Easter and Passover,

are not based on our Julian calendar

and are only included over the time

frame noted.

Customizing Pro Calendar's

Source Code

Pro Calendar makes an excellent desk

accessory, but there may be times when

it's more convenient for you to use it as

a stand-alone application. If you have a

C compiler with all the standard

libraries for GEM, this is easy. First,

completely delete these procedures and

functions: int alann(dayhour,min,textp),

display_alam\(al_lmc) and

gct_rtime(y£ar,n]0!ith,dn\'.hour,mm).

Next, replace the main() procedure with

this:

nainf)

appl_init();

graf_handle(&rgl_wchar,&rgl_hchar,

&gl_wbox,&gl_hbox);

get_date(&curmonth,&curyear);

resolution= Getrez();

if (Iresolution) /* if in low

resolution #/

form_alert(l,

"DJ1 |
Only works in MEDIUM RES

|
orHlGHRESHAbonl");

elsef

build_tree( ),

startupO;

!

appl_exit();

Finally, compile and link it as a stan-

dard program. You must reserve a stack

size no smaller than 4K.

Adding Your Own Holidays

For example, to add your birthday as

November 30th, first find the procedure

called ins_holidays(month,year,qff). Next,

find the case statement which cor-

responds to the number of the month

your holiday is in (i.e. 11 for Novem-

ber). After the preset holidays and be-

fore the break enter a line in the form:

hol_tedIoff+ (the date of holiday- 1 )

l.te_ptext="{7 chars. Max} ";

our example is:

hol_tedloff+291.te_ptext="MYBDAY";

You may add as many new holidays

as you wish, but if two fall on the same

day, only the last one assigned will be

shown on the screen.

Here's hoping that you'll never miss

an appointment again!

Anthony Barhieri is currently a junior

Computer Science major at San Jose

State University.

...Turns Your Atari™ Into A Mac
The most exciting product ofthe J West

Const Cumjmterj show... " - Infownrld

Magazine

rmbably the most interesting product

demonstrated... " -Jerry l\mrnelk.

Byte Magazine

Drtfrt Pacific attracted a lot of

mtion. "-San Francisco Chronicle

The Magic Sac,..starting at $149.95 list price.

The best hack oft-

Webster liyte Mtigazin

farfurther information contact: Data Pacific Inc.

or your local Atari dealer.

'.OWtCNH. Until Pacific Ira'., all rights m
I'lJilclliarks anil rei;i-l!Tiai lr.kk-in.irks lis

are n! tin- retpecthe companies.
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609 Bast Spcer Blvd.

Denver, Colorado 80203 USA

Telephone: (303) 733-8158

Telex: 880366 (DATAl'.ACli'lO 1 lata Pacific.

a

Fame and Fortune!

Get Your Work
Published in START!

The articles you read in START don't

grow on trees-they're written by

dedicated ST users like you!

We want articles of all kinds: pro-

gramming tutorials (with accom-

panying software for our START

disks), reviews, news, perspectives

and tips on how to get the most out

of the ST and Mega computers.

If you want to have your work

read by over 75,000 ST owners and

be well-paid for it, then submit your

best efforts to us!

For a free copy of our author

guidelines, write to:

Author Guidelines

START

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107
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Wise up to nightly savings

online with GEnier
^GEnie has opened my eyes to what an online service

can do for me. I thought I knew it all until I discovered

GEnie's vast array of Special Interest Groups, offering

thousands ofsoftware files, dynamic bulletin boards,

lively discussions and "tips" from the experts. Not to

mention services like Comp-u-store Online® shopping

service, USA Today Decisionlines and access to

DowJones News/Retrieval.® And those friendly people

at GEnie really give a hoot about being helpful,

day or night

Compare GEnie for selection,

services and price, night after night.

It will open your eyes too. Only
GEnie offers you so much online,

for less."

Services Available
Compare

Pricing"

Electronic Mail «CB
• SIGs/Oier Group
• Travel •Sb' i]>[>inj.;

• Finance • Rrlmme
Professional • leisure

Regbba&m Monthly ,\Vm /.nW Tim,- /,V;.'.-i

300 baud 1200 baud

GEnief $29.95 None $5.00 $5.00

CompuServe 139.95 Nona $6.00 $12.50

Other $-19.95 $10.00 $8,10 $10,80

* Aft-
e, 1

"Get 2 Free Hours with Sign-Up.

Stilljust $5 per hour. Get online today!
1. Have your major credit card or checking account number ready.

2. Set your modem for local echo (halfduplex)—300 or 1200 baud.

3. Dial 1-800-638-8369. When connected, enterHHH
4. At the U#= prompt enter 3CJM11753,GEnie then RETURN.

Need help or more information? No modem yet? We can help.

In U.S. or Canada call 1-800-638-9636 or write GEnie, 401 N.

Washington St., Rockville, MD 20850.

We bringgood things to life.



This list is provided as a courtesy to our a

READER SERVICE NO.

BRAD ROLTGEN ENTERPRISES 073

COMPUTER CREATIONS 044

ELECTRONIC MUSICIAN
FORESIGHT RESOURCES

046
047

052

ADVERTISERS LIST-

READER SERVICE NO. PAGE NO.

NAVARONE 022 7,9,11

NICE & SOFTWARE 031 98

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS 058 6, 1

5

PROCO PRODUCTS 033 1 04

PSYGNOSIS 054 5

QUIET LION 055 61

RAINBIRD 056 8,27

THINKWARE 024 78

SOFTREK 057 14

SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS 042 67

SPENCER CORP. 025 70

ST PLUS 039 62

START 16

STERLING CONNECTION 059 40

SUBLOGIC 040 97

SUPRA CORP. 060 74

TAITO 061 10

TECHWAY SALES 062 6B

TIMEWORKS 028 1 05

TRIO ENGINEERING 029 70

Don't Forget!
Advertising Deadlines for the January 1989 Issm

On Sale: December 1, 1988

Insertions: October 3, 1988

Artworfe: October 10, 1988

ST
BACKUP
UTILITY

ProCopy
You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks
you out. ProCopy is the key!

Protects against the accidental loss ot

expensive software

Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks

Use with 1 or 2 disk drives

Not copy protected
FREE shipping and handling
TOLL-FREE telephone number
Updates are only SI 2 with return

Orders shipped same day
Disk analyze function included

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

534.95
Call (8OO) 843-1223
Send check for $34.95 (overseas add S2.00 for air mall) to;

PROCO PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 665, CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA

(401)568-8459
Available THE MOVING FINGER CO. TECH-SOFT
Internationally Building 2 computer wholesale
In Furonfl Shamrock Quay 324 Stirling Highway
««• Southampton, SOl-lOL Claremon!
ana England Western Australia 601O
Australasia Tel. 07O3-227274 Tel. 09-385-1885

104 November 1988

Get A Complete

Call

800-234-7001
(6 am to 6 pm Monday through Friday PST)

Get the disk in

your hands fast!

Askfor
SDS1188

For same
day service

ask for the

disk desk.



For Atari, 1040, and Mega ST Computers:

*** PUBLISH IT 'O'f

IN LESS THAN AN HOUR I

Introducing The...

TIMEWORKS DESKTOP PUBLISHER ST.".

.

A full-featured, fully integrated desktop publishing

powerhouse with word processing,

page layout, typesetting, and graphics.

Even if you have no design skills or

publishing experience, you can get

results in less than an hourwith THE
TIMEWORKS DESKTOP PUBLISHER ST!

For all its state-of-the-art ability,

PUBLISHER STis incredibly easy to learn-

refreshingly so. PUBLISHER ST combines
the familiar GEM User Interface, our

Quick-Start Mini-Manual, a full comple-

ment of Help Screens, and the practical

WYSIWYG (What-You-See-ls-What-You-

Get) display

—

all designed to get you

up and running in less than one hour!

SPECIAL FEATURES

• GEM User Interface: It's fast and
easy. Pull-down menus, icons, scroll

bars, and dialogue boxes help you learn

and use the program quickly. Yourdisplay

screen shows you exactly what your final

product will look like when you print

—

What-You-See-ls-What-You-Get!

• Flexible Page Layout: Use your mouse
to overlap, reposition, or resize your text

columns & graphics. Change your layout

or experiment—a/most effortlessly!

• Built-in Fonts: Chose from thousands

of possible type-style combinations! Opt

for bold, italic, underlined, outlined, light,

and superscript or subscript characters.

Type sizes range from 7 to 96 point.

• Premium Quality Printouts: PUBLISHER
ST uses a special high density printout

format to give you superior quality

printouts on yourdot matrix or laser printer.

• Built-in Word Processor: All the

features necessary for everyday word

processing, plus most of the sophisti-

cated features found in complete word

processing programs.

• Text Importing: Load documents
directly from WORD WRITER ST FIRST

WORD, and FIRST WORD PLUS* orfrom

any standard ASCII file.

Without advertising,

your business

could

• Built-in Graphic Toolbox: Draw lines,

boxes, circles, polygons, and more. Plus,

choose from a wide variety of built-in

line and fill patterns.

• Graphics Importing: Import graphics

created with popular drawing programs

—

such as DEGAS, NEOCHROME, & EASY
DRAW* Crop &Bcaletofit your document.

• Kerning & Leading: Adjustable letter

and word spacing add those professional

"finishing touches" to your document.

• Automatic Text Flow & Word Wrap:

Flows text around graphics; and from

column to column on the same page,

or carries it over to subsequent pages.

For Atari 520, 1040,

& Mega ST Computers!*

Sug. Retail Price .... $129.95

Available at your local dealer

—

or order direct from Timeworks.

Call 1-312-948-9202

nmeiucRKS^®
444 Lake Cook Rd.. Deerfield, IL 60015

312-948-9200

• Multiple Page Views: View, edit, and

layout pages at actual, double or half-

size. Or, reduce them so the entire page
fills the screen.

• Professionally Drawn Graphics: Ready-

to-use art makes your documents even

more eye-catching.

Plus you get special time-saving

features, sample documents & more!

(Documents do not print out in color.)

r.'lQSS'rneworks. Inc. Ail Rights Reserved.

"Registered Traae-Taiks o' the r respective companies



GFA BASIC 3.0
the ultimate programming language just got better!

GFA BASIC 3.0 comes with over three hundred new com-

mands, and offers an enormous increase in speed (40 to 60%
faster for some programs). While others talk, GFA BASIC
continues to deliver!

Even more important to the many thousands of current users

of GFA BASIC, Version 3.0 remains compatible. You can

still use all of the existing GFA BASIC program listings and

reference books.

If you're tired of waiting for other languages to live up to their

promises, come over to the one that offers automatic syntax

checking, and an interactive programming environment that

makes program development a snap. One of the more impres-

sive new features is the ability to hide procedures. Once a pro-

cedure has been debugged, the programmer can conceal it.

Only the procedure's name is shown in the listing. No longer

will it be necessary to page through screen after screen of pro-

cedures.

Other important new functions are:

*» All AES functions have been implemented
* Structured Programming

** Line-A commands are now supported

*" Joystick commands

> Case distinction (Select-case and Else-if)

> Fast integer math operations

And much more!

Available for all Atari ST and Amiga computers with color or

monochrome monitors $99.95

GFA BASIC Programming Aids — No other BASIC is as well supported

Programming with

GFA BASIC 3.0

Learn how to take advantage of the new

power and structured programming

commands in GFA BASIC 3.0.This in-

termediate programmers tutorial will

guide you through theintracacies of this

excellentprogramming language. Short

example programs demonstrate the use

of the new GFA BASIC 3.0 commands,

while larger examples show you how to

create complex programs. This book

will enable you to begin creating the

programs you've only dreamed about

until now. $24.95

GFA BASIC Programmers

Reference Guide, Volume I

This is the reference book that all inter-

mediate and advanced programmers

must have. It covers virtually every

concept and command in the concen-

tration you need. Many demonstration

routines are included, suitable for use

as procedures in your own programs.

Whether looking to create sensational

graphics and animation, or just having

problems programming the RS-232

port, you'll find what you need and

more in this impressive volume. For all

GFA BASIC users. $29.95

GFA BASIC Training

Deboot Camp

A brilliant beginners guide to the amaz-

ing world of GFA BASIC. This book

will lead you effortlessly through the

early steps necessary to make you a first

class programmer. You'll even work

with graphics and sound.

SI 9.95

GFA BASIC Reference Card

The ultimate pocket guide to program-

ming. Now every command is at you

finger tips in this easy to follow card.

$4.95

For more information

on these or other fine products

ask for our latest catalog!

^Miclilronl
576 S. Telegraph
Pontiac, MI 48053
(313) 334-5700

Dealer inquiries welcome.
Visa and Mastercard accepted.
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ST Cyber Graphics

tej>

CYBER SCULPT*1

The Advanced
3D Modeling Tool"

by Tom Hudson

Create the most fantasic shapes

imaginable with CYBER SCULPT
—the mouse-controlled, 3D solid-

object modeler featuring sophisti-

cated tools previously found only

on high-end workstations. CYBER
SCULPT adds push, pull, twist,

and bend tools to the basic spin

and extrude features found on

CYBER STUDIO(tm). The possi-

bilities have now become endless!

CYBER SCULPT includes

cross-sectional modeling for shapes

like boat and airplane hulls, or

dimensional topography. Variable

magnification, splint

and spin are only a

the many sophist icat

options. More indue

object distortion; ver

tex pulling; magnetic

distortion; cross-

sectional model
creation; complex

and simple extrude

with end-capping;

3D mirroring; 3D
prima tives; and

2D/3D coordinate

display.

Requires: 1 Megabyte

RAM and CYBER
STUDIO
ST0255 $89.95

1988 Tom Hudson

The* Omni-color Paini Pi

SPECTRUM 512tm

The New Standard in Paint Programs
by Trio Engineering

f^SH
ijSG^H

SPECTRUM 512 is more than Replace with Sophisticated

24,389 2D colors. And, more Color.

colors means dramatically • Colors: Select 512 Array

higher perceived resolution. Menu; Save/Load Color

But that's not all! SPECTRUM Palettes; Auto-create Color

512 contains a collection of the Range; Color Cycle Brush or

most sophisticated graphic Airbrush; Color Edit Mode;
paint tools available on any Load CYBER, DEGAS* or

microcomputer. Take a look at NeoChrome* Pictures; Pro-

just some of SPECTRUM'S grammable Slideshow.

special features: • Anti-aliasing: No Zag; Zag-
• Drawing: Freehand; Fill and Out.

New Fill; Patterns; Brush; Ad- Requires: Color monitor

justable Airbrush; Search and ST0249 $69.95
©1986 Trio Engineering

CYBER TEXTUREtm

The Object Raster Master
by David R.amsden

Turn your DEGAS* or Neo-

Chrome* pictures, or CYBER
PAINT"" animations into CAD-
3D iT" objects with CYBER TEX-
TURE. Imagine a DEGAS picture

pasted around a CAD-3D object

—

^^

with CYBER TEXTURE, you can do
it! It even includes a mobius strip!

And with CYBER CONTROL"",
CYBER TEXTURE objects can be
animated for mind-boggling f/x!

Requires: 1 Megabyte Ram, a color

system, CYBER STUDIO, and a

source of low-resolution color images

compatible with DEGAS or Neo-

Chrome (such as CYBER PAINT).

CYBER CONTROL is recommended

for animating objects; CYBER PAINT
is recommended for animating

surfaces.

ST0263 $49.95
©1988 David Ramsden



ST Cyber Graphics

"Antic's CAD-3D 1 '" is one of the best

programs I've seen for the Atari ST* or

anything else."

—Jerry Pournelle

BYTE MAGAZINE

CYBERSTUDIO tni

A two disk set featuring:

• CAD-3D 2.0 by Tom Hudson
• CYBERMATElm by Mark Kimball

CYBER STUDIO is an intuitive

3D solid-modeling design system

that has no limits. Sophisticated

enough for professional artists, ad-

vertising agencies, and design

firms—yet friendly enough for

home and personal use. Let your

creativity soar with the DEGAS*-
style color design system; graphic

lighting controls; enhanced spin,

extrude and join tools; and GDOS
output that supports laser and dot

matrix printers.

CYBERMATE is a "post pro-

duction" animation editing lan-

guage that features sound effects;

title generation and text display;

sequence looping, cuts fades and
dissolves; and color cycling anima-

tion.

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM (Upgrade

from CAD-3D I .0 $60.00 plus origi-

nal disk and $5.00 shipping and han-

dling)

ST0236 $89.95
© 1986 Tom Hudson and Mark Kimball

CYBER CONTROL^
The CAD-3D motion control

language
by Tom Hudson
Create animations automatically in

hours that would normally take

days. Expand and enhance your
ST graphics universe with this ani-

mation scripting language that

locks into any CAD-3D 2.0 feature.

Write your own BASIC-like pro-

grams with CYBER CONTROL 1"'

using CAD-3D as a "graphics en-

gine." Just start the program and
walk away—-your ST and CYBER
CONTROL will do all the work!

Requires: CYBER STUDIO
ST0250 $59.95 grcoffTOji

CYBER PAINTtm 2.0

The pro animation studio

by Jim Kent

This program does it all! CYBER
PAINT 2.0 is an animation system;

a time-oriented paint program; a

"eel" (celulloid) animation pro-

gram; and a digital optical printer.

CYBER PAINT 2.0 contains all

the standard paint tools—box,

brush, rubber, line, fill, etc.—but

adds the dimension of time anima-

tion. Images spin and glide around

the screen like a magic carpet. Spe-

cial features include a pixel f/x

menu; palette change per frame

and cut & paste color range; and an

automatic traveling mask. All

these features make CYBER PAINT
2.0 the fastest possible way to cre-

ate professional looking anima-

tions.

Requires: I Megabyte RAM & Color

Monitor (Upgrade from CYBER

PAINT 1.0 $25.00 plus original disk)

ST0251 $79.95

M ORDER
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800-234-7001
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ST0236V

Three frames of CYBER STUDIO animation without CYBER PAINT enhancement. The same three

frames are shown below them, after a CYBER PAINT touch-up.



Cyber Graphics Family

Complete your collection of CYBER GRAPHICS Design Disks

Create and fill your 3D graphics universe with the com-

plete library of Antic Software's design disks. From
architectural renderings to animated video cartoon char-

acters, these disks will bring your video creations to life!

All contain a potpourri of sophisticated 3D clip art and

component parts. A real bargain at $29.95 each!

3D Fonts I
,m

by Tom Hudson ©1986

Requires: CAD-3D"" 1.0 or CYBER STUDIO™

ST0224
3D Fonts H lni

by Doug Tho?nas ©1987

Requires: CAD-3D 1.0 or CYBER STUDIO

ST0254

ay?!

ft

Architectural Design"11

by Dane! Anderson ©i9s&

Requires: CAD-3D 1.0 or CYBER
STUDIO

ST0243

£ \# Ik

Human Design 1 "1

by Richard Berry ©iwt.

Requires: CAD-3D 1.0 or CYBER
STUDIO

ST0242

Ucr/flW

Cartoon Design'"1

by Maurice Molyneaux and

Andy Eddy ©1997

Requires: CY~~~
CONTROL 11"

:

ST0256

Video Titling Design"11

by Maurice Molyneaux and

Andy Eddy ©i987

Requires: CYBER STUDIO; CYBER
CONTROL"" recommended; CYBER
PAINT"" for special i/x

ST0261

Future Design"11

by Darrel Anderson ©i9B6

Requires: CAD-3D 1.0 or CYBER STUDIO

STQ232

^THE MICROBOT DESIGN DISKlm

by Darrel Anderson ©was

This new addition to the ST* CYBER GRAPHICS design disk family by

Darrel Anderson, designer of the incredible FUTURE' 11
' and ARCHITEC-

TURAL DESIGN DISKS"11

, contains advanced 3D clip art robotic designs

and component parts for a variety of 3D applications. Use detailed,

surrealistic modules to create cyborgs, both humanoid and alien. Comes
complete with blueprints, models and design tips. Requires; cyber studio

ST0262

GENESIS'1"

The 3D Molecular Modeler
by Scott Legrand

Create virtually any known mole-

cule using the online periodic table

of elements. Load and display

amino acids, hydrocarbons, and

sugars. Create your own mole-

cules on screen. Output molecules

as CAD-3D objects, or as DEGAS*/
NeoChrome* pictures. Or, explore

X-Ray Crystallography. Requires:

One megabyte RAM.
-jvrflt

ST0239 $79.95 $9fJ9

CYBER VCRtm

by Tom Hudson

Now you can transfer and edit

your "CYBER GRAPHICS" crea-

tions onto video tape. CYBER
VCR, a video sequencer, quickly

produces professionally edited

video tapes suitable for display to

clients or viewing by friends and

family. Bring the power of the

most expensive high-end computer

graphics to your ST system.

Requires: One megabyte RAM;
CYBER STUDIO or CYBER PAINT;
SONY BETA VCR MODELS HF750
or HF1000, or SONY 8mm EVC8U,
or SONY Camcorder CCD-V8 or

CCD-V8FU or CCD-V9 or CCD-
VUO.
ST0257 $69.95

XamQQ\l

CAD-3Dtm 1.0

by Tom Hudson
All you need to create 3D computer
graphics on your ST is 512K of

RAMandCAD-3D1.0. It's the

original, basic animation system

and is 520ST compatible.

ST0214 $29.95



Cyber Graphics Gallery

All products in our Cyber Graphics

Gallery (which have the letters "PD" in

the product code) are public domain
and may be distributed freely. Disks

are $12.00 each; the CYBERMATION
VIDEOTAPE* is $24.95.

All disks are self-running, with the

exception of the three CAD-3Dlm COL-
LECTION disks, which require CYBER
STUDIO"" or CAD-3D 1.0. Please note

the special requirements for each

product before ordering:

SS = single sided disk DS = double sided disk

C = color M = mono or color

1 = 1 megabyte RAM .5 = 1/2 megabyte RAM

CYBERMATION VIDEOTAPE
The definitive "CYBER" display tool in

both VHS and 8mm formats ($24.95) ©
1987 Tri Vision VHS0002

CAD-3D COLLECTION I

Tom Hudson's original collection of CAD-
3D objects (SS, M, .5) PD9085

CAD-3D COLLECTION II

More complex CAD-3D objects (SS, M, .5)

PD9101

CAD-3D COLLECTION III

The very latest complex CAD-3D objects

(SS,M,.5) PD9103

CYBERSCAPE
Darrel Anderson's tour de force CYBER
animation (DS,C,1) © 1986 Darrel

Anderson SB01D4

CYBER DEMOS I

A demonstration of CYBER CONTROL'stm
capabilities (DS,C,1) PD9104

CYBER DEMOS II

Features texture mapping and advanced
CYBER PAINTtm techniques (DS,C,1)

PD9105

CYBER DEMOS III

Real-time sequences and many more
CYBER animations (DS,C,1) PD9106

SPECTRUM 512 DIGIPIX
The best of beautiful diyi'.i/.od Spcctrumtm
pictures (SS,C,.5> PD9107

SPECTRUM SLIDE SHOW
The original slide show disk (SS,C,.5)

PD9100

SPECTRUM PORTFOLIO
A Darrel Anderson and Richard Berry

collaboration of Spectrum's fine art capa-

bilities (SS,C,.5) © 1986 Darrel Anderson
and Richard Berry SB9108

HOLO CONTEST I

Dann Parks demonstrates realistic object

dynamics with a simple, six-line CYBER
CONTROL routine (DS,C,1) PD9109

HOLO CONTEST II

Create moving star fields for CYBER
CONTROL with Paul Dana and Robert

Mills' desk accessory (DS,C,1) PD9120

HOLO CONTEST III

Dan Reifsnyder's topographical contour-

mapping program plus animation (DS,C,1)

For a complete list of Atari ST* PUBLIC
DOMAIN products, call our toll free

customer service line: (800) 234-7001

24 hours a day!

MAPS AND ^p
LEGENDS 111

3.0

See the world on a disk!

by Harry Koons and David Chenette

MAPS AND LEGENDS accurately

plots Earth land masses on your

Atari screen using one of eleven

available map perspectives. Float

over any spot on Earth, from any

altitude. Or if you

wish, in stere-

oscopic depth

ST Mapping

datamaps rm

Boundaries of the World
Create national political bounda-

ries with overlay files, or access

historical maps with this original

DATAMAPS collection.

Requires: MAPS AND LEGENDS
2.0, or greater

ST0227 $24.95

This is a fascinat-

ing and educa-

tional program!

Features include a

custom overlay

function to design

your own maps, or use the DATA-
MAPS disks; load pre-designed

overlays; or save multiple map
views. (Disk upgrade $15.00)

You'll need StereoTek glasses*

for stereoscopic effects.

ST0202 $34.95
C I9B7 Harry Koons flnd David Chenctlc

datamaps ntm

Rivers and Highways
by David Murray

New DATAMAPS files

create the world's rivers,

the great highways, and
spectacular man-made at-

tractions such as the Great Wall of

China, the Alaskan Pipeline, the

Trans Siberian Railroad, and the

Orient Express.

Requires: MAPS AND LEGENDS
2.0, or greater

ST0258 $24.95

THE NAVIGATORS 2.0

The professional, automated

flight planner—a two disk

set

by Scott D. Stephenson

Whether you are a private pilot,

navigator, commercial operator,

amateur, arm chair flyer, or

student, THE NAVIGATOR 2.0

will enable you to create accurate,

detailed flight plans.

(Upgrade to version 2.0 only

$15.00, including original disk)

ST0245 $49.95
© 1987 Stall D, Stephenson



ST Finance & Productivity

PHASARtm 3.0

The Intelligent Financial

Management System.

by Marksman Technology

PHASAR, the friendly, GEM-
based single-entry accounting

system, is designed to manage all

your financial affairs conveniently.

PHASAR utilizes interactive

accounts to track and provide you
with a comprehensive record of

your income and expenses. Here

are just some of the many features

PHASAR offers:

• Relational design integrates

financial data

• Artificial intelligence parser

predicts input, minimizes

typing

• 130 expense/income categories

• Up to 500 transactions per

month
• Custom check printing

• Instant help messages
• Split-category transactions

• Automatic transfers between

accounts

• Transaction macros for repeti-

tive entries

• Easy budget set-up and mainte-

nance
• Loan/savings plans analysis

• Outstanding transactions

display for any account

• Designs individual tax forms

• Clearly formatted printed

reports

• Categories sorted in any order

" Stores up to 250 names, ad-

dresses and phone numbers
• Display calendar with high-

lighted special occasions

"Programs like this are making

the promise of the personal computer

revolution a reality."—Richard S.

Lee, Photographer, Charleston, WV
ST0237 $89.95
©1986 Tom Marks

MACRO MOUSE 11

The Mouse Recorder
by Charles Johnson

MACRO MOUSE automatically

records every move your mouse
makes. A special "freeze" feature

allows you to insert instructional

text at any point for demos. Even

load DEGAS fonts for customized

displays. MACRO MOUSE also

includes two bonus utility pro-

grams: ALTHELP, a collection of

handy utilities instantly available

from any program and; START
SELECTOR, an improved replace-

ment for the GEM file selector.

Eliminate repetitive mouse move-
ments on the Atari ST forever!

STO260 $34.95

BASE TWOtm

The next step in databases!

by Dan Matejka and Stanley Crane

Until now, ST databases have

either been too complex or too

simple. None have had the ease or

flexibility of BASE TWO. Entirely

GEM-based, BASE TWO is an

intuitive, yet powerful database

featuring an adaptable report

generator plus many other features

that add up to simply the best

database application for your ST
dollar.

ST0246 $59.95
© 1986 Dan Matejka and Stanley Crane

ST Telecommunications

mm
The multitasking file

transfer answer
by Adrian Jovanovich

This multitasking file transfer pro-

gram works independently or with

any telecommunications applica-

tion. Now the Atari ST"" can do
what could never be done before—

multitasking. SHADOW transfers

files in the background while using

any other program. Imagine,

change resolutions, switch moni-

tors, or press system reset—-trans-

fers will never be interrupted. No
more waiting for file transfers!

Among SHADOW 's features

are a built-in desk accessory for

easy access to a background auto-

dialer, and a VT52 terminal for

standalone operation. For pro-

grammers, sample source codes

and access information on

SHADOW 's routines are included.

And, FLASH owners, remember

our special offer! Buy SHADOW
and find a patch program to up-

date your FLASH to the 1.6 ver-

sion. ST0259 $29.95

"FLASH is my #2 choice on the

Atari ST."
—Ron Luks, Founder of

CompuServe's SIG* Atari and
Atari Developers' Forum.

FLASHtm 1.6

The most popular

ST terminal program!
by Joe Chiazzese and Alan Page

Simplify your online time and

make telecommunications more
enjoyable and less expensive! If

you own a modem, you should be

using FLASH—totally program-
mable plus built-in word process-

ing; terminal emulation and bullet-

proof file transfers. FLASH is

packed with features including in-

telligent, programmable macro
("do") files; a capture buffer large

enough to record an entire online

session; and the capacity to sup-

port most major protocols.

ST0220 $29.95

FLASH COMMAND CARDS
TH9025 $7.95



ST Entertainment

Action Adventure T^rm,-

in Deep Space mAur

by Steve Crow and Bubble Bus *

Test your knowledge of Einsteinian I

Physics to repair the very fabric of I

our universe! Your mission:

replace the nine core elements in

the rogue planet before the entire

cosmos is destroyed. But wait, it's

not gonna be that easy. . .

.

If the bugs don't kill you, the

quake sure will. This is a new
planet, and BIG! Fresh from that

black hole. It's unstable and ready
to blow! To make matters worse,

you don't know where the planet's

core is located, or what the nine

elements are. And there's these

things floating around that suck the

energy right out of you when they

pass by, not to mention those

whirly-slicer doobads with blades,

and weird artifacts everywhere.

You could get stuck wandering

around the alien-infested caverns

for years without finding your way

out, if you should live that long

(but you won't).

Features include:

• Fast action arcade-style play

• 500 action-packed screens

• 30 on-screen colors

• Save scores to disk

• Four different musical scores

available

" Beautiful animations

Requires: Color system and joystick

STO403 $29.95
'": lliiH Sieve Crmv and Bubble Bus

3D BREAK-THRU[m

Foint-of-View Handball
by Shelbourne Software

This is the latest, real-time dimen-

sional challenge for the optically

adventurous. Don't get trapped in

another ghostly corridor of this

haunted three-dimensional laby-

rinth. Enhanced by rich graphics,

stereoscopic depth illusion works
beautifully in 3D BREAK-THRU.
To view in 3D, use Stereotek

Glasses*. Requires: Color monitor

ST0253 $39.95
cTHIfflffi

© 198B Shelbourne Software W^A

ALL ABOARD! 1™

The Microgauge Trainset

by Bay Cities Software

ALL ABOARD! is a wonderful

computer toy for the young-

ster in all of us. It's endless

hours of fun for people of

all ages, from the adult train

enthusiasts to the very

young. ALL ABOARD! is a

toy touring train set, just

like the one Dad snuck

home one Christmas and hid

on the closet shelf. . . . Just

like the one he spent all morning

and most of the afternoon setting

up and playing with, while you

stood there itching to get your

hands on it! Well here's your

chance, 80's style!

ALL ABOARD! comes with

several pre-designed track layouts,

plus trains and detailed scenery for

all seasons. It's completely self-

contained, or create your own
miniature railroad, because ALL
ABOARD! comes with its own
editor. Use ALL ABOARD! with

any DEGAS* or NeoChrome*

compatible paint program to create

custom cars and scenery. Requires:

Color monitor

STO402 $24.95
© 1988 Bay Cities Software

Cyber Sculpt, Cyber Texture, CAD-3D, Cyber Paint, Cyber
Studio, Cyber Control, Cybermate, Cyber VCR, Microbot
Di.",i);r Dr.,!:. Falun.' D.-sij-n DirA. I luman Design Disk,

Archili'duni] LVm)'.[i ilis>., VinVn Tilling Design Disk,

Cartoon Design Disk, Genesis, 3D fonts I, 3D Fonts II, All

Aboard!, 3D Break-Thru, Spectrum 512, Flash, 5hadow,
Maps niul Lu^L'niis Datamap-.. The Navigator, Phasar,

liaw Two. Mai in Miiu'.r, Terrific 'xiflwarc, Antic Software

and Antic are trademark; of Antic Publishing, Inc.

DJ-CASh; k of El.

,i trademark of Tektronics. Inc.

'Cyherniation
Tri Vision; "NeoChrome and

ri Corp.; "Stereotek Glasses

Jfr
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ORDERING INFORMATION

Mail Orders

To order by mail, complete order form and

return, with payment to The Catalog, 544

Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.

Phone Orders

MasterCard or Visa cardholders, phone in,

using our toll-free number, (800) 234-7001

Payment by check, money order,

MasterCard or VISA

Payment must accompany all mail orders.

Include shipping and handling charges with

your payment. California residents add

6.5% sales tax to merchandise total. U.S.

currency only.

Minimum order: $20 U.S., $40 Foreign,

plus shipping and handling charges

We fill orders of $20 or more. We ship

domestic, Canadian and Mexican orders

via first class mail. Foreign orders are

shipped via air mail. For prompt delivery,

be sure to include the correct shipping and

handling charges with your order.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES

Software U.S./CANADA FOREIGN*

Up to $50.00 $3.00 $10.00

50.01-100.00 6.00 20.00

100.01-150.00 9.00 25.00

150.01-over 12.00 35.00

'Please remit with MasterCard or VISA number or check or

money order in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. hank. Wire

translers will not be accepted.

For Questions or

Customer Service

Call (415) 957-0886

Technical Support:

8AM-12PM PST

Customer Service:

8AM-4PM PST

w ORDER
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800-234-7001

ORDER FORM - Please read all ordering information before filling out this fornr

Allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery.

City State/Country Zip Code

Phone Nil

Quantity

mber

Item Number Description Price Each Total

Prices and availably subjec! to change without notice. Subtotal of all items ordered

Method of Payment California residents add 6.5% sales tax

Check/Money Order Shipping and handling charges

MasterCard <

See schedule above
'

VISA
T°TAL

I

Credit Card No.

.

Expiration Date -

Name. .

Signature

MasterCard, VISA orders only

All SO States, 24 Hours a Day

CUSTOMER SERVICE INFORMATION
Our customer service team is here to serve you!

For technical support, product information, upgrade policies, or order inquiries, just call {415)

957-0886. Customer Service hours are Monday thru Friday 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., Pacific Time.

Technical support hours are Monday thru Friday 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m., Pacific Time.

Antic
1

Software

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

Bulk Rate

U.S. Postage Paid

Antic Publishing, Inc.



READ THIS!

Dear Subscriber,

START magazine has gone monthly!

This change from 8 to 12 issues per year will also change

your subscription expiration date. Don't worry, if you
signed up for 8 issues of START magazine + disk, that is

exactly what you will get. This means that you will now
get your magazine every month, rather than every 6

weeks like before. Because of this, your subscription is

going to expire sooner.

We don't want you to miss a single information packed

issue ex disk of START. So take a look at your new
expiration date in the upper right hand corner of your

mailing label. If it's getting close, take this opportunity to

RENEW TODAY!

Sincerely

Amber Lewis
Subscription Coordinator


